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Abstract

This thesis describes  work conducted using a l inear t ime-of-fl ight (TOF) mass  

spectrometer  concerning the gas phase reactivity o f  atomic and small molecular  

doubly charged positive ions (dications) with neutral species at low collision energies  

(below 20 eV).

The process o f  analysis by which measured ion intensities gathered using this 

instrument are conver ted into reaction cross-sect ions is completely redeveloped,  

permitt ing for the first t ime the cross-sect ions o f  all ionic products o f  b imolecular  

react ions  to be derived.  The new methodology calculates reaction cross-sect ions in 

arbitrary' units; furthermore the absolute size o f  these arbitrary units depends  only on 

the absolute value o f  the number densi ty distribution o f  the neutral reactant and thus is 

independent  o f  collision energy and changes  from one collision system to another 

only due to differences in the effusive propert ies o f  the neutral reactant.

Whi le a number  o f  coll ision sys tems have been observed,  three were selected 

for more rigorous study: SF'* + Ar, Cl'* + C O  and HC1'* + CO,  and these are 

reported herein. The first and second o f  these coll isions are particularly novel because 

their chemist ry includes reaction channels  that produce a doubly charged product 

containing new chemical  bonds  (A rS '  and C CT respectively).  This class o f  dication- 

neutral reaction is highly unusual  and only a very l imited number o f  examples  have 

been reported previously.  The chemis t ry  o f  HC1' with CO,  while bearing similarities 

to that o f  Cl '*,  also exhibi ts proton transfer (to form HCO*) that occurs with a 

branching ratio simi lar  to elect ron transfer. The new procedure o f  analysis is appl ied 

to each system, a l lowing calculation o f  the reaction cross-sect ions for all charged 

products and is demonst ra ted to perform suitably well. The mechanism o f  electron 

transfer in dication-neutral  systems is well understood,  and computat ional  calculat ions 

are conducted to complement  the experimental  results, but considerat ion o f  energet ics 

also al lows the observat ion o f  bond-forming products to be rationalized.

The development  o f  a more satisfactory means  o f  extracting reaction cross- 

sections from experimental  measurements ,  while an achievement ,  has highl ighted a 

number  o f  shortcomings  in the present  experimental  design and a number  o f  

suggest ions have also been made for a future upgrade o f  the exper iment that would 

facilitate s impler analysis as well as improved resolution and flexibility.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 The study o f  the bimolecular reactivity of gas phase dications

Dications are doubly posit ively charged atomic or molecular  species and possess 

markedly different properties to singly charged cations. Monocations  have been studied 

extensively for many years and a great deal is known  both about their structure and 

reactivity.111 s| Monocations  play important roles as reactive species in a range o f  

environments ,  including planetary a tmospheres ,  the interstellar medium and etching 

plasmas.  In the interstellar m ed iu m  for instance, ion-neutral reactions are key, because,  

due the induction o f  dipoles  in neutral species by charged species,  their rate increases,  

rather than decreases,  at low temperatures.1 N Wherever  monocations  occur,  dications 

will normally also be present but usually in far lower abundances .  It is perhaps  partly 

the low abundance o f  naturally-occurring dications and partly the frequent instability o f  

doubly charged species that explains the scarcity o f  research into doubly charged 

cations in compar ison to their singly charged analogues.  Indeed, when model l ing the 

behaviour o f  energized media, such as planetary atmospheres,  the processes involving 

singly charged species is often complex enough,  and addit ional contribut ions from 

multiply charged ions are com monly  deemed  to be negligible.  In recent years,  however,  

increasing attention has been directed towards  the study o f  gas phase dicat ions for a 

number  o f  reasons,  outl ined below.
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C hapter 1: Introduction

Firstly, the typical cross-sect ion for double ionization in e lec tron-molecule 

collisions, relative to single ionization, has been shown to be much larger than 

previously thought.  This is because  experiments often failed to detect many o f  the 

energetic fragment ions produced in dissociative double ionization. Double ionization, 

long thought  to account  for less than 2% o f  total ionization cross-sections,  is in fact 

more com monly  5oo-10°ol‘ 1‘~<'1, as is the case for the precursor gases SIT and MCI which 

are used in the experiments  detai led in Chapters 5-6.

Secondly,  many molecular  dicat ions have been shown,  either experimental ly or 

theoretically,  to possess electronic states with l ifetimes o f  microseconds  and 

upw ards .1- Such ’long-lived'  states can be probed using traditional techniques,  such 

as time-of-fl ight (TOF) mass spectrometry.

Thirdly, the separation o f  a double charge through fragmentat ion o f  a molecular  

dication is accompanied by a large release o f  energy,  because o f  the Coulombic  

repulsion between like charges.  As a consequence,  monocat ions  formed via the 

dissociation o f  a dication tend to have much larger kinetic energies than those formed 

directly in a single ionization process.  This additional kinetic energy may open 

mechanistic pathways involving product  monocat ions  that would  not be available in the 

absence o f  dications.

Spect roscopic probe techniques,  discussed later in this chapter,  have now 

characterized electronic and even vibrational states o f  an increasing num ber  o f  

dications,  and unimolecular  propert ies  such as the l ifetimes and fragmentat ion channels 

are also common ly  s tudied.1' 11 However ,  the published literature on bimolecular  

reactions o f  d icat ions  in the gas phase is still severely limited, so much so that 

experimental  work is still focussed on understanding the chemist ry that s imple dications 

undergo in coll isions with neutral species,  rather than a t tempt ing to recreate 

atmospheric or interstellar condi tions and model  the role ot doubly charged ions in the 

chemistry’ o f  these environments.

The most important reactive process open to a dication is transfer o f  charge,  

which dications undergo very readily. The ubiquity o f  electron transfer reactions in the 

bimolecular  coll isions o f  dications has lead to the mechanism being reasonably well 

understood thanks to the development over  recent years o f  the Reaction W in dow  model.  

However,  in addition to electron transfer,  the experimental  work around which this
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Chapter 1: Introduction

thesis is based pays particular at tent ion to bond-forming reactions, which are still rarely 

reported and mechanistical ly less straightforward.

1.2 Properties of molecular dications

Small doubly-charged molecules  are, as one might expect,  frequently unstable 

and often readily dissociate to form a pair o f  singly charge ions (sometimes 

accompanied by further neutral species).

The non-adiabatic potential surface associated with a molecular  dication, 

however,  asymptotically corresponds to a smal ler  (or atomic) dication and a neutral 

species. Unless steric factors are significant,  which is unlikely in small molecules,  such 

a potential surface will a lways  have a bound minimum, however  weak,  s imply through 

polarization interactions. Molecular dicat ions can decay by making an adiabatic transfer 

to the purely repulsive surface corresponding to a monocation pair that intersects the 

bound potential surface1’' 1, see Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 In a non-adiabat ic picture potential curves do not 
interact (left-hand image),  but in an adiabatic picture the 
system adopts the lowest energy configuration (right-hand 
image).  This results in an ‘avoided crossing'  and can create a 
local minimum that can sustain vibrational levels.

( 1 . 1 )

E
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Consider  a diatomic dication,  XY" . The stability o f  this dication will depend 

upon the energy at which the intersection with the repulsive surface occurs relative to 

the energy o f  the bound minimum. This can be est imated using the depth o f  the bound 

minimum and the appropriate ionization potentials o f  the component  atoms.

The energy di fference between the dicat ion neutral asymptote + Y) and the 

monocat ion pair (X* + Y ) can be calculated by:

A/-; = I P ( X ’ ) - I P ( Y )  (1.2)

In cases  in which the two potential surfaces cross at all we find three possible 

outcomes depending on the relative energetics:

a) If  the monocation pair asymptote lies higher in energy than the bound 

minimum then the molecular  dication is thermodynamical ly  stable and 

cannot  spontaneously dissociate.

b) If the monocat ion pair asymptote lies significantly lower in energy 

than the bound m in imum then the crossing between surfaces will 

occur  in the region o f  the bound min imum and the molecular  dication 

will immediately dissociate.

c) If the monocat ion pair asymptote  lies slightly lower in energy than the 

bound m in imum  an energy barrier to dissociation is created. Whi le  the 

molecular  d icat ion is still thermodynamically unstable, lying as it does 

above the dissociat ion asymptote to a monocat ion pair, it possesses  a 

degree  o f  kinetic stability depending on the height o f  the barrier. Such 

dicat ions are termed ' metas table' .

In the unlikely case that the potential surface o f  the monocat ion pair lies whol ly below 

the dication neutral potential surface then the molecular  dication is metastable inasmuch 

as it can, in principle,  dissociate to a monocation pair only by losing energy through 

radiative or collisional decay. In practice,  o f  course,  excited states come in to play and 

the molecular  dication will almost  certainly be able to cross to an excited potential 

surface o f  the monocation pair.

By inspection o f  these energet ics arguments,  it can be seen that stable doubly 

charged molecular  cations are favoured when the second IP o f  X is relatively low, while
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C hapter 1: Introduction

the first IP o f  Y is relatively high. Consequent ly ,  heavy metal oxides and halides,  such 

UhV and LaO : - are often thermodynamical ly  stable. A number  o f  other stable 

molecular  dications have been ei ther observed or postulated.13' 1 In contrast,  molecular  

species containing only non-metals have only unstable or metastable doubly charged 

electronic states.

Figure 1.2 Prototypical potential 
energy curves for a diatomic dication 
from an adiabatic (black lines, 
foreground) and non-adiabat ic (grey 
lines, background) perspective.  If  the 
knvest -energy dissociation a sy m p 
tote lies above the bound min imum 
(a), the molecular dication is thermo
dynamically stable; if the asymptote 
lies below the min imum but is 
separated by an energy barrier (b), 
the molecular  dication is metastable;  
if there is no barrier to d issociat ion 
(c), the molecular  dicat ion is thermo
dynamically unstable.

XV

XY

X Y

X Y

X Y
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In the case o f  a metas table molecular  dication,  the bound min imum is a local 

minimum rather than a global minimum. The global potential min imum corresponds  to 

the asymptot ic energy o f  a monocat ion pair, which can be reached by tunnel ling 

through the energy barrier conf in ing the local minimum. The lifetime o f  a metas table 

state depends  on the tunnell ing rate, which in turn depends  on the mass o f  the species 

and, more important ly the width o f  the energy barrier. In cases where the local 

minimum is deep enough to support  a number  o f  vibrational levels, dications in higher 

vibrational states, where the width o f  the barrier rapidly decreases  will have much 

shorter lifetimes than those in the ground vibrational state. Doubly charged ions were 

first observed using mass spectrometric methods,  so it was immediately clear that 

electronic states must  exist with l ifetimes o f  the order of, at least, microseconds ,  simply 

by virtue o f  their detection. The lifetimes o f  metastable dications are typically measured 

by storage ring experiments but some have been found to live for so long that it is 

difficult for such exper iments  to place an upper  limit on their lifetimes. The lifetime o f  

low-lying vibrational levels o f  the ground electronic states o f  C O “ , N : “ 1 1  and 

SfL *~ 1 for instance, are known to be considerably greater than Is.

In fact, it has been shown that tunnel ling rates are negligible for all but the 

highest vibrational states.*''6* Low vibrational levels in deep local potential wells cannot  

tunnel through the energy barrier, so unless the potential surface is crossed by another 

which allows pre-dissociation these states may be expected to be very long-lived. 

Larger molecular  dicat ions may dissociate via a multiple step process called deferred 

charge-separat ion.1' 1 In this case,  the parent dication loses neutral fragments until it 

reaches a state that can dissociate by charge-separation.  This is com m on  in large 

molecules  where structural changes  to the dication result in relatively small changes to 

the potential energy surface.

XV;* XV; ;  + V , XV;' ,  -> XY;/, + V , etc (1.3)

XV; , - ^ x v ; , . ,  , + V* (1.4)
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.3 Ionization techniques

Molecular  dications may be formed by the double ionization o f  a suitable 

precursor gas. The most  co m m o n  means  o f  achieving double ionization is by 

bom bardment  o f  precursor molecules  with either electrons or photons.  Both o f  these 

techniques are destructive,  in that they deposi t  significant amounts  o f  energy in a 

molecule that often causes fragmentation.  More recently,  however,  ‘soft '  methods  o f  

multiple ionization have been developed to service the ever-growing interest in b io

molecules.

The crossed-beam experiment that is the subject o f  this thesis employs  an 

elect ron-ionizat ion source, which is described in detail in Chapter  3. An electron- 

ionization source was chosen because such sources are relatively cheap and s imple to 

construct,  while being robust and capable o f  producing large quantit ies o f  ions. The 

disadvantages o f  such a source are that it is indiscriminate and, as ment ioned above,  

destructive. However,  these problems can often be solved experimental ly,  wi th a mass- 

filter in the first instance and appropriate choice o f  precursor gas in the second.

1.3.1 Electron ionization

‘‘Electron ionizat ion"1's‘411 is the IUPAC-approved term for what  is often known 

as “e lec tron-impact  ionizat ion” and has been a commonly used technique for many 

years. Electrons are generated by thermionic emission,  whereby a current is passed 

through a wire filament,  and col l imated into a beam. The electron beam intersects a 

neutral gas target; when  an elec tron strikes a molecule,  some o f  the e lec t ron's  kinetic 

energy is t ransferred to the molecule.  I f  sufficient energy is transferred, the molecule 

will eject an electron,  producing a molecular  ion. Mul tiply charged molecular ions are 

formed in a single event  when a large amount  o f  energy is t ransferred rather than 

successive ionization caused by repeated elec tron-molecule collisions. The formation o f  

a doubly charged molecular  ion by electron ionization may be represented as;

M -  e ’ -> M 2' * 3e (1.5)

However,  the energy imparted to a molecule may excite the molecule vibrationally, as 

well as electronically,  which often leads to fragmentat ion o f  the molecular  ion.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The efficiency o f  ionization is a function o f  the kinetic energy o f  the coll iding 

electrons. Clearly,  if the electron energy is less than the energy required to ionize the 

target, no ions will be formed at all. Above this threshold,  the total ionization cross- 

section increases with electron energy because statistically more electrons will transfer 

enough energy to ionize a molecule in a collision. However,  as the electron energy 

increases further, the total ionization cross-section begins to fall. This is because the 

faster the elect rons are moving the less they interact with the target gas. Another  way o f  

looking at this is in terms o f  the De Broglie wavelength o f  the ionizing electrons. 

Hnergy t ransfer  is most  efficient when this wavelength is comparable to a bond length 

in the target molecule,  but as the energy o f  the ionizing electrons increases so their De 

Broglie wavelength decreases and the target gas becomes t ransparent to the electron 

beam.

Electron ionization is a vertical process,  because the interaction time between an 

ionizing electron and a target molecule is very short. This means  that the product ion is 

formed at the equi librium geometry o f  its neutral precursor because the nuclei do not 

have sufficient t ime to move relative to each other in the course o f  the ionization event. 

In cases where the equi librium geometry  o f  the ion is significantly different to that o f  

the neutral molecule,  this means  that the min im um  energy required to ionize the target 

may be considerably larger than the energy di fference between the bound min imum o f  

the precursor molecule and the product  ion.

Double- ionizat ion cross-sect ions via electron-ionization represent only a small 

fraction o f  the total ionization cross-sect ion o f  a molecule and since electron ionization 

also usually produces a range o f  fragments the resulting ion mixture must be effectively 

and efficiently mass-se lec ted in order to generate a suitable ion beam to use in 

experiments.

1.3.2 Photon ionization

The principles o f  using photons to generate multiply charged ions14' -44' have 

long been understood,  but practical difficulties in generat ing photons  o f  the required 

energy prevented its widespread experimental  application until relatively recently.  The 

development  and increasing availability o f  synchrotron radiation sources and tuneable 

UV and VU V  lasers has now greatly improved the practicality o f  photon ionization. 

Single-photon ionization may be represented as:
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C hapter 1: Introduction

M -  hv —> M * -  e ‘ (1.6)

Ionizing photons  are most easily generated  by discharge lamps,  but this method severely 

restricts the photon energies available.  Synchrot ron radiation and lasers provide access 

to a much greater wavelength range o f  photons,  a l lowing much wider applicabil i ty o f  

the photon ionization technique.  The main advantage o f  photon ionization is that the 

whole o f  the photon energy is transferred to the target and so since the photon energy is 

accurately known,  the energy deposi ted  into the target is also known.

(X-Y) + e

(X-YV

Figure 1.3 Schemat ic diagram o f  a (2*1)  
RFMPI  process.

resonance

X-Y

An important sub-category o f  photon ionization is resonance-enhanced mul ti -photon 

ionization'4 '4*1 (RHMPI).  RHMPI invok es the excitation o f  a neutral molecule or atom 

prior to ionization, thereby allowing state-selection o f  product  ions. The target species 

can be excited to a desired electronic state by using a laser tuned to the appropriate 

wavelength based on knowledge o f  the electronic spectrum o f  the target. In principle 

this excitation can be done using a single photon,  but often this requires photons beyond 

the near I A ’, which are difficult to produce on a laboratory scale. Instead, it is possible 

for a target species to absorb multiple photons  to reach the desired electronic state via a 

number  o f  intermediate resonances.  The excited species is then ionized by absorption o f  

further photons.  A RFMPI process is labelled with the number  o f  photons used in the
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C hapter 1: Introduction

excitation step and the num ber  used in the ionization step. Most  commonly,  two 

photons  are used to excite the target and a single subsequent  photon to ionize, so this is 

termed (2* 1) RPMPI.

The energy,  E, o f  the product  ion and hence its quantum state, can be determined 

provided that the kinetic energy release (the di fference in translational energy between 

the target and the ion), the ionization potential o f  the target and the energy o f  the n 

photons are all known.

i ' , o „ = Z | = » /' l ' . - K K R - | P noL,,ral ( 1 - 7 )

1.3.3 Soft ionization

TOP spectrometry has received a great deal o f  additional interest from a 

biochemical perspective since the development  o f  soft ionization techniques,  

specifically matrix-assisted laser desorption ionizat ion1' 00-1 (MALDI)  and elect rospray 

ionization1" ' 41 (PSI).  Soft ionization al lows large, fragile molecules,  such as proteins,  

to be ionized without the degree o f  f ragmentat ion associated with conventional  

ionization techniques.  Biochemical  appl ica tions o f  TOP spectrometry require very high 

resolution spectrometers  to dist inguish small changes  o f  mass in very heavy 

biomolecules.  Commercia l  MALD 1- TO F spectrometers  tend to couple ion mirrors and 

long drift lengths and can achieve mass  resolutions in excess o f  20,000, meaning that 

the full-width ha l f -maximum o f  peaks  from molecules o f  20,000 and 20,001 are 

spatially distinct in the TO P spectrum.

In MALDI,  analyte molecules  (those to be ionized) are stabilized in a matrix 

material.  The sample is prepared by dissolving the analyte molecule,  along with an 

appropriate crystalline molecule (the matrix),  in a solvent (or a mixture o f  solvents if 

ambiphat ici ty is required). This solution is deposi ted on a plate and the solvent 

evaporates  leaving analyte molecules  co-crystall ized in the matrix.  The sample is the 

subjected  to laser photons, which primarily ionize the crystalline matrix. The matrix 

then relaxes by transferring some o f  its energy to the trapped analyte molecules.  The 

products o f  M ALDI are usually singly charged ions formed by the addition o f  a light 

atomic ion from the matrix to analyte molecules.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Electrospray ionization is another  soft ionization technique that minimizes 

f ragmentat ion when ionizing fragile molecules.  Once again the analyte is dissolved in a 

mixture o f  volatile solvents,  ei ther acidic or basic,  so that the analyte exists ei ther in a 

protonated cationic form or an anionic form. The solution is drawn into an appropriately 

charged capillary so that the charged analyte molecules  are repelled and forced along 

the capillar)' .  As a result, the solution is expelled as an aerosol,  o f  droplets 

approximate ly 10 p m  in diameter,  from the capil lar)’ aperture.  As the solvent evaporates  

from the surfaces o f  the droplets,  the analyte ions become ever more closely packed 

until the density o f  charge brings about fragmentat ion o f  the droplets in a process 

termed Coulombic  fission. This fission cont inues  as the solvent molecules  cont inue to 

evaporate until the analyte is left as isolated ions in the gas phase. A carrier gas, such as 

nitrogen or argon, is com mon ly  used both to aid formation o f  the aerosol and 

evaporation o f  the neutral solvent.  The mechanism o f  ESI is not well understood but 

product ions are both preformed in the solution and produced in the Coulombic fission 

processes.

In common  with M AL DI ,  ESI does  not involve the direct removal  o f  electrons,  

but rather the transfer o f  charged atoms.  In practice,  this most  often means  the transfer 

o f  protons and co m m on  products  would be [M ~ nil]"" or

[M - n l l ]" \  where \1 is the initial analyte molecule.  However,  electrospray ionization 

generates many more multiply charged ions than MALD I and can generate very highly 

charged ions in proton rich sys tems. Similarly to MALDI,  ESI is usually paired with a 

high resolution TOE mass  spect rometer  and used to study biomolecules.

1.4 Probe techniques

There are a num ber  o f  probe techniques in com m on  use that are des igned to 

study positively charged ions in addition to the type o f  apparatus described in Chap ter  3. 

An overview o f  experimental  types o f  historical and contemporary importance is 

included here. In many cases different information is yielded by different techniques 

and separate experiments may be operated co-operatively;  for instance the gas-phase 

chemis try group at UCL also includes an ion-ion coincidence spectrometer  with 

posit ion-sensitive detection. Posit ion-sensit ive experiments,  including a technique 

called velocity imaging, are powerful  and rapidly evolving probes o f  dication reactivity 

and are given particular attention as those topics will be drawn upon in Chapter  7.
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1.4.1 Coincidence experim ents

Although a mul ti tude o f  variants exist,  all coincidence experiments  involve the 

simultaneous detect ion o f  two or more  species (either ions, electrons and/or photons) 

that are formed coincidentally,  i.e. in a single event. Measur ing the flight t imes and/or 

angular distribution o f  two products simultaneously allows a much greater insight into a 

reactive event than traditional TO F spectrometry,  which is not event specific.

The earliest and simplest  coincidence technique to study dications,  ion-ion 

coincidence1" 1, involves the detect ion o f  a pair o f  ions formed in dissociative multiple 

ionization o f  a precursor gas by electron impact.  This technique has been used to 

investigate the dissociation channels o f  many doubly-charged molecules,  both organic,  

such as the benzene dieat ion1' 61, and inorganic,  such as the ozone dicat ion1'  Ion-ion 

coincidence spectroscopy is most com monly  a one-dimensional  technique,  where only 

the time difference. A/, between the arrivals o f  a pair o f  ions is measured.  Consider  the 

dissociation o f  a diatomic dication:

XV * e ->  X V 2* * 3e" ->  X~ -  V  *  3e' (1.8)

W hen the product ions, X and Y are detec ted in coincidence,  the first ion to hit the 

detector (i.e. the lighter one) starts the t iming cycle, which runs until the second ion 

reaches the detector.  If the initial velocity o f  X ’ is perpendicular  to the t ime-of-fl ight 

axis, then its par tner must  also have zero on-axis velocity and each ion will have the 

zero-energy flight t ime associa ted with its mass, /o(X ) and /o (Y ) ,  as will its partner. 

The min imum flight t ime for X is /()(X ) / (X ), corresponding to the initial velocity

being directed towards  the detector,  and the max imum is /()(X) -  / (X ), corresponding to 

the initial velocity being entirely in the opposite direction. The quantity t is defined 

here as the time it takes for an ion whose velocity is initially directed against the electric 

field (directly away from the detector) to slow down and reach its turning point. 

Similarly,  the maximum and minimum flight t imes o f  Y are /o(Y) r / (Y). However ,  in 

order to maintain zero overall m om en tum  (assuming the parent dication to be 

stationary'), X and Y must separate with fixed speeds at a mutual angle o f  180°. 

Consequently,  if the flight time o f  an X ion is at its max imum,  that o f  its par tner Y ion 

must be at its minimum, and vice versa, so the max im um difference in flight t ime that is 

recorded is:
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[/„(X) + /  ( X ) ] - [ / „ ( Y )  - M Y ) ] (1.9)

while the minimum is:

A/mir = [/„(X) - /  ( X ) ] - [ / „ ( Y )  +(  (Y)] ( 1 . 1 0 )

By subtracting Equation (1.10) from l iquation (1.0), we find the width o f  a peak in a 11) 

coincidence  spectrum:

In a ID coincidence spectrum,  a react ion channel  producing a pair o f  singly charged 

ions, such as Equation (1.8). appears  as a square peak with a width determined by 

Equat ion (1.11).

Eor an ion o f  mass  in, charge q and initial speed v in an electric field E,  the 

turnaround time t is given by:

Hence,  by det ermining the limits o f  a peak in the coincidence spectrum, the t imes f - (X)  

and l (Y) can be derived,  which,  for a known electric field, al lows the velocity o f  both 

the ions to be calculated.

These velocities are, o f  course,  dependent  upon the total amount  o f  energy l iberated by 

the dissociation,  AT,  which can in turn be obtained.

( 1 . 1 1 )

niv
qE

qEt
(1.13)
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A T  = \  m x \ \  + t (1.14)

If  a t ime reference point can be obtained,  then the absolute flight t imes o f  X" and Y can 

be measured,  and two-dimensional  plot o f  / \ ,  against  /y- can be obtained. A time 

reference may be achieved by pulsing beam o f  ionizing electrons,  but the pulse must  be 

very short compared to the flight t imes o f  ions for this method to be accurate.  A more 

precise t ime reference can be obtained when using a pulsed laser (see PIPICO,  below) 

or by detec ting a photoelectron in addition to the ion pair (see PHPIPICO,  below).  In a 

2D coincidence spectrum, true peaks, that is those originating from genuine 

coincidences , appear  as 45° straight lines because the product ions must have equal and 

opposite momentum so / \ -  and ty~ are correlated. Deviations o f  the gradient o f  a peak 

from 1 are indicative o f  multiple step mechanisms,  which cannot  be probed using ID 

coincidence spectroscopy. Dissociat ions  that also form a third, neutral, species also 

have different gradients because the momen ta  o f  the two ionic products are no longer 

required to be equal and opposite.  The true peaks  in a coincidence spectrum arising 

from different dissociation channels  will be super imposed on a background o f  false 

coincidences  caused by either one or both o f  the detected pair being a stray ion not 

produced by the reactive event.  False coincidences are clear to spot because there is no 

correlation between the t imes o f  the two ions.

Photoion-photoion co in c id en ce1 *1 (PIPICO) differs from normal ion-ion 

coincidence solely by virtue o f  using photons as the means o f  ionization rather than 

electrons. The ionizing photons  may be generated by a gas discharge or a laser. The 

advantage o f  photoionizat ion o f  electron impact ionization is that the energy deposited 

in the precursor molecule is precisely known.  A number  o f  molecules that have been 

studied in crossed-beam experiments by the Price group have been investigated by 

others using the PIPICO method including CTV*1̂ 1 and S O W 161’1.

Photoelectron-photoelectron co incidence1611 (PHPFCO) detects the electrons 

generated  by a double ionization event,  rather than the ions. The energy o f  the 

photoelec trons  may be determined using t ime-of-fl ight methods or hemispherical  

energy analysers.  Flectrons are much harder to analyze using TOF methods  than ions 

because,  being so much lighter, they travel ext remely fast when accelerated by electric 

fields. This means  that very long drift tubes are required for electrons o f  slightly 

different energies to have measurably different flight times. Whi le the drift tube for an
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ion collection experiment  is usually a few tens o f  centimetres,  that for an electron 

collection exper iment  may be several metres in length. On the other hand, energy 

analyzers have good resolution even at high electron energies,  but have very limited 

collection efficiency,  since only elect rons o f  a selected energy are detected.

A particular advantage o f  PHPHCO is that the energies o f  the electrons emitted 

by ionization, K(ci) and £(</:) al low the energy o f  the parent dication, A'(XY- *), to be 

calculated directly,  because the elect rons have no internal energy.

C(XY" ) = hv £( t ji) £(c ;)  (1.15)

Eland has obtained the double photoionization spectra o f  a wide range o f  small 

molecules  using this technique.16-1

Photoelectron-photoion co incidence16’ 641 (PEPICO) detects both ions and 

electrons in coincidence.  In the case o f  TO F detection,  this is achieved by mount ing two 

spectrometers o f  opposite polarity at ei ther end o f  the source region, one to extract  and 

detect positive particles, the other  negative particles. In most laser-based time-of-fl ight 

techniques,  a product angular distribution may be described by a single anisot ropy 

parameter.  f3. since the molecules  in the incident molecular  beam are randomly 

orientated. The anisot ropy parameter  is consequent ly dependent  on the al ignment o f  the 

laser polarization axis. The molecules  must be in a known orientation, that is the 

direction o f  the molecular axis and electric moment  vector must  be known,  in order to 

obtain the f ixed-molecule angular  distribution (EM AD). However,  since the 

distributions o f  ions and electrons are correlated to each other, simultaneous 

measurements o f  both these distributions allows the EM AD o f  a reaction to be obtained.  

The direct relationship between the electron and ion distributions holds providing:

i) the time delay between ionization (production o f  photoelectons) and

fragmentation (production o f  photoions) is small compared to the 

rotational period o f  the molecule;

ii) the correlation between the angular distributions and the polarization

vector o f  the laser is negligible compared to the correlation between 

the angular distributions and the molecular  orientation.
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The mathemat ics  behind the measurement  o f  f ixed-molecule angular 

distributions and experimental  results using the PEPICO technique have been reviewed 

by Baer . '6'''1

Threshold  photoelectrons coincidence*66 6*1 (TPHsCO) detects the pair o f  zero 

kinetic energy (ZEKE) photoelec trons  that are emitted each time a scanned photon 

source passes through the resonant  frequency o f  a dication state threshold. One means  

o f  detect ing zero (or very low) energy electrons is to employ time-of-fl ight 

methods*66 applying a delayed electric pulse to extract ZE KE electrons after non- 

ZEKE electrons have left the source region under their own velocity, but this is not 

ideal for resolving genuine Z EK E electrons. In many cases,  the penetrat ing field 

technique is used to efficiently collect zero energy electrons,  by creating a saddle

shaped potential in the source region that separately focuses electrons emitted on either 

side o f  its plane o f  symmetry  to one o f  two exit apertures.*66 11 A pair o f  energy 

analyzers is then used to select only zero energy electrons and record coincident  pairs. 

Since the energy o f  the ionizing photons  is precisely known and can be accurately 

controlled, both the electronic and vibrational structure o f  the dication can be observed.  

Al though the TPEsCO technique is capable o f  very' high resolution it relies on achieving 

direct valence ionization and results can be compl icated  by indirect double ionization, 

such as Auger  processes.  Nonetheless ,  T PE sCO  spectroscopy is today a very important  

tool for determining the vibrational structure o f  doubly charged molecules,  such as 

Ar: ' r : ] , H C T ' |6S|, I IBr2 * '*. N : : "K I , C O 2' 16”1 and C,,H62’r 4 *.

More compl ica ted  methods  detect  more than two particles in coincidence and 

attract even longer acronyms. For instance photoelectron-photoion-photoion  

coincidence1 s* (P E P I P I C O )  is a triple coincidence technique that measures  the flight 

time o f  each o f  a pair o f  ions relative to the detection o f  one o f  the photoelectrons.  This 

puts the ionic f i g h t  t imes on an absolute scale and allows direct calculation o f  their 

masses.  This makes  P E P IP IC O  particularly useful for studying the double ionization o f  

organic molecules  that have many possible fragmentation channels,  which would  be 

difficult  to identify unambiguously wi thout  the benefit  o f  an absolute mass scale. For 

instance,  Leach et al. have used P E P I P I C O  to observe a number  o f  similar pa thways  in 

the dissociat ion o f  the naphthalene and azulene isomers o f  C i o I I s ' ’ .1'6*
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1.4.2 D oppler-free kinetic energy release spectroscopy1 1 (D FK ER )

The resolution o f  coincidence techniques that detect  a pair o f  ions is l imited by 

Doppler broadening in the kinetic energy distribution o f  the products as a result o f  the 

non-zero thermal energies o f  the reactants.

STOP
S T OP

START
pulsed  

user electron gun

Figure 1.4 Schemat ic o f  a DFKE R instrument.

DFKER uses a field-free ar rangement to detect  fragment ion pairs at two 

separate detectors.  Ion pairs formed in the source region (Figure 1.4) separate solely due 

to the kinetic energy release o f  the dissociation (i.e. no external electric fields are 

applied).  In cases where the precursor molecule is appropriately orientated, one o f  the 

fragment ions will hit each detector and a coincidence will be recorded. The thermal 

mot ion o f  the precursor molecule manifests  i tself as a non-zero value o f  the velocity o f  

the centre-of-mass o f  the system,  but by measur ing the kinetic energies o f  both 

fragments,  the contribut ion o f  the mot ion o f  the centre-of-mass towards the LAB frame 

energy can be removed.

The exper iment al lows the relative velocity o f  a pair o f  ions, vrci, to be 

ascertained,  which is independent  o f  the mot ion o f  the centre-of-mass,  vC\i.

V] =  U]  +  \ C N j ( 1 . 1 6 )

v 2 =  u  2 +  1 C M  ( 1 . 1 7 )

=> vrc| = ( n | + rc-Nj ) -  ( n 2 + \ \  \ \  ) =  vt) -  u'2 ( FIX)

The kinetic energy o f  the product  ions in the CM frame, Tp, is de termined using 

the following relationship between the reduced mass o f  the system, //, and the relative 

velocity o f  the product ions:
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(1.19)

Further information on the use o f  the centre-of-mass frame, and the division o f  energy 

in collisions and fragmentat ions is found in Chapter  2.

The proponents  o f  DFKHR spectroscopy demonst rated  the technique by

1.4.3 Translational energy spectroscopy (TES)

TES techniques involve measur ing the kinetic energy o f  a species before and 

after a collision to deduce the energy required for, or released by, the collision. The aim 

is to establish electronic,  vibrational and,  in some cases,  even rotational energies o f  ions 

by compar ing translational energies before and after a collision. Double charge transfer 

(DCT) spectroscopy1* '1 is a variant o f  TES that observes the products o f  double electron 

transfer in high energy (keV) coll isions between incident ions and a neutral analyte.  For 

instance, protons o f  known energy may be coll ided with a neutral target M, and the 

hydride ions produced in DC T col lec ted and energy analyzed. Hydride ions may be 

formed in a single col l i sion1*4'*41:

dist inguishing the vibrational structure o f  a number  o f  electronic states o f  CO 

subsequently observed vibrational structure in dissociation spectra o f  O : '  1 4 

and N O 2' 1*1

( 1 .2 0 )

or a double collision:

IE -  M —» II -  IVT ( 1 . 2 1 )

H -  M -> IF -  M ' ( 1 . 2 2 )

In the case o f  the single collision, the difference in translational energy o f  the IE 

reactant and IF product  indicates the energy imparted to the target molecule:
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It has been shown that in such collisions hydride ions are formed in the ground 

electronic state (E\\. = 0), and providing the mass o f  the target is much greater than a 

proton, the recoil energy o f  the neutral target (T\\) will also be negligible. The 

translational energy loss, therefore, is a m easure o f  the energy required to doubly ionize 

the target.

Hnergy loss spectra are often capable o f  resolving vibrational levels o f  the target 

molecule, for instance Furuhashi et al. used DCT spectroscopy to successfully probe 

vibrational structure o f  the acetylene dication for the first t ime.1*01 Indeed, DCT 

spectroscopy can offer advantages over TPHsCO spectroscopy, for which indirect 

processes, whereby the electrons are ejected sequentially via a singly charged 

intermediate, can complicate spectra . '6 1 Experiments have shown that the charge 

transfer observed in DCT spectroscopy occurs only via a direct process (i.e. a vertical 

transition) and can consequently  be well modelled by considering the appropriate 

Franek-Condon factors.1*6'

1.4.4 Afterglow techniques

Afterglow techniques are used to detect the products o f  ion-molecule reactions 

occurring within a tube filled with an inert carrier gas, allowing experiments to be 

conducted on thermalized reactant ions. The simplest such technique, the stationary 

afterglow m ethod1* '*^, mixes both the precursor gas and the other reactant gas with the 

carrier gas in the sam e region and exposes this mixture to a short pulse o f  ionizing 

radiation. The period after the ionizing pulse is removed is termed the “a f te rg low ’ and 

populations o f  ions in the mixture is monitored over time. A m ajor disadvantage o f  the 

stationary’ afterglow technique is that as the partner reactant, which is intended to 

remain neutral, is subjected to the same ionizing radiation as the precursor molecule, 

additional, unwanted ionic species may be produced, com plicating the interpretation o f  

results. For this reason, stationary’ afterglow has been largely supplanted by the flowing 

afterglow technique1 ,u| in which the carrier gas Hows along a tube, carrying the reactant 

species along with it. This allows the precursor gas to be injected (and ionized) 

dow nstream o f  the point where the neutral reactant is injected.

A related technique is selected ion flow-tube (SIFT) mass sp ec tro m e try ^1', 

which ionizes the precursor gas and, as the name suggests, selects a particular ionic 

fragment using a mass analyser (usually a quadrupole (see Section 1.4.5) before
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injecting the ions into the flow tube. This technique has proved particularly successful 

in physiological applications because o f  its ability to output absolute concentrations o f  

neutral m olecules in physiological samples, such as breath. In such instances, an ion 

such as H30 + or N O + that has well established reaction rates with com m on m olecules is 

used and reacted with the sample. G iven that the reaction rates are known, m onitoring 

the ionic products o f  the reactions allows the absolute concentrations o f  neutral 

molecules, such as alcohol, in the sample to be determined.

All these techniques that rely on thermalizing ions in a carrier gas are not 

suitable for use with doubly charged ions because dications w ould readily transfer 

charge to the carrier gas molecules.

1.4.5 G uided ion beam experim ents

GIB techniques em ploy a m ultipolar (usually quadru- or octo-polar) radio 

frequency electric field to generate a cylindrical potential to confine and transport 

ions.[92] The strength o f  the applied oscillating electric field determines the depth o f  the 

potential well in the centre o f  the multipole. Ion-m olecule collision experim ents often 

use an octopole p laced around the collision cell to confine product ions in tandem  with a 

quadrupole mass spectrom eter.f93’94^

Figure 1.5 Illustration o f  the potential field created by a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The polarity is rapidly 
alternated between the left-hand image and right-hand image. 
The electric field is show n in green and the forces exerted on a 
positively charged particle are shown in black.
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Multipoles can be used as mass analyzers by superimposing a DC voltage over 

the RF field to propel ions through the multipole. For ions o f a particular mass only a 

certain ratio o f  voltages will produce a stable trajectory and allow the ions to pass along 

the multipole; ion trajectories in a multipole cannot be calculated analytically, but can 

be determined numerically. In practice, mass selection is achieved by scanning the 

applied voltages.

I
from ion 
source

to detector

resonant
ion trajectory non-resonant J J

ion trajectory

Figure 1.6 Mass selection using a quadrupole. Varying the 
applied voltages changes the mass o f  ions that are able to pass 
along the entire length o f  the quadrupole.

Higher order multipoles are also sometimes used, for example the 22-pole ion 

trap designed by Gerlich[95]. Higher order multipoles produce a larger region o f  flat 

potential in the centre o f  the trap, with the potential rising very steeply close to the 

electrodes.

GIBs are particularly useful when studying relatively low energy ions because 

they ensure complete collection o f  ions and are thus well suited to determining total 

cross-sections and branching ratios. However, GIBs are less widely employed when 

working with dications because the energetic ions formed in charge separation 

processes are difficult to confine.

1.4.6 Crossed-beam  experiments

The early investigations into the collisional reactivity o f  dications were 

performed using conventional (magnetic sector) mass spectrometers, at high (keV) 

collision energies.^8’96̂ In order to study such collisions at more realistic collision
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energies, purpose-built spectrometers were needed with optics capable o f  collimating a 

beam o f  dications at low energies (such as the spectrometer described in C hapter  3). 

Typically, crossed-beam experim ents rely on photons or electrons as the m eans o f  

ionizing the precursor gas, then mass select and collimate a beam o f  a particular 

dication and intersect this beam orthogonally  with a narrow beam or je t  o f  some neutral
♦ |^-U)0|reactant.

The pressure o f  the neutral reactant and the current o f  the ion beam must both be 

kept low so that the probability o f  product ions undergoing secondary' collisions is 

negligible. This means that in most cases product ions are easily assigned to a particular 

reaction channel.

In time-of-flight mass spectrometry, some aspect o f  a crossed-beam experim ent 

must be pulsed, to provide a reference point when measuring times. This is most easily 

achieved by using a pulsed voltage to remove ionic species from the source region, but 

may also be done by pulsing the incident dication beam. If  a magnetic sector mass 

spectrometer is used to mass separate products then a time reference point is not 

required and so the experiment may be continuous.

The products o f  crossed-beam  reactions may be detected using a time-of-flight 

mass spectrometer, multipole mass spectrom eter (see Section 1.4.5) or a magnetic 

sector mass spec trom eter ’ '. In some instances the detector may be rotated with respect 

to the direction o f  the dication beam  to provide m easurements o f  angular scattering, or 

position-sensitive detection m ay be used to reveal dynamical information. Generally, a 

crossed-beam source m ay be used in conjunction with the same spectrometric detection 

methods used for observing the products o f  photoionization, but achievable resolutions 

are usually lower because the interaction region between two beams is inevitable larger 

than the focal point o f  a laser.

1.4.7 Imaging/position-sensitive experim ents

Imaging experiments, that record not only temporal but also spatial information, 

have become extremely widespread in the field o f  time-of-flight mass spectrometry in 

recent years and indeed may be a useful addition to the apparatus discussed in this 

thesis. In essence, the recording o f  an ion 's  position at the point o f  detection, in addition 

to its Hight time, allows the io n ’s initial speed and direction to be determined, rather 

than simply its kinetic energy. The first experiments to study reaction dynam ics were
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one-dimensional, recording only temporal information. This approach is, o f  course, 

extremely useful and still widely used in many different forms, however, a num ber o f  

techniques have been developed that also record spatial information. Position-sensitive 

experiments are potentially very powerful probes into reaction dynamics, particularly 

angular properties.

As far back as 1971, Solom on et al. had dem onstrated the anisotropic nature o f  

three-dimensional product distributions by conducting photodissociations inside a 

coated bulb and producing etched patterns on its inner surface.1101' However, 

quantitative techniques remained one-dimensional until the advent o f  ion-imaging in 

1987 . 11 0:1

Ion-imaging simply involved placing a phosphor screen behind the M CP 

detector o f  a normal W iley-M cLaren-type mass spectrometer and capturing the images 

produced using an optical or C C D  camera. The W iley-M cLaren source optics (see 

Section 1.5.2) focus ions o f  the same mass so that they reach the detector at 

approximately the same time. However, the position where an ion hits the detector (.t,y) 

depends on its off-axis velocity' com ponents  (vvv), which are unaffected by the electric 

field, and its initial position. Since the energy released by a reaction is fixed, each type 

o f  product ion forms a ring in the image, corresponding to different alignments o f  the 

initial velocity vector. Unfortunately, the z-eom ponent o f  velocity (i.e. parallel to the 

time-of-flight axis) does not affect the impact position and cases where the r-com ponen t 

is large leads to broadening o f  the ring (in principle, an ion with vu = 0 would hit the 

centre o f  the detector, regardless o f  its kinetic energy). Anisotropy o f  the angular 

distribution o f  a product ion is seen as variations o f  intensity with position in the image.

Ion imaging was o f  fairly limited application due to the restricted energy 

resolution o f  which it was capable, but the introduction o f  velocity' map im aging110' 1 (or 

simply velocity imaging) in the late 1990s has brought about renewed interest in 

imaging experiments. Velocity imaging uses gridless optics to achieve greatly improved 

resolution with the added benefit o f  m apping ions as a function o f  their initial velocity. 

Velocity imaging and some subsequent refinements to the technique are discussed 

separately, in Section 1.4.8.

It is standard practice in ion-imaging and velocity imaging to reconstruct a 

three-dimensional angular velocity distribution from a two-dimensional image using a 

Fourier-type transform called the inverse-Abel transform .11041 The most important
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caveat o f  the inverse-Abel transform is that it is only applicable to three-dimensional 

distributions that display cylindrical symmetry' about an axis perpendicular to the 

detector face.

Hach row o f  pixels in a two-dim ensional image corresponds to the projection o f  

a slice o f  a spherical distribution as shown in Figure 1.7. Hach row is associated with a 

single value o f  i and each colum n with a single value o f  \\ and for any particular mass 

the positions i and v are proportional to \\ and \\,  respectively. The intensity o f  each 

pixel is proportional to the distribution in the r-direction. The inverse-Abel transform 

back-projects the measured distribution ( x , \ ) to obtain the original three-dimensional 

distribution in polar co-ordinates (/•,#).

In Cartesian co-ordinates, the Abel transform is defined as the relationship between the 

one-dimensional function that describes the intensity o f  a row o f  pixels defined by 

a particular value o f  \ , and the tw o-dim ensional function g>(v,~) that describes the 

original angular distribution in the .xz plane:

g j x -

X

Figure 1.7 Illustration o f  the projection o f  a two-dimensional 
slice o f  a three-dimensional distribution onto a one
dimensional array. The time-of-flight axis is denoted r, while 
the detector is in the .xv plane.

(1.24)
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which, by the required property’ o f  cylindrical symmetry', is:

/;  ( a ) =  2 1 yy ( a , r )  dr (1.25)

which, in polar co-ordinates becomes:

(1.26)

The inverse o f  the Abel transform is, unfortunately, not immediately apparent from

There are two main problem s with the inverse-Abel transform in addition to the 

requirement o f  cylindrical symmetry. Firstly. Equation (1.27) is not well-behaved; the 

integrand approaches 0 0  as v —> r. This results in a line through the centre o f  an image 

which cannot be reconstructed. Secondly, the dependence o f  Equation (1.27) upon the 

differential o f  A(v) am plifies noise present in the image, since noise in any distribution 

will obviously cause significant local changes in gradient.

The problem  o f  reconstructing an image representing the superposition o f  many 

ion arrivals may be circumvented by using a detector that directly m easures both 

positions and flight times as part o f  a coincidence experiment. Price et al. employ such a 

position-sensitive coincidence (PSCO) experiment that has proved to be a powerful 

probe o f  reaction dynamics.*106'

Positional data is recorded by placing a two-dimensional delay-line anode 

behind the MCP detector. The anode consists o f  two pairs o f  wire-wound propagation 

delay lines. These pairs o f  wire are wound perpendicularly to each other and 

independently record the a -  and y-co-ordinates o f  an ion arrival. The electron pulse 

generated by an ion hitting the M C P hits the anode and propagates along the delay lines.

Equation (1.26). but transform m athem atics1' 1 can be used to show that it has the

form 1'041:

(1.27)
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Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram  o f  a delay line anode. In reality, 
each wire is w ound approxim ate ly  10 times per centimetre.

In addition to the flight time o f  an ion, /e\p. the times for the signal to reach both ends o f  

the delay lines are also m easured, nam ely  / xi, / x:, /vi and The .v-position o f  the source 

o f  the signal is then proportional to the d ifference between /X| and /x: (and tv\ - tV2 for the 

r-co-ordinate). Since the rate at which a signal propagates along the delay-lines, 

denoted 0 ,  is known, the delay times o f  the arrival o f  an ion j can be converted directly 

to a position (.v.r).

C i ( j ) ~ C ; ( J )  
20

2 0

(1.28)

(1.29)

The lab frame velocity vectors \\( j)  and \\( j)  can then be calculated from the position 

recorded for ion j (.v,,r,) relative to the position recorded for unreacted dications (.vx|,i\i).

—  (1.30)
lo t
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yj-y*v =  — -------
* t‘ tot

(1.31)

In Equations (1.30) and (1.31), ttot is the total flight time o f  ion j and is equal to the 

experimental flight time /cxp, corrected for timing delays.

Figure 1.9 An example o f  a Newton diagram representing 
experimental PSCO data[1071, in this case the non-dissociative 
electron transfer products o f  the collision CF32+ + Ar. The 
COM frame velocities o f  the products are shown relative to the 
velocity o f  the centre-of-mass. Since scattering angles o f  n° and 
(180-«)° are equivalent, the top half o f  the diagram shows the 
distribution o f  CF3 + and the bottom half shows Ar+.

The principal advantage o f  the PSCO apparatus is that by measuring the lab frame 

velocity o f  every ion directly, the 3D angular distribution o f  products can be obtained 

simply by converting values into the centre-of-mass frame, rather than indirectly 

recovering the angular distribution using the inverse-Abel transform.

1.4.8 Velocity imaging^103,1081

The crucial difference between velocity map imaging and other time-of-flight 

methods is the use o f  aperture electrodes instead o f  grid electrodes. The technique was
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discovered somewhat serendipitously when David Chandler (also an early proponent of 

ion-imaging) and Andre Eppink tried to solve the problems caused by the use o f  grid 

electrodes. Traditional time-of-flight methods, including ion-imaging, use linear electric 

fields to linearly accelerate ions. Plate electrodes, necessary to produce ideal linear 

fields, are clearly useless because ions must be able to pass through them. Grid 

electrodes are consequently used to approximate a linear electric field. However, there 

is an inevitable compromise between minimising field curvature and maximising ion 

transmission. Velocity map imaging abandons grids altogether, which results in curved 

source fields and less simple ion trajectories, but does permit 100% transmission. 

However, it was found that the non-linear source field also acts as an electrostatic lens, 

which, by appropriate tuning o f  the electrode potentials, has the property o f  mapping 

ions onto the detector as a function o f  their initial velocity, regardless o f  their initial 

position (over a small fraction o f  the source region). Unfortunately velocity imaging 

maps only the components o f  velocity that are perpendicular to the time-of-flight axis; a 

velocity map image o f  a particular product ion state thus appears as a ring, 

corresponding purely x  and y  velocity components, but within the ring there is 

considerable noise resulting from non-zero vr components. The three-dimensional 

velocity distribution can be recovered using the inverse-Abel transform.

Figure 1.10 Images recorded by Eppink and Parker following 
the photodissociation o f  O 2 . 110 1 Left: 0 + imaged using ion- 
imaging (with grids). Centre: 0 + imaged using velocity map 
imaging (without grids). Right: photoelectrons imaged by 
reversing the polarity o f  the VMI optics. The diameter of a ring 
indicates the off-axis speed o f  the product and the velocity 
images are of sufficient resolution not only to discern 
electronic levels o f  0 + but also vibrational levels o f  the C>2+ 
precursor.
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It should be noted that velocity imaging was designed for, and has principally 

been applied to, photolytic experiments. The lensing properties o f  velocity imaging are 

very good at com pensating for a spatial distribution in the v-direction, but less effective 

in the r-direction and the high resolution o f  which the technique is capable is partly due 

to the very small interaction region (particularly in the r-direction) formed where a laser 

beam intersects a m olecular beam. The technique is perfectly applicable to crossed 

molecular beam experiments, but the resolution will inevitably be reduced by the 

increased size o f  the interaction region in such experiments.

1.4.9 Real-time ion counting1 log|

C C D  cameras are widely used to capture images in ion-imaging experiments, 

but dealing with a composite im age ra ther than counting events individually places 

some severe restrictions on resolution. Firstly, an image will always include a degree o f  

background noise, which becomes m ore problematic for weaker ion channels. Secondly, 

although a single ion is much, m uch sm aller  than a detection element in a C CD  camera, 

the amplified signal generated by M C P plates can cover 20-30 pixels o f  an image, 

causing a m ajor reduction in resolution.

Noise levels can be greatly reduced by applying a threshold filter to image data 

and discarding all pixels that fail the test. An algorithm is then applied to the remaining 

data to locate single pixels that correspond to local intensity maxima. The algorithm 

simply com pares the intensity, /, o f  a pixel with image co-ordinates (,v,y) to the 

intensities o f  adjacent pixels.

/ ( a  — 1. \ ) <  / ( a , y)  > /( v + 1, r). / ( . v ,  v -  1) < / ( . v , y )  > / ( . v ,  y  + 1) (1.32)

Plateaux o f  intensity can cause slight mis-loeation o f  pixels corresponding to ion 

impact, but this is calculated to rarely exceed 2-3 pixels, com pared to a standard image 

size o f  6 4 0 x 480 pixels.

An additional benefit o f  real-time ion-counting is that it greatly reduces the 

am ount o f  data that must be processed in the course o f  an experiment.
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Figure 1.11 Typical partial images demonstrating the real-time 
ion counting at various stages o f  the process: a) raw data; b) after 
applying threshold discrimination; c) after applying the algorithm 
in Equation (1.32); d) accumulation o f  18,000 images.

1.4.10 Slice imaging11101

In most time-of-flight experiments studying unimolecular events, the Newton 

sphere (see Chapter 2) is deliberating ‘pancaked’, i.e. focussed so that ions o f  the same 

mass reach the detector at approximately the same time. The inverse-Abel transform 

then back projects the recorded image to recover the distribution o f  the original Newton 

sphere. In contrast slice-imaging delays the application o f  the repeller plate pulse

following ionization to allow the Newton sphere to expand. This broadens the time

window over which ions of the same mass are detected typically from a few tens of 

nanoseconds to a few hundred. The detector is then gated to detect for only a small 

fraction o f  this time and thus records a slice through the actual three-dimensional 

distribution.
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Figure 1.12 Application o f  slice-imaging to the photo
dissociation of Cb. The left-hand panel shows how the time- 
intensity profile changes with the delay time o f  the extractor 
pulse, r. The right-hand panel shows slice-images through the 
35C1+ ion cloud at r  = 250 ns, overlaid with the position- 
intensity profile. A normal velocity map image would be 
equivalent to the superimposition o f  all the slice images.

Each slice image is much sharper than a transformed image that contains 

contributions o f  the entire sphere. Slice imaging has been compared with experiments 

that used the inverse-Abel transform to obtain the angular distribution o f  products and 

the two have been found to be mutually consistent, which shows that the inverse-Abel 

transform, while being a purely mathematical construct, is valid in its application to ion- 

imaging. However, slice imaging has further advantages over transform experiments:

i) noise introduced by the inverse-Abel transform is entirely eliminated;

ii) experimental geometries are not restricted by inverse-Abel transform 

requirements;

iii) portions o f  an image can be analysed separately, while the inverse- 

Abel transform requires the entire distribution.

The lower limit o f  the time window' for which the detector is gated is governed by the 

detection electronics, so the number o f  slices into which an ion cloud may be divided is 

dependent on the size to which the Newton sphere is initially allowed to expand. This
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size depends upon the speed o f  the ions and the length o f  the time-delay employed, but 

must be significantly smaller than the size o f  the ion optics assembly so that the ions are 

still collected. Long time-delays may also lead to the clouds o f  ions o f  different masses 

overlapping in time.

Slice-imaging is now a very popular auxiliary technique in velocity imaging 

experiments, and its efficacy has increased with efforts to reduce the m inim um  gating 

time o f  which the detection electronics are capable. The original slice-imaging 

apparatus could only produce a 40 ns slice o f  the ion cloud, but this has since been 

steadily reduced, with a recent experim ent achieving a gated window o f  just  6ns1' 11 

The reduction o f  the gating time allows a very narrow slice o f  the ion cloud to be 

imaged without increasing the delay time, thus m inimizing the loss o f  mass resolution 

associated with slice-imaging.

1.4.11 Einzel m agnification1 1-1

An Linzel lens is a simple device com prised o f  three gridless electrodes that is 

com m only used in time-of-flight experim ents to counteract divergence o f  ions in the 

drift tube. The two outer electrodes are unbiased (relative to the surrounding region) 

while a large voltage (usually positive in the case o f  positive ions) is applied to the 

centre electrode. This creates a curv ature o f  the potential that has the effect o f  focussing 

ions towards a point on the time-of-flight axis, but the symmetrical nature o f  the lens 

means that the kinetic energy o f  an ion is unchanged after passing through the lens. In 

normal use, the lens is tuned so that the focal point coincides with the detector face.

Following the advent o f  velocity imaging it was realised that by altering the 

focal point, an Linzel lens could be used to produce a magnified (and inverted) image. 

The degree o f  magnification, for otherwise fixed experimental conditions, is simply 

determined by the depth o f  the potential well produced by the lens. Importantly this is 

genuine magnification, resulting in improved image resolution, as opposed to 

enlargement o f  the image, which, since the resolution o f  the phosphor screen is limited 

by its com ponent pixels, does not bring with it any increase in resolution.

Offerhaus et al. demonstrated that an Linzel lens could be used to magnify their 

velocity map images by more than a factor o f  20 and improve the resolution o f  their 

apparatus by up to a factor o f  2.5. Although magnification improves image resolution, it 

must be rem em bered that high m agnification is only possible if the un-magnified image
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is very small (i.e. the imaged particles have very low velocities perpendicular to the 

time-of-flight axis): the Offerhaus experiment detected slow electrons from the 

photoionization o f  excited Xe atoms, which produced an un-magnified image o f  <5 mm 

diameter.

ailatged
unage

Figure 1.13 Comparison o f  ion trajectories with different 
initial displacements from the time-of-flight axis when passed 
through an Einzel lens. The ions shown all have initial 
velocities parallel to the time-of-flight axis, but an Einzel lens 
is a means o f  restraining divergent ions.

1.4.12 Velocity imaging photoionization coincidence (VIPCO) spectroscopy

Velocity imaging has also been incorporated into coincidence experiments, 

further advancing the information that can potentially be extracted. Velocity imaging, as 

it was designed, measures the angular distribution of either photoions or photoelectrons 

from photodissociation events. The coincidence technique PEPICO (see Section 1.4.1) 

is an established way of obtaining the fixed-molecule angular distribution o f  a reaction. 

Replacing both the ion and electron collecting portions o f  a PEPICO spectrometer 

with a velocity imaging set-up allows orientation information to be attributed to velocity 

imaging data, because the technique is ‘event-wise’, that is each point in either 

distribution (ions or electrons) can be directly paired with its corresponding pair in the 

other.
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The first attempt to use velocity imaging in conjunction with coincidence 

detection was made by Eland et al. in 1999.^1131 This apparatus used Parker-Eppink type 

optics to achieve velocity imaging o f  electrons, but retained gridded optics in the 

positive particle collector, relying on conically shaped electrodes to achieve the required 

lensing. The velocity imaging o f  ions using this spectrometer was o f  lower resolution 

than was possible in dedicated VELM I experim ents and it was also not capable o f  

simultaneously time-focussing ions. Shortly afterwards, however, the same group 

constructed a high-resolution V IPC O  spectrom eter1" 41, designed with the aid o f  

numerical modelling o f  different geometries, capable o f  excellent time-focussing and 

better image resolution o f  cations than Parker-Eppink optics. The group dem onstrated 

the capability o f  the apparatus by application to the photoionization o f  CO and N T )  and 

were able to fully resolve vibrational levels o f  both the reactants and m olecular products 

o f  ionization.

VIPCO  is thus a particularly powerful technique, allowing both the energy and 

direction o f  each photoion and its correlated photoelectron to be determ ined at a 

resolution high enough to resolve vibrational structure in ionic products.

I ’u s ' i i x r . -  p . ' . r t i ,  .> ti r y c i  V-j.vine i ' . i t i u U -  j.- i .- .Is  a t

Figure 1.14 Diagram o f  a high resolution V IPCO  spectro
meter. A single grid is used to prevent field interference 
between the positive particle analyzer and the negative particle 
analyzer; electrostatic lensing is achieved by using aperture 
electrodes rather than shaped electrodes.
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1.5 Ion optics

The arrangement o f  electrodes (the ‘source optics ')  is crucial to the perform ance 

o f  a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. At present, our apparatus employs a pair o f  

closely spaced grids, hut there are a num ber o f  alternative source optics in com m on use. 

Reflectron instruments employ further ion optics at the end o f  one drift-tube to reflect 

ions into a second drift tube. M any o f  the topics discussed in this section will be drawn 

upon in Chapter 7 when considering the design o f  a new spectrometer.

1.5.1 T ime-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry

Many o f  the experimental techniques covered in Section 1.4 rely on time-of- 

flight spectrometry to identify ionic products. This simple m ethod has been in extensive 

use for many years and utilizes the fact that charged particles are accelerated by an 

electric field in proportion to their m ass-to-charge ratio:

F  cjE ze AC
a = -  = - t -  = ------   (1.33)

m m m I

where F  is the force exerted by an electric field o f  magnitude E created by application 

o f  a potential difference AC across a d istance /, on a particle o f  mass m and charge q (or 

r  units o f  electron charge e). TO F m ass spectrometers comprise source optics that create 

an electric field to accelerate ions o f  different m/z values to different velocities, a drift 

region with no electric field that allows ions o f  different velocities to be separated in 

time, and a detector to record flight times. The relationship between flight times and m/z 

value can be calculated either analytically (see Appendix A) or empirically calibrated 

from peaks o f  known mass (see Chapter 3).

The focussing properties and resolving power o f  a TOF mass spectrometer is 

crucially dependent on the source optics employed. These optics may be grid electrodes 

(used to produce uniform electric fields) or aperture electrodes (used to produce non- 

uniform electric fields) or indeed, a combination o f  both. It is most com m on to apply 

source fields until all ions have been extracted into the drift region, thereby accelerating 

ions over an equal distance and thus to an equal kinetic energy, but an alternative is to 

apply the source field for a fixed time, which, providing all ions remain in the electric 

fields for the duration o f  the pulse, accelerates all ions to an equal m om entum 1" ' 1.
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The sources o f  aberration in a TOF mass spectrometer that are responsible for 

non-zero peak widths in TOF spectra can be sum m arized1"'’1 as:

i) the inaccuracy o f  focussing in the source region because o f  the finite 

thickness o f  the ion formation zone or other reasons resulting in an ion 

energy spread;

ii) broadening due to the angular spread in ion trajectories;

iii) the deviation o f  the source and detector planes from perpendicularity to the 

instrument axis;

iv) the effective depth o f  the microchannel plate (the detector);

v) the effect o f  ions that formed in the same source plane, but with different

initial energies;

vi) the slope o f  the leading edge o f  the extraction pulse;

vii) broadening o f  the output pulses from the detector caused by electron

avalanches in the m icrochannel plate and in the course o f  amplification;

\ iii) the effect o f  stray fields in the field electrode grids;

ix) the laser pulse length (in the case o f  photodissociation experiments);

x) the influence o f  space charge created by ions.

In practice, the resolution o f  an experim ent is limited by (i), the spatial distribution o f  

ion formation, and (v), the initial energy distribution o f  ions in the source. The spatial 

distribution is o f  course m uch greater in crossed beam experiments, where it is 

determined by the volum e o f  overlap between the ion beam and m olecular beam, than in 

photodissociation experiments, where it is determined by the focal width o f  the laser. As 

will be discussed in the appropriate sections, source optics are designed to counteract 

spatial distributions, while ion mirrors are used to deal with energy distributions.

1.5.2 W iley-M cLaren source optics

Most TOF mass spectrometers in use today em ploy source optics based on those 

designed by Wiley & McLaren over fifty years ago. A W iley-M cLaren source111 1 

com prises three successive electrodes: a repeller, an extractor and a ground electrode. 

The repeller electrode is usually a plate, while the extractor and ground electrode are 

com posed o f  wire mesh. The 'g round ' electrode need not necessarily be grounded but
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must be held at the same potential as the drift region. Reactions, be they bim olecular or 

unimolecular, take place half-way between the repeller plate and the extractor grid.

The source optics o f  a TOF mass spectrometer are used to focus ions that are 

formed at different positions along the r-axis. It is simple to see that an ion formed 

towards the rear o f  the source has further to travel to hit the detector than an identical 

ion formed towards the front o f  the source, but also will be accelerated to a greater 

velocity by virtue o f  spending longer in the electric fields. Thus, there will be some 

point in the field-free region that both our ions will reach in the same time. This point is 

termed the space-focus. Since the advent o f  velocity imaging, which maps ions as a 

function o f  velocity, the term space-focus, referring to the focussing in time o f  isobaric 

ions with different initial positions, has become a little confusing because o f  the term 

‘spatial resolution' referring to the ability to focus isobaric ions o f  different initial 

velocity but the same initial position to different positions on the detector. For this 

reason, the term ‘time-focus' is som etim es used to indicate the temporal focussing o f  

ions o f  equal mass, and is synonym ous with the term ’space-focus'.  Source optics 

produce a space-focus with respect to initial position, while ion mirrors produce a 

space-focus with respect to initial energy.

M athematically, space-focussing is defined in terms o f  the rate o f  change o f  

TOF as a function o f  source position, for a fixed mass:charge ratio, at the centre o f  the 

source. For a spatial displacem ent from the centre o f  the source along the r-axis, ,vr, the 

first-order space-focussing condition is:

= 0 (1.34)

Likewise, ;;Ih order space-focussing requires the //lh differential to be zero.

Notice that these conditions apply to the centre o f  the source (,vr = 0) and do not 

explicitly describe how the focussing behaves across the source region. However, the
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order o f  space-focussing at the centre o f  the source is a good indicator o f  how rapidly 

flight times will change with small displacements in source position.

A single linear electric field can only achieve first-order space-focussing, in fact 

the best space-focussing that can be obtained from an //-stage source is //lh-order. Hence, 

ideal (infinite-order) space-focussing requires an infinite num ber o f  linear source fields, 

or, in other words, a non-linear source field. Constructing electrodes that produce the 

correct field curvature for such non-linear electric fields, is extremely difficult, and 

most experimentalists settle for second- or even first-order space-focussing.

The uniform electric fields em ployed in a W iley-M cLaren source allow ion 

trajectories to be calculated using simple equations o f  motion. The optimum  parameters 

for the source geometry can be found by deriving focussing conditions from these 

calculated trajectories. A full derivation o f  the focussing conditions o f  a Wiley- 

McLaren source is included in Appendix A, but the original authors found that a linear 

two-stage source could achieve first-order space-focussing if it satisfied the condition:

/,r = Lk
L

\ / s ( k + k  )
(1.36)

where /,, /a and /tl are the lengths o f  the first electric field (called the source region), the 

second electric field (the acceleration region) and the field-free region respectively, and 

k is defined as:

(1.37)

where a refers to acceleration, using the same subscripts as before.

Much later, Lland dem onstrated that another solution to Wiley & M cL aren 's  

equations allowed second-order space-focussing to be achieved using a two-stage 

source.111"1 The field-free path length required to reach the focal point now became:
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A - ; -

A- + A-: - 2
(1.38)

with a further condition relating the drift length to the length o f  the second source field:

The principal result o f  these second-order focussing conditions is to significantly 

lengthen the acceleration region in proportion to the source region. The ratio IJL  is 

usually 0.5 in a standard W iley-M cLaren  spectrometer, but 5 using an Eland-type 

source.

1.5.3 Velocity imaging source optics

The velocity imaging technique has already been discussed in Section 1.4.8. The 

important difference between velocity imaging and traditional linear field source is the 

absence o f  grids. This creates a non-uniform  electric field that acts as an electrostatic 

lens and spatially focuses ions as a function o f  their initial velocity.

1.5.4 Sum m ary o f  source optics

The principal purpose o f  source optics in TOF mass spectrometry is to 

accelerate ions o f  different m ass to different velocities, allowing them to be identified 

by differences in flight time. Ideally ions o f  the same mass should be time-focussed so 

that they have the same flight time regardless o f  their initial position. The use o f  

aperture electrodes to produce curved source fields allows ions to be m apped onto a 

position sensitive detector as a function o f  their initial velocity, independently o f  their 

initial position, and in addition to time-focussing ions by mass. No source is able to 

time-focus ions as a function o f  their initial energy, however ion mirrors can be used for 

this purpose (see Section 1.5.5). The most important source geometries are com pared in 

f igu re  1.15.
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Figure 1.15 Summ ary o f  the 
principal source geometries 
em ployed in TOF mass spec
trometry. Voltages can he 
applied independently to all 
electrodes whether plates, grids 
or apertures. The distance from 
the centre o f  the source to the 
time-focus will depend on the 
source geometry and the 
applied voltages. From top: 
W iley-M cLaren linear source 
(T '-o rder space-focussing); the 
Eland-type linear source (2nd- 
order space focussing); an ion- 
imaging source; Parker & 
Eppink 's  velocity imaging 
source; high-resolution VIPCO 
source (positive particle coll
ector only).

1.5.5 Ion m irrors (reflectrons)

W hile source optics are used to focus in time ions o f  the same mass and the 

same initial velocity but different initial positions, ion mirrors are used to focus in time 

ions o f  the same mass and the same initial position but different initial velocities. In 

fact, ion mirrors correct for different initial r-com ponents  o f  velocity, which may be 

ions with the same kinetic energy but different directions, or ions with the same 

direction but different kinetic energies; for this reason the term ‘energy-focussing ' is 

often used. An ion mirror is simply a retarding electric Held (or Helds) that reverses the 

direction o f  incoming ions. Ions o f  the same mass but different speeds penetrate varying 

distances into the ion mirror. The speed o f  an ion is the same as it exits an ion mirror as
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when it entered, but the time spent in the mirror is longer for faster ions. Thus an ion 

mirror allows the flight times o f  faster moving ions to be extended relative to those o f  

slower moving ions. In this way, a focal point will occur in the field-free region that all 

ions (ideally) will reach at the sam e time, regardless o f  their initial velocity.

The developm ent o f  reflectron time-of-flight (RTOF) mass spectrometry has 

been driven largely by the interest biochemistry, and much literature has been published 

on the subject. Experiments conducted on biological molecules, while operating on the 

same principle, have significant practical differences to those that we conduct, which 

involve lower mass species and employ relatively low electric fields. Firstly, 

m ierochannel plates, which are com m only used as ion detectors, have a detection 

threshold dependent on m om entum  («* v) so massive ions must be accelerated to very 

high kinetic energies (<* v") in order to be efficiently detected and consequently  very 

large electric fields are required. Ionizing large molecules is also problematic, because 

simple techniques such as photoabsorption or electron-impact tend to fragment the 

target molecules. It is only in the past twenty years that soft ionization techniques, such 

as MALDI and FSI (see Section 1.3.3), have been developed to allow non-dissociative 

ionization o f  biomelecules. A nother factor is that the greater the mass o f  the target 

molecule, the higher the mass resolution required o f  the spectrometer. By recalling the 

basic formula f  /» : ,  it can be seen that the spacing between adjacent mass peaks 

decreases as the mass increases:

W e can seen from this that the TOF o f  D~ is \ 2  times greater than that o f  H , but this 

factor becomes \  1.001 for masses o f  1000 and 1001 amu. Mass resolution is defined as 

the ratio o f  the ion mass to the mass difference that can be distinguished, m/Am.  The 

mass limit o f  an experiment is the highest mass for which Am > 1 (in the case o f  singly 

charged ions). So, as resolutions improve, larger and larger biomolecules can be studied 

using TOF mass spectrometry. Multiple reflectron instruments (which have several 

mirrors and (light tubes) can achieve resolutions in excess o f  104, which allows large 

proteins to be studied using the technique.1" '’1 In contrast, in the low mass ranges we

(1.40)
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study (m < 100 amu) much lower resolution is still sufficient to resolve peaks. However, 

reflectrons can still have a role in analysing metastable decay, as will be discussed later.

The first RTOF mass spectrometry apparatus was devised by Boris M am yrin in 

the 1970s.1"'1 The electric fields o f  a M amyrin reflector are linear along the axis o f  

cylindrical symmetry and uniform in the radial direction. Mamyrin reflectors may be 

single stage, but are usually dual-stage, comprising a short, high-field deceleration 

region and a longer, lower-tleld reflection region.

The electrodes o f  an ion mirror must be at some small angle to the source grids 

to avoid ions being reflected back at the source, although a few machines deal with this 

by having a 'transparen t ' source with the detector directly behind it. The angle between 

the mirror and source should be as small as possible, because the mirror only focuses 

com ponents  o f  velocity perpendicular to the grids. In fact, small angles make very little 

difference to flight times, which are dependent on the r-com ponent o f  velocity (since 

cos 3° = 0.999 = 1) but must be considered for the .v,v displacement o f  ions, which is 

dependent on the transverse com ponents  o f  velocity (since sin 3° = 0.052 ^  0).

h  h  1 f f  i 0 h  h

Figure 1.16 Schematic o f  a M amyrin-type RTOF mass spec
trometer. The regions o f  importance are the source (S), 
acceleration (A), first drift (FF1), deceleration (T), reflection 
(K), second drift (FF2) and pre-detection (P). The electrodes 
have been drawn parallel to each other, but in reality the ion 
mirror must be at a small angle 0  with respect to the source 
fields in order to transversely displace ions so that they are 
reflected towards the detector rather than back at the source.
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The order o f  energy focussing o f  which a linear field ion mirror is capable is 

equal to the num ber o f  stages, in the same way that the space-focusing pow er o f  a 

W iley-M cLaren source increases with the num ber o f  stages. Although an ideal 

parabolic reflecting field gives ideal space-focussing, such a field is very difficult to 

produce in practice. A good approxim ation o f  a parabolic field requires com plex 3D 

electrode arrangements, such as stacks o f  thin ring electrodes or hyperbolic bar 

electrodes. Hlectrodes like this are expensive to produce to the required precision and 

difficult to adjust from experiment to experiment. Consequently, considerable research 

has been directed towards generating non-linear ion mirrors with good space-focussing 

properties using simpler electrode geometries.

(/

Figure 1.17 Cross-section o f  a Zhang-Hnke mirror. The 
properties o f  the mirror can be modelled for different 
dimensions h, c and d  and voltages Y« and I'fj (top image).
The equipotentials are shown in the bottom image.

The most successful product o f  these endeavours is the Zhang-Hnke mirror,i:i' i:M, 

first described in 2000. The Zhang-Hnke mirror is simply a cylinder comprised o f  three 

elements held at different potentials and enclosed by a grid where it adjoins the drift 

tube (Higure 1.17). The Zhang-Hnke mirror is a good approximation o f  a parabolic field.

a
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but the am ount o f  deviation from the ideal field increases with radial distance from the 

symmetry axis.

1.6 Bimolecular reactivity o f  dications

The principal objective o f  this thesis is to observe, understand and descibe the 

bimolecular reactivity o f  dications with neutral species. This reactivity may be broadly 

classified as electron transfer, collision-induced fragmentation and bond-formation; 

these types o f  reaction are discussed in the following sections.

1.6.1 Electron transfer

In most dication-neutral collision systems, transfer o f  a single electron is seen to 

be the strongest reaction channel.

A B 2" + CD —» AB~ + CD (1.41)

Reaction (1.41) represents non-dissociative electron transfer, but either, or indeed both, 

o f  the products may be formed in a dissociative electronic state and rapidly fragment to 

form an ion-neutral pair.

The m echanism o f  single electron transfer (SET) is often understood using the 

Reaction W indow m odel '14', which is based on the Landau-Zener theory11 |;"1 o f  

adiabatic transitions. This model is explained in detail in Chapter 2, but is essentially 

concerned with calculating the quantity S, defined as the probability o f  remaining on a 

non-adiabatic potential energy surface as it makes an intersection with another surface. 

In the course o f  a collision, considering only a single reactant potential and a single 

product potential, such an intersection will be encountered twice and so the probability 

o f  SET occurring is maximized when S -  0.5. In a dication-neutral collision system, the 

reaction window is the term given to the range o f  interspecies separation in which the 

surface intersection must lie in order for SET to be significant. The reaction window 

may be described in terms o f  separation or exothermicity since the point o f  intersection 

between a dication-neutral potential energy surface and a m onocation-m onocation 

surface is determ ined largely by the asymptotic exothermicity, rather than the exact 

chemical identity o f  the species involved. As a consequence, the reaction window o f  

electron transfer in a dication neutral system may be approximated as 3-5 A or - 4  eV
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(Figure 1.18). Note that this behaviour is in marked contrast to singly charged systems, 

in which both the reactants and products o f  SET are a monocation-neutral pair. 

Therefore, the similarity between the shapes o f  the product and reactant potentials 

means that intersection will only occur at all due to slight differences in curvature and 

thus only at very low exothermicities. It is a principal difference between dication and 

monocation chemistry that electron transfer o f  the former is most efficient at much 

larger exothermicities than the latter.

Reaction
Window

AB

Figure 1.18 Diagram showing the interrelationship between 
separation r and asymptotic exothermicity AH for SET between 
a dication and a neutral species. The reaction window is a 
qualitative region for which SET is most efficient. Only 
intersections inside the reaction window have a significant 
probability o f  resulting in SET; these correspond to moderate 
exothermicities (i.e. AH2 ), typically a few eV.
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Double electron transfer (2ET) is the transfer o f  a pair o f  electrons from the 

neutral collision partner to the dication.

A B 2  ̂ + CD —> AB + C D 2 (1.42)

Although 2ET is com m on in the collisions o f  higher multiply charged ions, it is very 

rarely observed in the collisions o f  dications. One such example is between isotopic

N e '12' 1:

-"Ne“~ + "°Ne —> “ Ne + _0N e‘~ (1.43)

There has been far less theoretical work on the m echanism  o f  2ET than SET due to the 

scarcity o f  experimental observations. 2ET may occur via a concerted m echanism  

whereby there is a single transition to a potential surface corresponding to AB ^  C D “\  

or by successive transitions each transferring a single electron.

1.6.2 Collision-induced fragmentation

Fragmentation-only reactions occur when some o f  the energy o f  a collision is 

transferred to the dication, exciting it to a pre-dissociative state, while the collision 

partner remains intact. (The reverse could o f  course happen, whereby the neutral species 

dissociates, but the fragments could not be detected by TOF methods.) The excited 

dication may dissociate to form a pair o f  monocations, a process termed collision- 

induced charge-separation (CICS), or shed a neutral fragment while the dipositive 

charge remains intact, known as collision-induced neutral-loss (CINL).

A B “ + C —> A + B + C (1.44)

A B2r + C -> A 2t + B + C (1.45)

It is worth noting at this point that if a reactive event results in n products, then //-I 

products must be detected in coincidence in order to derive the full dynam ics o f  the 

reaction (the properties o f  the undetected product being calculated using conservation o f  

momentum). Consequently, any reaction that produces two or more neutral products.
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such as the CINL reaction above, cannot be fully kinematically understood using TOF 

methods.

Collision-induced fragmentation reactions are not discussed further in this 

thesis, since neither CICS or CINL channels are observed in the systems that comprise 

the reported experimental results.

1.6.3 Bond-formation

In some low energy collision systems, bimolecular reactions that form new 

chemical bonds have been observed. Reports in the literature regarding this class o f  

dication reactivity is limited, but g row ing.1100' Bond-forming reactions tend to be much 

w eaker than other reaction channels, sometimes 100 times w eaker than electron 

transfer.

Most bond-forming reactions in dication-neutral systems involve the separation 

o f  the dipositive charge, thus yielding a pair o f  monocations.

A B 2* + CD (->  A B C D 1 2 *) -> ABC* + D* (1.46)

Bond-forming reactions are usually thought to proceed via a collision complex because 

o f  the broad angular distributions associated with the products. However, the most 

simple bond-forming reactions, hydride transfer to the dication and proton transfer to 

the neutral reactant, are often considered as 'heavy ' electron transfer and treated with 

Landau-Zener theory.
I 1 ^ S 1Hydride transfer (for example. Reaction 1.47' “ )is most com m on in collisions 

o f  transition metal dications, because the relatively low second ionization potential o f  

these species means that the exothermicity  between the reactants (TM~* + HX) and the 

electron transfer products (TM + HX ) is usually small and hence electron transfer is 

suppressed. In contrast, in the collisions o f  molecular dications, the electron transfer 

dominates because these products (AB + HX ) tend to lie lower in energy than the 

hydride transfer products.

Y2’ + C : IL, ->  YH + C 2HY (1.47)
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Proton transfer (for example Reaction 1.48[i:4]) is often seen in the reactions o f  

H-bearing dications. A recent study1'2"1 has com pared a wide num ber o f  reactions 

between HCX"* (where X is any halogen from F to I) and a variety o f  neutral collision 

partners. Polar collision partners were found to favour proton transfer over electron 

transfer, similarly to the proton transfer between HCT and CO described in C hapter 6.

HCBr2' + CO ->  C Br + HCCf ( l .48)

In 1999, Bassi et al. observed the first dication-neutral reaction to form a doubly 

charged product11"1:

Ar2 + N : ->  A rN 2" + N (1.49)

The same group have since reported a num ber o f  such reactions1"41,1 l,:l, including the 

formation o f  ArC" , which proceeds from both atomic and m olecular dication reactants.

Ar2* + CO —» ArC + O (1.50)

C O 2* + Ar —» ArC" + O (1.51)

The schematic energy diagram. Figure 1.19, demonstrates why the formation o f  a 

doubly charged product is so improbable. Consider a simple triatomic system, X"* + 

YZ, ignoring, for simplicity, the possibility o f  vibrational or electronic excitation. 

Firstly, to reach a collision complex (XYZ~ ), the system must avoid crossing to a 

repulsive potential surface (electron transfer) as the reactants approach. The collision 

complex may then separate via the X Y bond or the Y Z bond. In the former case, the 

system returns to its initial reactants (or may undergo electron transfer when passing 

through intersection j A~] again). In the latter case, the separating complex must avoid 

crossing onto another repulsive potential surface (corresponding to XY + Z ) and 

possess sufficient kinetic energy to surmount any barrier associated with the formation 

o f  XY" + Z, w hich is often endotherm ic with respect to the reactants. Additionally, in 

order to be detected, the doubly charged product XY" must be formed in a stable or 

metastable electronic state that lives long enough to reach the detector.
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XY2< + Z

AE

X2’ + YZ

XY+ + TX  + Y Z

x-vz

Figure 1.19 Schematic diagram o f  the possible (non- 
dissociative) products o f  a dication-neutral collision. The

reactants; SETnumbered asym ptotes correspond to; |_j_ 
products; [_3_l bond-form ation w/ charge separation; A£J bond- 
formation w o charge separation. In this prototypical model 
(neglecting excited states) there are two intersections at which 
an adiabatic transfer may occur (| A and B ), and a doubly
charged collision com plex en route to chemically new 
products.

1.7 Summary

This chapter puts the subject o f  this thesis into context by explaining the 

motivation behind the work and providing an overview o f  the most com m on 

experimental techniques employed in the field o f  ion chemistry. The follow ing chapters 

provide more detail on a num ber o f  aspects o f  theory that are important to 

understanding the collision systems investigated in later chapters. The object o f  the 

experimental work is to obtain relative reaction cross-sections for the products o f  

dication-neutral reactions, and to this end a great deal o f  work has been done to improve 

the analysis o f  experimental data. O ver the course o f  the past three years, a wide 

num ber o f  collision systems have been surveyed, but those reported here have been 

selected for their novel chemistry. The final chapter includes a proposed designed for 

upgrading the apparatus to be a more powerful probe into reaction dynamics.
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Chapter 2: Reaction M echanics

2.1. Introduction

Having put the subject o f  this thesis into context, this chapter deals with a 

num ber o f  theoretical aspects that are crucial to understanding the dynamics o f  dication- 

neutral collisions. The first few sections deal with a number o f  mechanical concepts that 

are required to understand gas-phase collisions. In general these are applicable to all 

collisions, but given the focus o f  this thesis, wherever specifics are called upon it is 

assumed that the collision system comprises a dication and a neutral molecule. These 

concepts o f  m echanics are drawn upon in the process o f  analysing experimental data 

(detailed in Chapter 4) and also in the formulation o f  Reaction W indow  theory, 

described later in this chapter. Additionally, reaction m echanisms and selection rules 

appropriate to dication-neutral collisions are introduced towards the end o f  the chapter.

2.2. The centre-of-mass frame

W hen describing the experimental conditions and m aking physical 

measurements, it is most natural and most convenient to use the laboratory (LAB) frame 

as the frame o f  reference. However, when using such m easurements to understand the 

physics o f  a collision it is more informative and mathematically straightforward to use
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the centre-of-mass frame (CM ) as the frame o f  reference. The CM frame moves 

relative to the LAB frame in such a way that its origin is always coincident with the 

centre-of-mass o f  the two particles. In the LAB frame we assume that the neutral 

reactant is stationary, since thermal velocities are far less than the speed o f  the dication 

beam. However, in the CM frame, both reactants are moving towards their com m on 

centre-of-mass. The energy o f  a collision in the LAB frame is, in itself, o f  little use 

since a proportion o f  this energy must conserve the linear m om entum  o f  the centre-of- 

mass o f  the system relative to the LAB frame. In the CM frame, on the other hand, total 

linear m om entum  is always zero and all o f  the kinetic energy o f  the collision is 

available for reactive processes.

The position vector o f  the centre-of-mass o f  a two-body system, relative to any 

pre-defined location, depends upon the mass and position o f  the constituent bodies:

_ / n , r , + w 2r2
K C M  -  ; (2.1)m | +  m 2

Consequently the velocity vector o f  the centre-of-mass in the LAB frame, vCm is:

llh V i
VCM =   —  (2.2)

ni\ +

The velocity o f  a particle in the LAB frame, v,, is simply the sum o f  its velocity 

in the centre-of-mass frame, w,, and the velocity in the LAB frame o f  the centre-of- 

mass. V( \i.

V j  =  w j  +  V C M  ( 2 . 3 )

Hence, if a product particle, j, is back-scattered in the CM frame (i.e. >v, is in the 

opposite direction to V(-\i) with a velocity |\v,| < v(-\i. it will actually be moving forw ard  

in the LAB frame. Clearly, if a particle is back-scattered in the CM frame with a 

velocity j>v,j > v'c\i, it will also be moving backwards in the LAB frame, while in 

principle a product particle with velocity w} = - \ ' c m , would be stationary in the LAB 

frame.
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If, for the moment, we assum e all particle motion is co-linear, we can replace the 

velocity vectors v and >v with their magnitudes v and vr. The total kinetic energy o f  the 

LAB frame is given by:

7 1 a h = T / " iv ,2 + ^ / " : v : ( 2 -4 )

The total kinetic energy o f  the CM  frame is succinctly given by:

(2.5)

where u . the reduced mass o f  the system, is:

= (2.6) mx + /;/,

and the relative velocity o f  the two particles, vrd, is simply:

v rel =  V1 “  v 2 =  u 'l “  u '2 {2.1)

If we apply these equations to our collisions o f  dications (d), with neutral molecules (n), 

then by assuming that vti »  vn, the second term in Equation 2.4 may be approxim ated as 

zero and vrci = \\\. N ow  dividing Equation 2.5 by Equation 2.4, we get:

T,

T,
a

( 2 . 8 )

Hence the kinetic energy o f  the CM frame can be straightforwardly derived from the 

LAB kinetic energy using the relation:

T, MTi
ni,

(2.9)
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2.2.1. Internal frames o f  reference

In addition to the centre-of-m ass and laboratory frames o f  reference it may also

be useful to define a frame o f  reference relative to one particle in a system. W hile the 

angular scattering distributions o f  all products are usually plotted relative to the 

direction o f  the motion o f  the centre-of-mass, further information can be revealed by 

using the direction o f  motion o f  one product against which to plot the angular scattering 

o f  the others1' 1 (for instance to distinguish different mechanistic pathways, see 

Section 2.9). However, since angular distributions are not measured by the experim ent 

to which this thesis pertains, internal frames o f  reference are not em ployed in the 

analysis o f  data.

2.2.2. Headlight effect
In the centre-of-mass frame, the products o f  a reaction must have a mutual

scattering angle o f  180°, in order to conserve linear m omentum. However, the directions 

o f  the products in the LAB frame depend o f  the velocity o f  the centre-of-mass: the 

bigger the velocity o f  the centre-of-m ass relative to the velocity o f  a particle in the 

centre-of-mass frame, the smaller the LAB frame scattering angle. This is known as the 

headlight effect and means that off-axis scattering effects will be more noticeable at 

lower collision energies.

\\ v = 0.5 cm ps  M = 1.0 cm ps

Figure 2.1 H eadlight effect: in each case an initially stationary' 
particle is scattered at 90° in the centre-of-mass frame with a 
velocity o f  0.5 cm ps" . The velocities o f  collision products in 
the centre-of-mass frame do not depend on the collision 
energy, hence if the collision energy is increased, the scattering 
angle in the lab frame decreases.

\v = 0.5 cm ps
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2.3. The impact parameter and the collision cross-section

The impact parameter, denoted b, is an important quantity when considering 

atomic and molecular collisions.1' 1 In a collision between a moving particle and a 

stationary partner, it may be defined as the distance between a line drawn through the 

moving particle along its velocity vector, and a parallel line drawn through the 

stationary particle at infinite separation. I f  this definition is applied to the most simple 

o f  collision molecules, that which approximates atoms and molecules as hard spheres, 

then the impact parameter does not change as the centre-centre interspecies separation r 

decreases, and the maximum value o f  b for which a collision will occur, bmax, is 

equal to the sum o f  the radii o f  the two spheres, this being termed the collision diameter, 

d. Moreover, the minimum interspecies separation is also equal to the collision 

diameter.

Figure 2.2 A ‘hard spheres’ picture o f  a moving particle 
colliding with a stationary partner o f  approximately equal mass 
in the LAB frame.

It is immediately clear that none o f  these conclusions drawn by recourse to the hard 

spheres model will actually hold for real atoms and molecules. The hard spheres model 

treats the area ‘inside’ a particle as having infinite potential energy and ‘outside’ as 

having zero potential energy. In fact, the potential energy o f  a particle changes over a 

finite distance and may be attractive or repulsive. The potential energy surface that

£
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represents a collision system as a whole, the intermolecular potential, is not flat and 

consequently affects the motion o f  the component particles.

In the case o f  a dication-neutral collision system, the intermolecular potential is 

attractive at long range because o f  the induced dipole in the neutral species. This means 

that the maximum value o f  the impact parameter for which a collision can occur is 

actually larger than the hard spheres model predicts.

Figure 2.3 Illustration o f  the difference between the impact 
parameter, b, the radius at which the reactant potential 
intersects a particular product potential, n , and the minimum 
separation o f  the two particles, rmm, in the presence o f  an 
attractive intermolecular potential. The particles are now 
depicted as ‘fuzzy’, rather than hard spheres. In the absence o f  
an intermolecular potential the trajectory o f  the incident 
particle is unperturbed (dashed arrow).

As indicated in Figure 2.3, the impact parameter is subtly different to the 

minimum interspecies separation, r mjn, o f  a given trajectory because o f  the attractive 

nature o f  the intermolecular potential o f  a dication-neutral pair at long distances. I f  the 

two reactant particles are considered to be hard spheres then the intermolecular potential 

is flat and the motion o f the dication is unaffected by the presence o f  the neutral 

reactant. In this case we have b = rmm. In reality, the two reactants attract each other and 

the trajectory o f  the incident dication curves towards the neutral reactant. The minimum
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separation between the two particles, /'min, is thus less than the impact parameter. The 

difference between r min and b depends upon the strength o f  interspecies attraction and 

the relative velocity o f  the dication with respect to the neutral reactant.

Collision parameters

h (impact parameter) m inimum separation o f  particles in the absence o f  an

intermolecular potential

/'mm m inim um  separation o f  particles; r min < b

6max m axim um  value o f  b for which a collision o f  any kind can

occur

Reaction-specific parameters

/ i separation radius at which the reactant potential intersects a

particular product potential

/>max m axim um  value o f  b for which the system will reach /-i; i.e.

value o f  b for w hich r min = n

Table 2.1 Definitions o f  geometrical parameters used in the text.

The angle at which the product derived from the dication (i.e. the singly charged 

equivalent o f  the dication reactant) is scattered relative to its incoming trajectory 

depends on the m in im um  interspecies separation during the collision, ;*min. This 

minimum separation depends on the exact shape o f  the interspecies potential, but more 

importantly on the relative tangential velocity, which in turn depends on the collision 

energy (for species o f  a given mass) and, more subtly, on the impact parameter.

A collision cross-section is simply a measure o f  the number o f  collision trajectories 

that have an impact parameter o f  less than or equal to 6max, where 6max is the m axim um  

impact param eter for which a reaction o f  any kind can occur between the two particles. 

Figure 2.4 shows that this num ber is proportional to b, so the likelihood o f  a collision 

with b = 0 is effectively zero. This is important to rem em ber since b = 0 collisions are 

the easiest to visualize, and diagrams o f  2D potential energy curves are usually 

implicitly depicted at b -  0. It is also assum ed that reactant and product potentials are
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angularly symmetric, in other words that the alignment o f  molecules does not affect the 

intermolecular potential. In the case o f  non-atomic species, this is clearly a 

simplification, but is reasonable for small molecules where steric factors are minimal.

Figure 2.4 The number o f  
collisions with impact parameter 
b, increases with b up to the 
maximum value for which a 
collision can still occur. The 
area, dc7c, o f  an annulus o f  width 
db is approximately 2nb db, in 
the limit that Kb ~ n(b+db).

The number o f  trajectories that pass though an annulus o f  radius b and width db is:

dcr = 2Kb db (2 .10)

Integrating Equation 2.10 over all values o f  b that result in collision results in the 

collision cross-section:

max

Note that the reaction cross-section for a particular reaction channel, Or, is calculated in 

a similar way but must include the probability associated with that channel (i.e. the 

branching ratio), which is itself usually a function o f  b. In terms o f  a specific reaction 

channel, &max is the maximum impact parameter for which the system will reach a 

minimum separation o f  less than or equal to n , where r\ is the radius at which the 

reactant and product potentials intersect. The sum o f  the reaction cross-sections for all
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possible reaction channels must equal the collision cross-section. The Reaction W indow  

model, described in Section 2.7, is a m ethod o f  deriving theoretical reaction cross- 

sections for single electron transfer in doubly charged systems.

2.4. The centrifugal barrier

There is a further com plication that arises when considering the energy available 

in a collision. Angular m om entum  L is proportional to the m om ent o f  inertia o f  the 

system I and the angular velocity o f  the system about the centre-of-mass, and is 

conserved throughout a collision because as the separation decreases, the angular 

velocity increases accordingly. The following algebra uses the centre-of-mass frame, 

because the kinetic energy required to move the centre-of-mass through the LAB frame 

is not available to the reaction. In addition to the separation between particles, we will 

need the angle between the direction o f  r and an arbitrary fixed axis, which is denoted 

(p. The relative radial and angular velocities are thus the first time derivatives o f  r and (p 

respectively. An explanatory vector diagram is shown in Figure 2.5.

where >\\ and rn are the distances o f  the dication and neutral respectively from the 

centre-of-mass.

However, rotational kinetic energy is proportional to the square o f  the angular 

velocity o f  the system about the centre-of-mass. Thus, as the incident dication 

approaches the neutral target, an increasing proportion o f  its linear kinetic energy is 

converted into rotational kinetic energy. This rotational energy is not available for 

chemical reaction and consequently the effective energy o f  the collision is reduced.

L =  I<p 

=  ( " M ' d  + / ” n ' n2 ^

= Jjr~<p ( 2 . 1 2 )

(2.13)
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/• At

/•{p At

dtp = <j> At

Figure 2.5 Vector diagram showing how the radial and angular 
velocities o f  a particle relative to a fixed point are related to the 
change in the separation vector r in a time interval At.

At h = 0. the relative velocity is entirely radial, so there is no angular com ponent 

to the dication velocity and hence KErol = 0. However, the larger the impact param eter 

o f  the collision, the greater the dication angular velocity for a given collision energy and

the greater the proportion o f  the collision energy that is in rotational, rather than

translational form. There are a num ber o f  equivalent ways o f  reasoning to rationalise 

this effect, known as the centrifugal barrier.111 The first is to consider that the particles 

are colliding on the real potential surface, f( r) ,  but that the effective kinetic energy o f  

the collision Tctt is reduced for large impact parameters. The second is to consider that

the total kinetic energy o f  the system is made available in the collision, but that the

collision occurs on an effective potential surface, feitf')- Both o f  these equivalent 

viewpoints are outlined below.

The total kinetic energy o f  the system T is the com bined translational energy 

(Tquation 2.5) and rotational energy (Hquation 2.13):

T = ± ju r2 + \jL tr2<p2 (2.14)
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The total energy o f  the system is the sum o f  the rotational energy, the translational 

energy and the potential energy, which, assum ing that initially (i.e. at effectively infinite 

separation) !'(/•„) = 0 and d ^ d r  (/*«,) = 0 is:

where /«*, is the initial relative velocity o f  the particles. Note that Etotd\ remains constant 

throughout the course o f  a collision, although its translational, rotational and potential 

com ponents do not; at infinite separation E{otai is entirely translational.

The angular m om entum  before the collision may be expressed as the cross- 

product o f  the m om entum  and separation vectors:

where 0  is the angle between the initial separation vector and the motion o f  the centre- 

of-mass. The approximation s i n # =  b/r holds for small values o f  6  (i.e. large values o f  

/ ). Now by equating the angular m om entum  o f  the system during and before the 

collision:

^t o t a l  =  \ j U r 2 + ± j U r 2<p2 +  ! ' ( / • )  =  \  j u £ (2.15)

L = r x p

= rp sin 0

(2.16)

V r J
(2.17)

we find that:

V r
i (2.18)

so, by substitution. Equation 2.14 becomes:
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T = \ j u r 2 + ±jur

h~
-  ^  + ElOVd\~

r ‘
(2.19)

The effective (or available) kinetic energy o f  the collision at separation r is the 

translational component o f  the kinetic energy:

Tin = > ' "

= E total

b 201

■>
r~

( ,  O------ - )
2

V r J

( 2 .2 0 )

Equation 2.20 describes the collision o f  dication with a neutral as the motion o f  a single 

particle o f  mass u  in a potential E(/) with translational energy Tctt\ The factor 

(1 b~/r~) in Equation 2.20 is the centrifugal term and it can be seen that for non-zero

values o f  the impact param eter the effective collision energy is reduced as the particles 

approach, the effect being greater at larger impact parameters, see Figure 2.6.

A perfectly valid alternative is to treat the centrifugal energy as a modification 

o f  the potential energy surface rather than a modification o f  the kinetic energy. In this 

way, the kinetic energy available remains unchanged throughout, but the collision takes 

place on a modified potential r e„(/-)-

1 ct t  ( / ) 1 ( 0  +  h total
b2 ^

V'  J
( 2 . 2 1 )

Now, instead o f  the effective kinetic energy decreasing as the collision partners 

approach, the effective potential increases by the same amount. In this rationalization, 

the energy o f  rotation contributes repulsively to F(r), preventing the close convergence 

o f  the collision partners (hence the term ‘centrifugal b a r r ie r ').
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h 0 A \  -n „

h 1 A \

h  2  \  \  _( | s

r I A \ . „

F ig u re  2.6 The centrifugal com ponent decreases the effective 
kinetic energy as the collision partners approach. This effect 
increases with the impact parameter.

The Reaction W indow  model (see Section 2.7) accounts for the centrifugal 

barrier by using only the radial com ponent o f  the velocity o f  the incident dication. The 

validity o f  this can be qualitatively seen by considering collisions with extreme values 

o f  the impact parameter. In the (unlikely) case where h = 0, the approach velocity o f  the 

dication is entirely radial with respect to the neutral target. However, as b increases, so 

the radial component decreases until, when b = />max (i.e. the dication only just reaches 

the intersection radius), the velocity is entirely tangential.

2.5. Cross-sections vs. rate constants

In the preceding sections, indeed throughout this thesis, emphasis is placed on 

obtaining the cross-section o f  a reaction. This contrasts with many fields o f  chemistry, 

which seek to obtain rate constants. Rate constants, as normally defined depend on the 

concentration and temperature o f  a sample. Take, for example the elementary reaction:
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/X + m Y  —» nZ ( 2 .2 2 )

where /, /??, /? are stoichiometric numbers. The rate constant o f  the reaction is a measure 

o f  the rate at which the reactants are depleted (or the products are generated) and 

depends on the concentrations o f  the reactants and the orders o f  the reaction, a  and [3.

The failing o f  such measures when applied to gas-phase dynamics work is that the rate 

constant defined above relies on large scale (macroscopic) attributes (i.e. temperature 

and concentration) that have no m eaning when applied on an event-wise basis. 

R em em ber that temperature is defined for an ensemble o f  species (a distribution); o f  

much more relevance to event-wise collisions is the velocity o f  the individual reactants. 

As a result, it is standard practice to measure the ‘likelihood o f  reaction ' using the 

reaction cross-section when dealing with gas-phase dynamics experiments. However, it 

is straightforward to convert a cross-section into a rate constant, albeit a velocity 

dependent rather than a temperature dependent one:11'

where vrci is the relative velocity o f  the two particles in collision. Integrating A'(v) with 

respect to velocity returns us to the more familiar k{T).

2.6. Product velocities

Another important requirement o f  dynamics modelling o f  bimolecular reactions 

is a good estimate o f  the velocities o f  products following a collision. In some cases,

where position sensitive detection is employed, these velocities can be derived from 

experimental measurements. However, they can also be calculated using simple

/ d t m dt n d/
jl .d[T] _  1 d[X]

(2.23)

A(v) = viclcr (2.24)

(2.25)
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mechanics, providing that the velocities and masses o f  the reactants and the additional 

kinetic energy released by the reaction are all known. In crossed-beam experiments, the 

velocity o f  the charged reactant is known from the beam energy:

where Z is the charge o f  the species in multiples o f  the elementary charge c\ and 

AV  is the potential difference used to accelerate the beam. The neutral reactant, 

introduced into the reaction cham ber as a thermalized ettusive jet is usually deem ed to 

have negligible velocity. The validity o f  this assumption can easily be demonstrated, for 

instance in the case o f  Ar: * colliding with Ar at a LAB frame energy o f  5 V (10 eV):

Clearly, the velocity o f  the neutral reactant is far less than the velocity o f  

reactants in the ion beam. However, the non-zero velocity o f  the neutral reactant does 

introduce inaccuracy into calculations (and broadening o f  peaks in the time-of-flight 

spectrum), even exceeding 10% at low collision energies.

The energy released in a reaction is discussed towards the end o f  this section, 

but it is this energy that must be shared out between the products in such a way as to 

conserve total linear m om entum . Consider a dication o f  mass /;;d and CM frame velocity 

u-j, colliding with a neutral m olecule o f  mass mn and velocity u n. Two products are 

formed, one scattered principally in the same direction as the incident dication (mass ni\ 

and velocity u j )  and one scattered principally in the direction o f  the incident neutral 

(mass ni2 and velocity u : ). In an atomic system or for a charge transfer reaction, the 

masses ni\ and /»: evidently equal /;;d and mn respectively, but this need not necessarily 

be the case. The collision energy o f  the reactants (R) in the CM frame is:

(2.26)

b ea m
(2.27)

(2.28)

T _  1 2
' R  ~  T ^ R ' V d t R ) (2.29)
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The post-collision kinetic energy o f  the system is equal to the pre-collision kinetic 

energy plus the exothermicity associated with the reaction.

T? = Tr +  A E (2.30)

The energy released in a collision is divided between the two product particles in such a 

way as to conserve linear m om entum  Considered in the CM frame, linear m om entum  is 

zero prior to collision and hence to be conserved must also be zero after the collision.

m\
n i j w j  = nin\vn => »i\W\ =  //h u 'i => \vi =  U]

nh
(2.31)

After the collision, the CM frame kinetic energy o f  the products is given by:

T? = t"/ ^ P v rel (P)  -  4 ^ p ( u l _  u ’2)~ ~  ^ A p ( M'f +  u ’2 - 2 m’i U’2 ) (2.32)

and we can substitute for w: using Equation 2.31

f  -* N
+ - —- + 1 

»>2
U p ll’i (2.33)

And we can simplify this further:

Tv =
nr.

+
im

+
m t nh

n i i ( n i \ + n i 2 ) ni\ -f nii ni\ + mi
H’l

(   ̂ i  2 2 ^/;/1 -I- 2/;/] nii  +  ni\nii 

nh {nh -I- nh  )

f  i i \
niT (nr  +  nh  ) ‘

U'i

nh{ni\  +  nii  )

(  2 
m \

nh
+  nu

(2.34)
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Hence:

27p I 2(Td + AE) nu
u', = ±  7 = ±  ^  where k, =  —L  (2.35)

^ ( A i + W | )  \  ( kj -hni j )  m 2

Similarly:

_  2(7d +  A E) m 7
n ’2  =  ~U/—7-----------------where ki  = —~ (2.36)

( C  +  ^ 2 /  *" m \

W e here define the exothem iieity  AE as the electronic state-to-state energy difference 

between the reactants and products. It is convenient to ignore the possibility o f  

vibrational excitation, so that the exothem iie ity  is identical to the exoergicity A 7, i.e. the 

energy realised as translation in the course o f  the reaction in addition to the kinetic 

energy o f  the reactants (Figure 2.7). Using these definitions, we can link the 

exothemiieity to the kinetic energy o f  the reactants 7r and o f  the products Tp and the 

difference between the vibrational energies o f  the reactants and products.

A T =  TP Tr (2.37)

AC = A T  + A £ \ lb (2.38)

Figure 2.7 Illustration o f  energy 
terminology for a transition from 
the ground vibrational state o f  
the reactants to an excited 
vibrational state o f  the products 
(grey line). The exothemiieity 
AC is defined as the difference in 
electronic energy between the 
reactants and products. If  the 
products are vibrational ly 
excited, then some o f  the 
exothemiieity is used in this 
excitation and as a result the 
exoergicity AC will be 
correspondingly less than AC.

Ti  L>
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In reality, as the collision energy o f  a system increases excited vibrational states o f  the 

product species will become accessible and a fraction o f  AE  will be converted to 

vibrational energy rather than translational energy, so the exoergicity will be less than 

the exothermicity. However, for convenience in calculating product velocities, it may be 

assumed that AE  is the exothermicity o f  a transition between vibrational ground states 

and that any increase in collision energy is approximately matched by the increase in 

internal energy o f  the product states populated so that A T  remains roughly the same. 

Reaction W indow  theory (see Section 2.7) predicts that for single electron transfer 

reactions, only transitions having an exothemiieity  close to 3.5 4.5 eV can proceed

efficiently. W e can therefore make the approximation that the kinetic energy o f  the 

products 7p equals the kinetic energy o f  the reactants 7r plus roughly 4 eV.

The m omentum and energy arguments called upon above, dictate unique values 

o f  the speeds o f  the product ions. O f  course in three-dimensional reality the product 

velocities may be orientated in any direction, providing they are mutually co-linear to 

maintain zero overall m om entum. I f  a singly charged product o f  a reaction goes on to 

dissociate, it is usually assum ed that the kinetic energy change caused by this 

dissociation is negligible, as it will be far smaller than that associated with charge 

separation processes. Hence, the velocities o f  fragments o f  product ions are deem ed to 

be unchanged by the fragmentation process.

2.7. The Reaction W indow (RW ) model

The RW m odel1' 1 is a formulation o f  Landau-Zener theory14'^ applied to electron 

transfer reactions in dication/neutral collision systems. Landau-Zener theory is a semi- 

classical description o f  the probability o f  crossing from one potential surface to another 

at an intersection.

In a simple triatomic system the reactant potential (XY~4 + Z) is modelled as 

being purely attractive (polarization interactions). Clearly, this approximation is only 

valid at interspecies separations greater than the position o f  the bound m inimum 

(XYZ~ ), below which repulsive forces begin to dominate the real interactions. 

Similarly the potential surface o f  the products o f  electron transfer ( X Y + + Z ) is 

modelled as being purely repulsive (Coulombic interactions). The reactant and product 

potentials intersect at a certain radius, r\. The surfaces are assumed to be spherically
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symmetric so that n  has no angular dependence. Landau-Zener theory provides a means 

o f  calculating the probability S  o f  the system remaining on one diabatic potential 

surface as it passes through an intersection with the other surface.

S  -  exp
7r\HRP

2 h r R -  i p vrad(^)
(2.39)

In Equation 2.39, C is the gradient o f  the reactant and product potentials at the 

intersection radius and vrad(^) is the radial velocity at the intersection radius, which 

depends on the impact parameter, b. H rP is the electronic coupling matrix element, a 

measure o f  the strength o f  the electronic coupling between the reactant and product 

potentials, which can be calculated from the ionization potentials o f  the reactants and 

the intersection radius using the sem i-em pirical formula o f  Olson et al:[6]

I H r p \ 2 +  e x p f 1 - 7 2 ^ - ? 7 .  +  V * )  ( 2 . 4 0 )

The reactant (polarization) potential, LR, is approximated using:

V„ = - { Z e ) a  + AE  (2.41)
l r

where Z is the num ber o f  elem entary charges, e , on the ion (i.e. in the case o f  dications 

Z = 2); a  is the polarizability o f  the neutral collision partner; r is the interspecies 

separation between the dication and neutral; and AE  is the exothemiieity between the 

asymptotic energies o f  the reactants and products.

The product (Coulombic) potential. Ip, is approximated using:

r,.= (2.42)

The intersection radius n  is the value o f  a- for which LR = VP and for each potential 

r = dl7dr.
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In the course o f  a collision, considering only a single reactant surface and a 

single product surface, then providing the distance o f  closest approach is less than r\ the 

system must pass through the intersection twice: once on approach (as /* decreases) and 

again on separation (as /* increases). For the net result o f  the collision to be single 

electron transfer, the system must cross from one surface to the other only once during 

the collision. The model assum es that the probability o f  crossing from the reactant 

potential to the product potential is the same as crossing from the product potential back 

to the reactant potential. Hence, the probability o f  electron transfer is:

PsrT= S( 1 -  8) + (1 -  8 )8  = 28(1 -  8) (2.43)

The first term in Equation 2.43 corresponds to surface crossing occurring on the 

first pass through the intersection ( “early ' SET) and the second term to crossing on the 

second pass ( ' la te '  SET). These different pathways can be visualized as shown in 

Figure 2.8.

For any particular value o f  the impact parameter, transfer to the repulsive 

potential surface associated with a monocation pair early (in the entrance channel) 

results in a larger scattering angle than transfer in the exit channel. However, given the 

bias o f  collisions towards larger impact parameters and the headlight effect, electron 

transfer reactions show strong asym m etry in their angular distributions dominated by 

only small deviations in the LAB frame direction o f  the incident dications. Such angular 

distributions have been measured by Harper et al., and typically peak at approximately 

10° .

From Equation 2.43, the probability o f  electron transfer can be seen to be 

maximized when 8  = 0.5. Since the electronic coupling between the reactant and 

product potentials is weak at large interspecies separations but becomes increasingly 

strong as the separation decreases, this optimum value o f  8  must occur at some 

intermediate value of/*. In practice, the optimum value of/* is in the region o f  3-4 A, and 

the region around this point where electron transfer is most efficient is termed the 

‘reaction w indow ’. If the point o f  intersection, / j, for a system lies within the reaction 

w indow then significant electron transfer can be expected, however, if /*i is either much 

smaller or much larger than /*(8=  0.5) then electron transfer will be inefficient.
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transfer in 
exit 

channel

transfer in 
entrance 
channel

Figure 2.8 Comparison of early (blue) and late (red) single 
electron transfer from a geometrical perspective (top) and a 
potential energy perspective (bottom). Notice that the potential 
energy curves represent a cross-section through the 3D surfaces 
for b = 0.
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The value o f  S\ as shown in Equation 2.39, is a function o f  the radial collision 

velocity, which in turn is a function o f  the impact param eter b. For any given collision 

system at a fixed collision energy, b is the only variable that influences Psft- 

Consequently, the electron transfer cross-section can be calculated by integrating P s f t  

over all values o b that result in rmm < n, i.e. 0 < b < burdX.

The weighting term 2nb accounts  for the fact that the area o f  an annulus o f  width d b 

increases with b (see Section 2.3) hence more collisions occur having values o f  b ~ bmdX 

than b ~ 0.

The RW model is m ost successful at modelling purely atomic collision systems 

because it makes the assum ption that the reactant and product potentials are spherically 

symmetric and thus that reaction cross-sections are not affected by the orientation o f  the 

neutral reactant relative to the incident dication. This assumption is clearly less 

appropriate for polar m olecules or larger molecules where steric considerations com e in 

to play. Anisotropic potentials affect the model because they result in an angular 

dependence o f  both the intersection radius and the coupling matrix element.

2.8. Selection considerations

The Reaction W indow  model concerns itself solely with the coupling between 

two potential energy surfaces when calculating probabilities o f  reaction. However, there 

are some further considerations that may affect the probability o f  a reaction occurring 

between particular reactant and product quantum states.

If the system is well described by LS coupling, then W igner 's  spin rule can be 

expected to hold.1 1 This dictates that the total spin o f  the reactants, the spin o f  any 

intermediate collision complex, and the total spin o f  the products must all be equal. In 

multi-particle systems, W igner 's  rule is often not very restrictive, since many different 

electronic states o f  the different particles may be possible, whilst still combining to give 

the appropriate overall spin. Additionally, experimental investigations have shown that 

W igner 's  spin rule may be violated in two cases:

(2.44)
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i) Heavy collision partners (>100u): Spin need only be conserved in

a collision if the coupling between spin and orbital angular 

m om entum  is weak. In heavy atoms spin-orbit coupling is much 

stronger and a change in spin can occur accom panied by a 

countering change in orbital angular momentum.

ii) Small impact parameters (< 1 A): Myers et al. have shown that the

electric field o f  a doubly charged ion can generate sufficient 

torque impulse during a collision to bring about a spin Hip in an 

electron only at small values o f  the impact parameter.

In most collisions, even at the relatively low energies with which this thesis is 

concerned, the interaction time between the collision partners in the case o f  electron 

transfer reactions (see Section 2.9) is so short that multiple electron transfer is 

extremely inefficient.1*'101 As soon as one electron has been transferred between the 

colliding particles, the repulsive Coulombic force generated rapidly separates the 

product ions, m aking further electronic transitions very unlikely.

An effect related to the dom inance o f  single electron transitions is the

conservation o f  the core electron configuration between reactants and products. For
 ̂  ̂ 1 ♦ instance should N~ ( Lv~2.v~2/; ) undergo electron transfer in a collision, the N product

1 1may be in its ground state ( \s~2s~2px 2p v ) or a higher energy state involving the 

excitation o f  a valence electron (e.g. \s~2s~2px~ or \s~2s~2p 3.v ) providing sufficient 

energy is available, but is unlikely to have an excited core electron (e.g. l,v“ 2,v' 2 / r ). 

Consequently, products are rarely highly excited (either core or multiple excitation) 

since the reactants are not expected to be so. Core conservation may be violated at small 

impact param eters1" 1, i f  the collision has sufficient energy to bring the particles close 

enough together for core d isturbance to occur; however, as has been shown, small 

impact parameter collisions represent only a small fraction o f  the total.

2.9. Reaction mechanisms

In general the reactions between dications and neutral species occur via one o f  

two mechanistic pathways; direct reaction or complex formation. Different reaction 

m echanisms can be identified by differences in the angular scattering distributions o f
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the product ions, which can be determ ined by experiment. It is important to rem em ber 

that time-of-flight experiments, in most cases, only detect ionic species but that 

m om entum  and energy arguments can be used to derive the properties o f  an additional 

undetected species. Hence, for a reaction forming two products only one needs to be 

detected for the properties o f  the other to be derived. However, for a reaction with three 

products (assuming the double charge has separated, this means two m onocations and a 

neutral species) both ionic products must be detected in co-incidence for the full 

dynam ics o f  the system to be obtained. Unfortunately, since in doubly charged systems 

the m axim um  num ber o f  charged products is two, should a reaction yield four or more 

products (i.e. two or more neutral species) then the dynamics o f  the system is not 

experimentally accessible.

Direct reactions involve minimal interaction between the two species, 

sometimes called a *fly-by'. This pathway is most applicable to electron transfer 

reactions, which occur at relatively large interspecies separations (compared to typical 

bond lengths). Hydride transfer (and similarly proton transfer), although involving the 

breaking and formation o f  a chemical bond, is often treated as ‘heavy electron ' transfer 

and similarly modelled using a direct reaction mechanism. The interaction time between 

reactants in an electron transfer collision is extremely short (on the order o f  

femtoseconds, com pared to typical rotational periods on the order o f  picoseconds) and 

interaction distance is several angstrom s (much longer than a typical bond length) so 

electron transfer causes relatively little perturbation in the trajectory o f  the incident 

dication. Consequently, the angular scattering distributions o f  reactions occurring via a 

direct m echanism exhibit strong asym m etry1"1, with the product ion derived from the 

incident dication peaking at scattering angles o f  0° 15° relative to the direction o f

motion o f  the centre-of-mass and the product ion derived from the neutral reactant 

peaking at around 165° 180°.

In contrast, the angular scattering distributions o f  reactions that involve the 

formation o f  new chemical bonds between heavy atoms (i.e. not hydrogen) are much 

more symmetric than those for transfer reactions.'"' Bond-forming reactions are 

modelled as occurring via an intermediate collision complex, a hypothesis that is 

supported by experimental results11' 1 using position-sensitive detection. A collision 

complex may also be pictured as the two reactants interacting at a shorter interspecies 

separation and on a longer timescale than in the case o f  a direct reaction. If the period o f
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interaction is on the order o f  the rotational period o f  the complex then the angular 

scattering will become much more symmetric because the complex has time to rotate 

significantly between forming and breaking apart. This means that most com plexes 

fragment on a timescale greater than their period o f  rotation, breaking the coupling 

between the orientation o f  the velocities o f  the reactants and products. The degree o f  

symmetry in the angular distributions o f  products formed via a collision complex 

depends on the ratio o f  the lifetime o f  the complex to its rotational period. Experiments 

indicate that the angular m om entum  imparted to the collision complex in crossed-beam 

experiments results in significantly shorter rotational periods than associated with 

thermal molecules. Nonetheless, many collision complexes have sufficiently long 

lifetimes to be indirectly observed in angularly resolved experiments

A collision complex, which in the context o f  this thesis shall be assumed to be 

doubly charged, may fragment one o f  two ways, which can also be distinguished by 

measurement o f  product angular scattering distributions. The first pathway 

(Equation 2.45) involves the concerted  dissociation o f  the complex into a pair o f  

monocations, often accom panied  by a neutral species. The second pathway 

(Equation 2.46) involves ejection o f  an ion from the collision complex prior to 

dissociation o f  the remaining singly charged ion.

A f + B —> [complex] " —> C" + D + + E 

A :" + B —» [com plex]2" -^[com plex]"  + C

i

D" + E

In the case o f  the concerted  pathway, the scattering angles o f  the products will 

be symmetric relative the m otion o f  the centre-of-mass, but fixed with respect to the 

motion o f  each other. However, in the case o f  the sequential pathway, the scattering 

angle o f  the ejected ion will be uncoupled both to the motion o f  the centre-of-mass and 

the other products, while the rem aining two products, although scattered symmetrically 

relative to the centre-of-mass motion will be scattered at a fixed angle relative to each 

other.

(2.45)

(2.46)
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Figure 2.9 Schematic showing the sequential decay o f  a 
collision complex. The angles 0 |,  0: and 0 3  are all uncoupled to 
the centre-of-mass motion. However, while the mutual angles 
(angles between the appropriate CM frame velocities) 0i2 and 
0 2 3  are also uncoupled, the mutual angle 0 2 3  is fixed at 180°.

2.10. Summary

The principles discussed in this chapter are crucial for understanding dication- 

neutral collision systems. The analysis o f  experimental data, detailed in later chapters, 

relies heavily on a sound model o f  the mechanics o f  dication-neutral collisions to obtain 

experimental values o f  reaction cross-sections and also on the Reaction Window model 

to derive calculated values o f  state-specific reaction cross-sections for comparison with 

the experimental results.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Details

3.1 Introduction

The experiments reported later in the thesis were carried out using a crossed- 

beam time-of-flight mass spectrometer1' :| (Figure 3.1). An electron beam is used to 

ionize a suitable precursor gas, and the charged fragments are then mass selected and 

collimated to produce an ion beam. The ion beam is decelerated to the desired collision 

energy before intersecting an effusive je t  o f  some neutral reactant in the source region 

o f  the mass spectrometer. Ions are extracted from this source region by application o f  a 

pulsed repelling voltage and are ultimately detected by a multichannel plate detector 

from which signals are processed and finally passed to a PC for analysis.

This chapter will describe the details o f  the experimental apparatus in three 

sections:

i) dication beam generation;

ii) the mass spectrometer;

iii) data collection.
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3.2 Dication beam generation

3.2.1 Ion sou rce

The molecular dications required for an experiment are generated, 

indiscriminately with other ionization products, from a suitable precursor gas. This is 

done by perpendicularly intersecting a focussed electron beam with a je t  o f  the 

precursor gas. The electrons are ejected from a thermionic tungsten filament by 

application o f  a variable current (~ 4 A) to produce a constant electron current. The 

electron current is usually set at 20 pA but is sometimes increased to 50 pA if  the signal 

o f  the desired dication is low. Increasing the electron current increases rate o f  ionization 

but reduces the life o f  the filament. The energy o f  the electrons may be adjusted to 

maximise the ion yield, but is typically 100-200 eV.

filament shield

vertical
deflector

filament

2<1>-
in le t

1011
beam

electi on trap
ion optics

F ig u re  3.2 Layout o f  the ion source.

A schematic diagram o f  the source block and subsequent ion optics is shown in Figure 

3.2. The source block is basically cubic and constructed from stainless steel in order to 

withstand the ionization plasma. In addition to the filament and gas inlet, the source 

block includes an electron trap to measure the electron current and an electrode to 

extract all ions from the source region. The ion beam produced by the source is 

continuous and orientated along the same axis as the gas inlet, i.e. perpendicular to the 

direction o f  the electron beam.

The ambient pressure in the ion source is kept low using a dedicated diffusion 

pump, in order to reduce collisions between ions and background molecules or
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precursor gas molecules. Dications undergo charge transfer (Equation 3.1) and charge 

separation (Equation 3.2) reactions with neutral species very readily, and increasing the 

flow o f  the precursor gas beyond its optimal value, despite increasing the num ber o f  

dications formed, actually decreases the num ber reaching the reaction chamber.

The incident electron beam has a d iam eter o f  approximately 2 mm, dictated by 

the narrow aperture between the filament and the ionization region, which ensures that 

ions are only formed in a very small volume within the source block. Hence all ions 

experience the same electric field and are accelerated to the same kinetic energy as they 

exit the ion source, this energy being determ ined solely by the voltages applied to the 

source block. This uniformity o f  energy m eans that the ions can be mass selected simply 

by passing through a velocity filter. All the fragment ions formed by ionization o f  the 

precursor gas are extracted from the ion source and collimated into a beam using a 

series o f  ion optics, before entering the velocity filter. The collimating ion optics also 

further accelerate the ions (to 200q eV) so that they reach the reaction cham ber as soon 

as possible, minimising the amount o f  unimolecular decay o f  metastable species.

3.2.2 Velocity filter

The velocity filter em ployed is a commercial Colutron m odel14', based on the 

Wien velocity filter14 ' 1. This consists o f  an electromagnet and a pair o f  electrostatic 

plates, mounted so as to produce mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. 

The layout o f  the velocity filter is shown in Figure 3.3.

A particle o f  charge q moving with velocity v through a magnetic field o f  

magnitude B experiences a force /*#, given by:

Similarly, the same particle moving through an electric field o f  magnitude E 

experiences a force /•>, given by:

A B ‘ + M AB* + NT

A B : " + M -> A" + B+ + M

(3.1)

(3.2)

Fh = qBv (3.3)
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FE = q E  (3.4)

The forces F$ and F f  act in opposing directions so that an ion can only pass through the 

velocity filter undeflected if  the two forces are equal in magnitude:

FE = FB (3.5)

which results in the condition:

' = !  <3 -6 '

As mentioned before, all ions reach the velocity filter with the same kinetic energy KE, 

depending on the accelerating potential, V:

K E - q V  (3.7)

Therefore:

2 KE E
—  = -  (3.8)

m B

Thus for fixed values o f  F, B and KE  the trajectory o f  a particle through the velocity 

filter depends solely upon its mass. In other words, mass selection o f  an ion o f  mass 

can be achieved by adjusting electric field E until the following condition is met:

zr D 2KEF = F ,   (3.9)
\ m,

The velocity filter is tuned by adjusting the electric field, rather than the magnetic flux 

density, to minimise the detrimental effects o f  hysteresis losses caused by the heating or 

cooling o f  the electromagnet associated with adjusting the applied current.
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An unwanted side-effect o f  the velocity filter is that it focuses ions that are not 

moving exactly along the centre o f  the ion beam.[7] This is corrected by including a 

series o f  shim plates between the electrostatic plates. The shim plates can be 

individually finely biased to alter the electric field between the plates. This produces an 

electric field shape that compensates for the inherent focussing effect o f  the filter.

+

path of

undeflected
ions B

N

+ B

path of 
undeflected

ions

Figure 3.3 Arrangement o f  the velocity filter viewed along the 
magnetic field lines (top) and the undeflected beam direction 
(bottom). If  all ions enter the filter with the same kinetic 
energy, only ions o f  a single massxharge ratio will be 
undeflected. Ions o f  lower m/z (higher velocity) will experience 
a magnetic force greater than the electrostatic force and be 
deflected to the left in the bottom diagram, while for ions o f 
higher m/z (lower velocity) the reverse is true and they are 
deflected to the right.
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3.2.3 D ecelerator

As stated above, ions are accelerated upon leaving the ion source to reduce the 

transit time to the reaction cham ber so that losses o f  dicationic species through 

unimolecular decay are minimized. Consequently the mass-selected ion beam must be 

substantially decelerated prior to use. The decelerator uses retarding electric fields to 

slow the ions in the beam to the desired collision energy. The dication beam has an 

energy o f  approximately 200g eV prior to entering the decelerator optics, but this is 

reduced to a few eV for use in the reaction chamber. However, deceleration can cause 

significant divergence o f  the ion beam because only the on-axis component o f  velocity 

is retarded so off-axis com ponents o f  velocity become proportionally much larger. The 

decelerating optics are therefore followed by an Einzel lens to re-focus the beam.

M any crossed-beam ion-neutral studies have employed relatively high collision 

energies, however this experim ent keeps collision energies deliberately low to increase 

the interaction time between reactant particles in an attempt to encourage bond-forming 

reactions. In the case o f  a stable, readily formed dication, such as N e“+, a usable beam 

may be achieved at collision energies as low as 1 eV and as high as 50 eV, however in 

most cases a collision energy range o f  4-20 eV (in the laboratory frame) is typical. The 

most important factor in the overall beam current is the ionization cross-section o f  the 

target fragment but beam currents fall at high or low collision energies. In the case o f  

low collision energies, the beam  current will decrease because fewer ions will pass 

through the velocity filter (off-axis velocity components become more important). In 

the case o f  high collision energies, the value o f  Ll\ (this quantity is effectively a measure 

o f  the proportion o f  dications incident to the source region that are actually detected, 

and is discussed in Chapter 4) decreases resulting in fewer ions reaching the detector.

3.3 The Mass Spectrometer

The collimated, m ass-selected dication beam is introduced into the reaction 

cham ber where it intersects an effusive jet o f  a neutral gas in the source region o f  a 

W iley-M cLaren type time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Figure 3.4). The geometrical 

parameters and electrode voltages o f  the spectrometer are detailed in Table 3.1.
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d irec t io n  o f  
in c id en t

d ic a t io n  beam extractor  
(or  ‘ f ir s t ’ ) gr id -V

f ie ld- free  r eg io n

s a n d w ic h  *7*
gr id  “

H----------------M4------- ►H--------------------------------------------------------------- N

/  /„

Figure 3.4 Schematic layout o f  the time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

param eter setting

collision energy (LAB frame) 4-20 eV

neutral target pressure 6 x 1 O'6 Ton-

repeller plate frequency 50 kHz

repeller plate voltage (OFF) 0 V

repeller plate voltage (ON) +400 V

extractor grid voltage 0 V

drift tube voltage -1225 V

MCP voltage (front plate) -2040 V

MCP voltage (back plate) -40 V

length o f  source field (/s) 20 mm

length o f  acceleration field (/a) 10 mm

length o f  drift tube (/tl) 280 mm

detector diameter 35 mm

Table 3.1 Experimental parameters under normal operating conditions.
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The source optics give first-order space-focussing (see Chapter 1) but do not 

correct for the distribution in r-velocities o f  ions in the source. The mass spectrometer is 

aligned orthogonally to the dication beam to reduce the r-velocity distribution o f  

product ions, since scattering occurs primarily over small angles in the laboratory 

frame, i.e. the most significant velocity com ponents o f  products are in the .v-direction. 

This arrangement minimises the effect that scattering has on the mass resolution o f  the 

spectrometer, but equally prevents any information about scattering from being directly 

obtained. For more details on the capabilities and restrictions on Wiley-M cLaren 

optics1*1, refer back to Chapter 1.

4 6 X

Targot gas  pressure 10'(> Torr

Figure 3.5 Demonstration o f  the linear relationship between 
target gas pressure and relative product ion intensity, using the 
CTV IF O  system for calibration.1'1 Note that for practical 
reasons, the target gas pressure is not measured at the gas inlet 
and so the linear fit does not occur at zero.
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The pressure in the source region is kept low to ensure single-collision 

conditions1’" 1. This means that any products o f  a collision will not be able to react with 

another neutral molecule; secondary reactions would severely complicate the 

interpretation o f  the mass spectrum. Under a single-collision regime, the intensity o f  a 

product ion has a linear relationship to the pressure o f  the neutral reactant; if  multiple 

collisions are occurring this becomes a power relationship.[|:| Experiments performed 

during the commissioning o f  the apparatus confirmed that single-collision conditions do 

indeed apply at the pressure at which we operate.

The repeller plate at the rear o f  the source region is pulsed at a frequency o f  50 

kHz for a duration o f  10 |is, equivalent to 10 ps on and 10 ps off. Although the ion 

source is continuous, the dication beam is d e fe c te d  by the application o f  the repeller 

plate voltage, and only ions already in the source region o f  the TOF-M S when the pulse 

begins can reach the detector. O f  course, all ions are extracted from the source region, 

both reaction products and unreacted dications. The extraction electrode is preceded by 

a sandwich grid, which has a small positive bias to prevent stray ions from entering the 

acceleration region before the repeller plate pulse is applied.

The time-of-flight o f  an ion can be readily calculated using classical mechanics 

and, for fixed experimental parameters, depends only upon an ion’s mass-to-charge 

ratio, m/z, it 's initial position along the TOE axis, .v,(r), and it 's  initial component o f  

velocity along the TOE axis, v,(z). Note that the components o f  velocity and position in 

the dication beam direction (the .v-axis) do not affect the TOF o f  an ion, but do 

determine whether an ion reaches the detector or hits the wall o f  the spectrometer and is 

thus vital for understanding what proportion o f  a given species is actually detected, as 

discussed in Chapter 4.

In the following algebra, the subscripts 's ' ,  'a '  and ' f f  refer to the source, 

acceleration and field-free regions respectively. The subscripts 'R ' ,  'U  and '2 '  refer to 

the repeller plate and the first and second grid electrodes respectively.

The acceleration experienced by an ion o f  mass m and r  multiples o f  unitary charge in 

an electric field is given by:

F (]E ze  A E
a = -  = = -------   (3.9)

m m m I
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The relevant velocities and flight times o f  such an ion, with an initial --com ponent o f  

velocity v,(r), can then be calculated using standard Newtonian equations o f  motion:

V1 ( -  > =  y/v i ( -  ) 2 +  2 a s ( j  / s “  s \ ( r ) )  ( 3 - 1 0 ^

v , ( r ) - v , ( r )
' s = - ----------!----- (3.11)

v’2(-) ~ Vvl(2)2 + 2^a/a (3-12)

v2( r ) - i ' , ( r )
(3.13)

k
v2

iff
% = —  (3.14)

 ̂= (3.15)

If  the displacement from the centre o f  the source ^,(r) and the initial velocity v,(-) are 

both zero we have the thermal TOF, to.

Since the velocities o f  an ion o f  any given mass are dependent only on the 

experimental parameters (the internal d imensions o f  the spectrometer and the magnitude 

o f  the electric fields), all these param eters can be consolidated into a single empirical 

constant, k:

t = k J —  (3.16)

The short f ig h t  times in most time-of-flight mass spectrometers allow rapidly 

pulsed sources to be used and hence minimize collection times. In this experiment the 

repeller plate is pulsed at 50 kHz (every 20 ps) whereas the f ig h t  time o f  a 100 am u ion 

is less than 7 ps. Additionally, the simple design o f  a linear mass spectrometer is 

straightforward to construct and maintain.
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3.4 Detection

Ions are detected using a chevron pair o f  microchannel plates (MCPs). A large 

negative potential is applied to the front M CP to accelerate incoming ions into the plate 

and a grid is positioned 2 mm in front o f  the M CPs to prevent field penetration into the 

drift region. Between its threshold for detection and maximum detection efficiency, the 

detection efficiency o f  an M CP is linearly proportional to the m om enta o f  incident ions; 

however, once the maximum detection efficiency is reached, this becomes independent 

o f  momentum. The high field in front o f  the detector ensures that the detection 

efficiency does not depend on the m omentum o f  incident ions and so all ions are 

detected with equal efficiency. The rear MCP is held at a potential close to zero to draw 

the electrons generated by an ion impact through the channels o f  the plates. Each MCP 

typically produces 104'6 electrons for each ion impact and hence an amplification o f  

charge by the same factor.

c

f ix e d  t h re s h o ld

t im e

i

F igure  3.6 Com parison o f  fixed threshold (top) and constant 
fraction (bottom) discrimination. By varying the threshold for 
peaks o f  different heights, CED records a single time for all co
incident peaks.
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The current pulse generated by the M CPs following an ion arrival is passed to a 

constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) that monitors pulses caused by ion impacts. A 

CFD, unlike a simple threshold discriminator, outputs identical arrival times for pulses 

o f  different intensities but the same peak position (Figure 3.6), thus minimising timing 

errors. The CFD also applies threshold discrimination to remove weak noise signals. 

Output pulses from the CFD are passed to a time-to-digital converter and end the timing 

cycle, as described below.

The timing cycle is dictated by a pulse generator and monitored by a LeCroy 

time-to-digital converter (TDC). The pulse generator delivers a voltage pulse to the 

repeller plate o f  the m ass-spectrom eter and then sends a START signal to the TDC. The 

STA RT signal is generated as a NIM pulse, but is converted into an ECL pulse by a 

CFD before being passed to the TDC. The TDC commences timing after a short delay 

so that RF noise produced by the repeller plate pulse is not recorded. An ion impact at 

the detector generates a STOP signal, which, as detailed above is amplified and 

discriminated before reaching the TDC, which stops timing.

The delays associated with the detection electronics add a second experimental 

constant to the time-of-flight equation:

•StO|
detector

anij

Stanford pulsei

memory
4302'

x20

F ig u re  3.7 Schematic layout o f  the detection and timing electronics.
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Note that while times-of-flight can be calculated absolutely using all the 

experimental parameters, the constants k and c can be ascertained from any mass 

spectrum for which the masses o f  two peaks are known and these constants will not 

change providing the experimental conditions remain fixed.

Spectra are recorded for a fixed number o f  cycles, so the recording time is 

proportional to the dication beam current. A single cycle comprises 512 kb o f  data, and 

spectra are usually run for 5000 cycles, which can take between 10 min and 2 hr to 

collect. Flight times are passed to a PC where they are compiled into a histogram. These 

time spectra can be readily converted into mass spectra using Equation 3.16, however, 

reaction cross-sections are not directly proportional to intensities in the mass spectra. 

The following chapter describes how ‘real’ product intensities are extracted from mass 

spectra and the method previously used to turn those intensities into reaction cross- 

sections. As will be shown, this m ethod makes a number o f  assumptions that are only 

valid for certain product ions and so a new, more rigorous treatment that is more 

generally applicable is introduced.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis

4.1. Introduction

This chapter describes how ion counts recorded by the detector are processed, 

first to give intensities o f  ion signals and ultimately produce reaction cross-sections for 

all ionic products. The model used to extract cross-sections from experimental data has 

been redeveloped from first principles, and so this chapter includes both a description o f  

the previous m ethodology and a thorough explanation o f  the extensive new model. The 

work done on improving this process o f  analysis has resulted in the ability to extract 

cross-sections o f  all ionic products from electron transfer reactions and bond-forming 

reactions for the first time and the new methodology is applied to experimental results 

in the following two chapters where it is seen to dramatically outperform the previous 

method o f  analysis.

4.2. Data collection

As discussed in the previous chapter, flight times o f  ions are measured using a 

time-of-flight mass spectrometer and transferred to a PC. Each count is assigned to a 

channel depending on its flight time, typically the time window that is monitored is
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divided into 1000 channels. The com pleted histogram represents a time-of-flight 

spectrum and can be calibrated to a mass spectrum using the relationship:

t = k J - + c  (4.1)

Identifying the mass o f  two peaks in the time-of-flight spectrum yields a pair o f  

simultaneous equations that can be solved to give the constants k and c\ which are 

dependent on the operational parameters and the detection electronics respectively. This 

empirical calibration is easy to employ in simple systems, as are dealt with in this thesis.

m ass amu

2500

2000

1500

o  1000

500

20

There is a non
zero noise level 
due to stray ions.

The signal produced by 
unreacted dications is 
much larger than that of 
product ions: on this
scale it reaches 10'. *

Smaller peaks may be 
due to impurities but 
can be verified by 
com parison with a 
background spectrum 
taken in the absence of 
the collision 8as- ^

k J
500 1000 1500 2000 2500

t im e -o f - f l ig h t  n

30 40

3000 3500 4000 4500

F ig u re  4.1 An example o f  experimental data from a bimolecular 
collision (C T r + CO). The spectrum is scaled linearly in time 
(bottom scale), which is equivalent to a non-linear mass scale 
(top scale). To show product peaks, they-ax is  has been curtailed; 
on this intensity scale, the dication signal reaches 10 .
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Notice that the dependency o f  the time-of-flight on the square root o f  mass means that 

consecutive masses appear closer together at higher masses, giving time-of-flight 

spectra an increasingly temporally ‘squashed’ appearance at higher masses (Figure 4.1). 

Consequently a spectrom eter 's  resolution only becomes an issue when dealing with 

large molecules. The mass spectrometer em ployed in these experiments has rather low 

resolving power, but since it is primarily used to study species o f  less than 100 amu, this 

does not become a problem.

4.2.1. Raw intensities

Spectra are taken in pairs, each comprising the same number o f  cycles, the first 

recorded with the neutral collision gas absent ( ‘background’) and the second with the 

collision gas present ( ‘reaction’). A ‘p eak ’ is manually identified and allocated a ‘start 

channel ' and a ‘stop channel';  this is done by eye, as algorithmic delineation o f  peaks is 

sometimes unreliable, particularly for weak signals. The total number o f  counts in the 

peak is then the sum o f  counts in the channels between, and including, the start and stop 

channels. Note, that if  the spectrum were continuous rather than discrete, complicated 

numerical integration would be required rather than a simple summation.

The num ber o f  ‘rea l’ counts, i.e. the number o f  counts in the peak that are 

actually due to ions o f  the mass associated with that peak, is the total number o f  counts 

minus the number o f  counts due to stray ions (Figure 4.2). Stray ions are those that do 

not originate from the reaction region o f  the mass spectrometer and hence have no 

correlation between their mass and their recorded flight time. Such ions are largely 

responsible for the experimental noise (a non-zero baseline) in time-of-flight spectra. 

An estimate o f  the contribution o f  stray ions to a spectral peak is obtained by estimating 

the level o f  noise at the start channel and at the stop channel and calculating the area 

beneath. The noise level is usually taken to be the approximate level o f  the baseline o f  

the spectrum directly before and directly after the peak o f  interest. However, if  the peak 

is close to another signal, particularly that o f  the dication beam, the contribution o f  stray 

ions becomes a little harder to estimate. Clearly, the larger the proportion o f  total counts 

in a peak constituted by stray ions, the more important the accuracy o f  this estimation 

becomes. In cases where the signal is particularly weak (< 10'°  relative to the intensity 

o f  the dication signal), small changes in the estimate o f  the contribution o f  stray ions 

can have a significant effect on the calculated ‘real’ intensity.
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Figure 4.2 An example section of a typical spectrum including 
a single peak. The start channel and stop channel are chosen by 
inspection. The real counts (shaded red) are obtained by 
subtracting the noise counts (shaded blue) from the sum total o f  
counts in all channels in the peak.

The number o f  ‘real’ counts in a peak is thus the total number o f  counts minus 

the estimated number o f  noise counts. The difference between the number o f  real counts 

in a peak in a reaction spectrum and the number o f  real counts in the corresponding 

peak in a background spectrum is the number o f  counts o f  the particular ion resulting 

from bimolecular reactions. This number (/j) is normalized relative to the intensity o f  

the dication peak in a background spectrum (7d), to provide consistency between 

different spectra, and the result is termed the ‘observed product ratio’, Robs, for the 

product ion mj associated with the peak in question.

jfobs _  _ j_

Id
(4.2)

start
channel

stop
channel
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The use o f  product ratios circumvents any need to establish the detection 

efficiency o f  the detector. At the energy range over which ions hit the detector, the 

detection efficiency is independent o f  m om entum  and is consequently constant for all 

ions. Thus the detection efficiency, which is the proportion o f  ions that hit the detector 

that are recorded, cancels out when calculating the observed product ratio, Robs.

4.2.2. Proportional product spectra

It is often convenient, particularly when assessing the reactivity o f  a collision 

system for the first time to display ‘proportional product spectra’. Such spectra take the 

ratio o f  the intensity o f  each channel in a reaction spectrum to that in the background 

spectrum. The main function o f  this is to drastically increase the intensity o f  weak 

product ion singals relative to the dication.

More formally, the intensity in the proportional product spectrum for some channel 

number IPPd(n) is calculated from the intensities o f  the same channel in the 

background and reaction spectra, /back(^) and f r e a c t i o n ( ^ ) -

J (,A -  R e a c t io n  ( " )  +  A  H
PPd ( ‘ ( 4 J )' b a c k ( w ) +  A

where A is an optional constant (>1) to reduce the noisiness o f  the proportional product 

spectrum associated with regions o f  low counts.

Clearly the use o f  proportional product spectra is inappropriate for quantitative 

analysis because the intensity scale becom es non-linear, however it readily identifies all 

products o f  a collision, regardless o f  cross-section, on a similar ‘intensity’ scale.
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400

Slid

to
x Id i :  14 | «  ix  2d 2 2  24 26 2X 3d >2 34 36 3x 40

m ass  amu

dication signal

product ion signals

4 1 2404 400
m a ss  ' am u

F ig u re  4.3 Top: the same data as Figure 4.1, but on a linear 
mass scale and with a background spectrum superimposed (thin 
line). Bottom: the corresponding proportional product
spectrum. Notice that the dication signal is greatly reduced in 
the proportional product spectrum.
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4.2.3. C ounting effects

/?ob‘s is the ratio o f  a particular product intensity to the dication intensity. 

However, the measured dication intensity may underestimate the num ber o f  dications 

that actually hit the detector. This uncertainty is due to the deadtime o f  the detector, 

which means that if  two ions hit the detector within 32 ns o f  each other, only the first 

will be detected. The dication beam current is always kept below an average o f  1 ion per 

pulse, but the closer the current is to 1 ion per pulse, the more likely it is that two 

dications will be extracted in any single pulse. Since the dications have the same mass, 

the focussing properties o f  the mass spectrometer means that they will hit the detector 

within 32 ns o f  each other and hence only one count will be recorded. This is purely a 

statistical problem and is corrected empirically as previous calibration experiments have 

shown that the following relationship exists between the observed and the true product

ratios:

/T bs = A R [ruc (4.4)

where A is:

In Equation 4.5, t is the time taken to collect the data for a spectrum, which, subject to 

the collection time being determined by a fixed total amount o f  data, is inversely 

proportional to the dication beam current. Moreover, the constants a and b have been 

found to be independent o f  the collision system and equal to 1.4 x 1013 and 5.94 

respectively.1' :| At lower values o f  /, the true value o f  the dication intensity is 

increasingly underestimated and hence the true value o f  each product ratio is 

overestimated. However, a plot o f  A- against t (Figure 4.4) shows that the value o f  A only 

becomes greater than 1.1 at collection times o f  below 240 s (4 min), and most spectra 

have considerably longer collection times than this.

The counting effects described above only affect the collection o f  unreacted 

dications and not product ions, because product ion intensities are typically more than 

1000 times w eaker than the parent dication intensity and consequently the probability o f
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two product ions o f  the same mass hitting the detector following the same repeller plate 

pulse is negligible.

n 5

0 0
0 5(1 :0 0  '.50 200  250 500 550 400  450  500

c o l le c t io n  t ime, t / s

F ig u re  4.4 A plot o f  the counting factor k against collection 
time. This becom es appreciably greater than unity only for 
short collection times (< 250 s).

4.3. Calculating ion trajectories

It is o f  crucial importance when interpreting the experimental data to be able to 

calculate whether an ion o f  a particular mass, velocity and position when the repeller 

plate pulse is applied will go on to hit the detector. After all, as far as the experiment is 

concerned, any ions that do not reach the detector may as well not exist. Fortunately, 

since only linear electric fields are employed, the trajectories o f  ions can be simply 

calculated by application o f  basic electrostatic laws. For the purpose o f  computing ion 

motion, all trajectories are considered to lie in the .tr-plane, since the v-component o f  

velocity will not affect the time-of-flight o f  an ion, and is extremely unlikely to be large 

enough to cause sufficient deviation from the time-of-flight axis for an ion to miss the 

detector. The initial r-com ponent o f  velocity may also be ignored, because this will 

always be very small com pared to the r-velocity after extraction and hence make a 

negligible difference to the time-of-flight. The important calculation to be made is the x-
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position o f  an ion as a function o f  the z-position; i f  these co-ordinates are then compared 

with the physical size o f  the inside o f  the mass spectrometer it can be determined 

whether an ion will reach the detector.

time-of-flight axis
(z-axis, x  = 0)

extractor electrode

gas 1.0 cm
inlet

decelerator dication beam  axis
exit

I
(x-axis, z = 0)

0.7 cm 3.0  cm

repeller plate

Figure 4.5 Scale diagram o f  the source region o f  the mass spectrometer.

The limiting values o f  x, as the repeller plate pulse is applied (z = 0), for an ion 

to pass through an aperture o f  diameter 0  at some position along the time-of-flight axis 

z, are:

*r(z=o)=±i0,-v, (4.6)

where tz is the flight time o f  the ion up to the given value o f  z and vx is the initial value 

o f  the x-component o f  the LAB frame velocity (this can be positive or negative). Note 

that in this section, the term ‘initial’ refers to the time when the repeller plate pulse is 

applied. This is different to the time when the ion is ‘bom ’, an important distinction that 

is introduced into the analysis at a later stage.
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t

Figure 4.6 A schematic 
example of how the imaged 
region of the source is 
constrained by the internal 
dimensions of the mass 
spectro-meter. Lj is the 
imaged length for ion j and 
is a function of m, vx and q.

In fact, rather than calculating limiting values of x for all values of 2 , we need 

only consider three: the extraction electrode ( 2  = 1.0 cm, 0  = 3.0 cm), the exit of a 

series of ion optics (which are no longer used) in the field-free region ( 2  = 9.0 cm, 

0  = 2.6 cm) and the detector ( 2  = 31.5 cm, 0  = 4.0 cm). An ion must pass within all 

three of these apertures in order to hit the detector, for which there will be a single value 

of X m a x  and a single value of J t m jn . The length between these two limiting values is 

termed the ‘imaged length’, L\ only ions located within the imaged length when the 

repeller plate pulse is applied will reach the detector. Note that although the term 

imaged length is used, strictly what we are defining is an imaged volume, of length L 

and a cross-sectional area equal to that of the dication beam. However, due to the space- 

focussing properties of the mass spectrometer, small deviations in the initial 2 -position

To detector

dication
beam
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o f  an ion has a negligible effect on its velocity. For fixed experimental parameters, the 

imaged length o f  some ion j depends only on its x-component o f  velocity, its mass and 

its charge.

4.4. Fast ions and slow ions

The position o f  the imaged length, described in Section 4.3, is very sensitive to 

the x-component o f  an ion’s LAB frame velocity. The maximum magnitude o f  the 

imaged length is 2.6 cm, as constrained by the narrowest aperture in the mass 

spectrometer. The imaged length will decrease as vx increases until, beyond a limiting 

value o f  vv, no ions can reach the detector regardless o f  their initial position. This can be 

seen experimentally, as the reactant dication signal drops away at high beam energies, 

although in practice a small signal is still detected well beyond the theoretical limit 

because the velocity vectors o f  dications in the beam are, in reality, described by a 

distribution (in both magnitude and direction) rather than a single value.

Although the possible values o f  vx obviously form a continuous distribution, it is 

convenient to refer to ions as being 'fa s t '  or ‘s low ’. These terms are only qualitative but 

will be useful later when m aking arguments for the new analytical methodology. I f  we 

make the assumption that the velocities o f  reaction products are co-linear with the 

incident dication beam, then fast and slow ions are those with centre-of-mass frame 

velocity vectors aligned parallel or anti-parallel respectively with the direction o f  

motion o f  the centre-of-mass. Put another way, fast ions have LAB frame velocities 

greater than the velocity o f  the centre-of-mass; slow ions have LAB frame velocities 

less than the velocity o f  the centre-of-mass.

At high collision energies, the distinction between fast and slow ions is o f  little 

importance. However, at the low collision energies employed in this experiment, the 

change in velocities brought about by the energy released in a charge separation 

reaction is large relative to the velocities o f  the reactants. This means that slow ions 

usually have LAB frame velocities o f  less than 0.1 cm ps"1, and may even be scattered 

backwards in the LAB frame.

The important difference between fast and slow ions is the location and size o f  

the imaged length. For fast ions, the imaged length will be centred at a negative values 

o f  x, in the proximity o f  the gas inlet (at x = -3 .0  cm; the gas inlet so located for this
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reason), and be relatively short. In contrast, the imaged length for slow ions will be 

centred somewhere close to the centre o f  the source region, where the num ber density o f  

the collision gas is much lower, and be relatively long. This result explains, at a basic 

level, why the intensities o f  slow ions are usually measured to be much lower than the 

intensities o f  the fast ions with which they are concomitantly formed.

4.5. Extraction of cross-sections (original method)

The rest o f  this chapter deals with the conversion o f  intensities m easured by 

experiment into reaction cross-sections. This process is not as straightforward as it may 

at first appear, because spectral intensities in time-of-flight experiments are a measure 

o f  num ber densities in the source region, whereas reaction cross-sections are related 

fluxes through the source region. This section describes how reaction cross-sections, in 

arbitrary units, have previously been obtained from product ratios, RtTUC. This method is 

neither time-dependent nor does it include pressure variations or angular distributions. It 

has been shown to produce adequate results for fast ions but breaks down badly for slow 

ions, which have not been analyzed in previous reports regarding this experim ent1' ’ |:|. 

A new method o f  analysis has been developed, which works for both fast and slow ions, 

is detailed later in Section 4.6.

The experimental data from which we begin records intensities, which are 

measures o f  number densities in the source region o f  the spectrometer. However, 

reaction cross-sections are proportional to the flux o f  each product across the source 

region, so simply comparing different product peaks in a time-of-flight spectrum does 

not give a direct indication o f  the relative reaction cross-sections for forming the 

different products.

The flux o f  a reaction product, F,, can be related to the flux o f  incident 

dications, / \ j ,  by:

F,= oN „L„F,  (4.7)

where Oj is the absolute reaction cross-section for forming species j, Nn is the num ber 

density o f  the neutral collision gas per unit volume and Lo is the length over which the
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dication beam is attenuated by the neutral reactant, hence A ^ o  is the column density o f  

the neutral collision species.

The detected intensity, assuming a detection efficiency o f  100%, is the num ber 

o f  ions in the imaged volume, o f  length L and area A , the cross-sectional area o f  the 

dication beam.

/  = NLA (4.8)

The num ber density per unit volume o f  an ion is related to its tlux per unit area and 

speed in the direction o f  the dication beam.

^  FA = — (4.9)

Consequently, the tlux o f  a species across the source region can be directly related to its 

intensity:

r F  , 4
I  = — LA (4.10)

i’

Using Equation 4.10 to express the fluxes in Equation 4.7 for some product species j 

and the parent dication d we have:

~J~L -  0\NnL() (4 . 11)
L A  1 L.A y 1i j

By making the considerable assumption that ATn, Lo and A are all constant for a 

particular collision system, we define:

a ^ i k  ( 4 I 2 )
/ V n L (l

as the absolute cross-section in arbitrary units, which yields:
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fj  — R lruc (4.13)

The dication velocity v’d is known from the beam energy and, as described in Section 

2.6, the product velocity v, can be estimated using m om entum  and energy arguments.

Inspection o f  Equation 4.13 immediately poses problems when considering its 

behaviour towards limits o f  v}. As Vj decreases, L} increases but is subject to a m axim um  

value o f  2.6 cm (see Section 4.3). Thus in the case where Vj = 0 (which is perfectly 

possible, given the operating conditions, albeit practically unlikely), the resultant 

reaction cross-section o f  product j will also be zero, which is clearly not true. This 

inconistency can be removed by considering LJvj as a single quantity, representing the 

residence time r o f  ion j in the cylindrical imaged volume. As Vj —> 0, in the absence o f  

stray fields, the residence time w ould tend to very large values, but in practice is subject 

to a maximum imposed by the pulsed nature o f  the experiment. The repeller plate is 

pulsed at a fixed frequency o f  50 kHz (= every 20 ps) and, although the pulse duration 

can be altered (for instance, extended to allow detection o f  particularly heavy ions), it is 

typically set at 10 ps. This gives a m axim um  residence time o f  10 ps, this time being 

the period that the source region is free o f  electric fields. Equation 4.13 can now be re

written in terms o f  residence times:

subject to r< 10  ps.

The methodology described above, which was employed until recently, obtains 

reaction cross-sections using what might be termed the ‘cell approach’, whereby for 

each reaction product a region o f  the source o f  fixed length (L}, or Lq in the case o f  the 

parent dications) and uniform collision gas number density (Arn) was defined and treated 

as a reaction cell to which the Beer-Lambert law could be applied. There are no 

physical boundaries to such a cell, but its dimensions are defined by the limiting

(4.14)
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trajectories for which ions o f  a certain mass and velocity are calculated to reach the 

detector.

In reality, however, since the neutral reactant is introduced as an effusive jet, the 

neutral number density varies a great deal across the source region and the cell 

approximation only holds for ions formed in the 'h igh ' pressure region close to the gas 

inlet. Indeed, most fast ions that go on to be detected are formed close to the gas inlet, 

which is why the above method works well. However, only slow ions formed far from 

the gas inlet (in ‘low ’ pressure conditions) have appropriate trajectories to reach the 

detector but the 'ce ll '  approximation does not allow for the formation o f  such ions.

The cell approach also neglects the angular distribution o f  product ions and the 

motion o f  both parent dications and product ions during the period that the repeller plate 

voltage is o ff  and reactions can take place. All these problems have been tackled in the 

development o f  a new m ethod o f  analysis that explicitly accounts for:

i) the num ber density distribution o f  the neutral collision gas along the

line o f  the dication beam (.v-axis),

ii) the variation o f  the dimensions o f  the notional reaction cell with time,

iii) the angular distribution o f  product ions,

iv) the finite time required for the dication beam to propagate across the

source region.

4.6. Incorporation o f time-, pressure-, and angular-dependences into 

the analysis o f mass spectra

This section is devoted to a thorough explanation o f  the new analytical model 

for the first time. In attempting to develop a more general methodology for the analysis 

o f  our experimental data, we can begin by considering how the detection o f  fast and 

slow ions differs. As described in Section 4.4, product ions with a lab frame velocity, 

immediately following a collision, in the beam direction greater than the velocity o f  the 

centre-of-mass are termed 'fas t '  and those with such a velocity less than the velocity o f  

the centre-of-mass are termed 's low '.  In SET events, the angular scattering o f  incident 

dications is strongly biased towards small scattering angles because electron transfer 

occurs at large separations (> 2 A), so in an SET event between a dication, X 2+, and a 

neutral collision partner Y, X + would in most cases be the fast ion and Y + the slow ion.
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X 2+ + Y ^ X + + Y + (4.15)

Crucially, since we operate at low collision energies, the velocity o f  the centre- 

of-mass is relatively low (typically in the range 2-6 cm p s 1), and as a result slow ions 

often have very low or even negative lab frame velocities. In previous experimental 

work with this apparatus, slow product ions were not included in the analysis. This was 

because those slow ions that reach the detector are formed in a spatially distinct portion 

o f  the source region to fast ions. For instance, in the SET ieaction above, each reactive 

event forms a X T + Y + pair. However, despite not directly measuring co-incidences, due 

to the orthogonal arrangement o f  the TOF-M S we know with certainty that none o f  the 

detected  X+ ions were formed in co-incidence with any o f  the detected Y + ions; in each 

case the partner ion goes undetected. Detected fast ions are formed near the neutral gas 

inlet, across a small spatial region over which the neutral gas pressure is relatively high 

and does not change significantly. Previous comparison with other published work has 

shown that the calculated relative reaction cross-sections (using the m ethodology 

outlined in Section 4.5) for such fast ions across our collision energy range are 

valid.141' 1 However, detected slow ions are formed much further away from the neutral 

gas inlet and over a much larger portion o f  the source region. The neutral gas pressure 

will be much lower in this sample space and will change considerably across it. Hence, 

measured intensities o f  slow ions will require considerable correction to compensate for 

the nature o f  the sample space and so to place their reaction cross-sections on the same 

scale as those o f  fast ions. The following section details a more general analysis o f  our 

data, which may be applied to all product ions.

The repeller plate is pulsed at a frequency o f  50 kHz, and each pulsing cycle, 

though adjustable, typically com prises 10 ps with the voltage applied and 10 ps  with the 

voltage removed. The dication beam  is d e fe c te d  for the duration o f  the repeller plate 

pulse, but propagates across the source in the positive .v-direction with velocity vj from 

the time at which the repeller plate voltage is removed (/=()) until the voltage is re

applied (t=T). Note that these times relate only to the pulse cycle and have no 

connection with times-of-flight. This time window (0 < / < T) is the period in which 

observable reactions may occur. In order for a product ion, j, to hit the M CP detector, it 

must be located in some cylindrical volume, o f  length L, and cross-sectional area A (see 

Section 4.3), at time T. The limits o f  this length along the dication beam axis are Xji(7)
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and jcj2(7), which are determined by the internal dimensions and electric fields o f  the 

mass spectrometer, the velocity o f  the ion, Vj, and the m/z ratio o f  the ion, similarly to 

that described in Section 4 . 5 .  However, while detected product ions may be formed in 

Lj(T) at time T, they can also be formed in a different region at an earlier time, provided 

they reach Lj(T) when the repeller plate pulse is applied. In other words, for a product 

ion to reach the detector it must be formed in a time-dependent region o f  the source, 

Z ,j(/) where 0  < t < T  (Figure 4 . 7 ) .

vtT L jJ )
dication

beam
1,(0)

Figure 4.7 In principle, the length L j(0 )  propagates across the 
source with velocity Vj. In practice, however, the internal 
dimensions o f  the spectrometer or the propagation o f  the 
dication beam may mean that the real region over which 
observable reactions are actually occurring is less than Z,j(t), so 
limiting values o f  x  must be calculated for all values o f  /.

Both the position and magnitude o f  Lj can change with time and its limits are denoted as 

and JCj2( / ) .  In principle, the points JCji(O) and JCj2( 0 )  are given by:

X j n ( 0 )  = Xjn (T )-V j„ T  n =  1,2 (4.16)

Points xi  and *2, the limits o f  L/t) ,  move across the source region with velocity, Vj.

* j„ ( 0  =  * j„(0 ) +  Vj „tn =  1,2 (4.17)

However, when considering the actual region in which observable product ions are 

being formed at any given time, one must also consider firstly whether the calculated 

value o f  L j( /)  lies partly or wholly physically outside the source region o f  the mass
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spectrometer and secondly whether it is encompassed by the dication beam. In other 

words, the above definition o f  L}(t) (delimited by Equation 4.17) may include points at 

which observable ions cannot possibly be formed, such as in the decelerator, or ahead o f  

the dication beam, which takes a finite time after t = 0 to propagate across the source 

region. Thus the length o f  the volume in which observable reactions are occurring at 

time t is defined by another length /,(/) where 0 < /,(/) < L(t).

The evolution o f  / with time can often be quite complicated and difficult to 

predict intuitively. An interesting competition arises between l{t) and Arn, which 

som ewhat offsets the simplistic conclusion that we made that slow ions appear less 

intense because they tend to be formed in regions o f  the source with lower neutral gas 

density. In Figure 4.8, we see how ,yi(/) and xz(t), which delimit /(/), change with time 

for a fast ion and a slow ion in an example system. Note that in Figure 4.8 the value o f  

/(/) is the vertical distance between the two lines at a particular time t. Notice that for 

the fast ion, the imaged length (L{T)) is small and l(t) only becomes non-zero very late 

in the available time window. Prior to this L(t) is located in the decelerator where 

observable ions are unlikely to be formed, because o f  the aperture that separates the 

decelerator from the source region o f  the mass spectrometer. In the case o f  the slow ion, 

the dication beam must propagate across the source until it overlaps L(t) at which 

point /(/) starts to increase from zero until it reaches its maximum value. The results o f  

this is that observable slow ions, while being formed in regions o f  lower neutral number 

density com pared to the fast ions, are being formed for a larger proportion o f  the 10 ps 

window. Figure 4.9 shows the num ber o f  neutral molecules in a volume o f  length l(t) 

and unit area as a function o f  time (how the neutral number density is estimated is dealt 

with in Section 4.6.1). Integrating such a curve gives a quantity that is proportional to 

the intensity o f  a product ion (the constant o f  proportionality being a,). Hence, Figure 

4.9 shows that in this example (where both products have the same reaction cross- 

section) the difference in neutral num ber density wins out and the fast product ion will 

appear more intense than the slow product ion.

The types o f  diagram described here will be employed in Chapters 5 and 6. It is 

important to rem em ber that the vertical distance between the two lines in Figure 4.8 

shows the region where observable ions are being formed and that the area under the 

curve in Figure 4.9 is an indication o f  the predicted intensity o f  the subject ion.
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1

£
^ o
•< 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

tim e [is

tim e / (is

F ig u re  4.8 The limiting values o f  /, (x,i and .r^) plotted as a 
function o f  time. In this example, the collision is between Ar~+ 
+ Ar at a lab frame collision energy o f  10 eV, with a reaction 
exothermicity o f  4 eV, forming a pair o f  Ar+ ions. The fast ion 
(top diagram) is scattered at 0°, the slow ion (bottom diagram) 
is scattered at 180°.
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Figure 4.9 The number o f  neutral gas molecules in the volume 
l{t)A for the fast and slow ions o f  Figure 4.8. The lines are not 
completely smooth because the calculations have been 
performed at discrete time intervals.
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Having established the region in which observable product ions are being 

formed at any given time, we must now calculate the cross-section o f  product 

formation. The num ber o f  dications passing through a circular cross-section o f  the

dication beam in a time interval, d /, may be defined as N d and related to the dication 

tlux /\ i  and the cross-sectional area o f  the dication beam A.

N d dt = FdA d t  (4.18)

The num ber o f  product ions o f  species j formed from these dications in a volume V o f

length l,{t) and cross-sectional area A is denoted A ^ d t . is determined from the

num ber o f  incident dications using the reaction cross-section for forming the particular 

product ion q  and the average num ber density o f  neutral reactants in the volume Arn . It 

is assum ed that attenuation o f  the dication beam is negligible. Thus:

.v 'd r  =  /j(/)A rj"*d/ = /j(<)<TjiVnF j^  it  (4.19)

Now, by our definitions, all ions formed according to Equation 4.19 between t = 0 and 

t = T are ultimately detected by the M CP, so the recorded intensity o f  ion j is the sum o f  

all these ions:

/ j  =  / v |  dt = <j}FdA J or / j ( / ) ^ n d/ (4 -2°)

The dication signal, equal to the num ber o f  dications in the volume U(T)A at time T, can 

be calculated far more simply than product signals by assuming that, at t = T, the 

dication beam is a cylinder o f  uniform llux across the entire source region. This o f  

course assumes that attenuation o f  the incident dication beam tlux by the neutral 

collision gas is insignificant, but this can be seen to be justified by comparing the total 

product signal to that o f  the dication reactant, which indicates attenuation o f  < 1%. The 

num ber o f  dications per unit volume is thus:
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(4.21)

Therefore, the num ber o f  dications in the volume U{T)A, equivalent to the dication 

intensity / j  is:

Equation 4.24 does not include angular scattering, assuming that all velocities are either 

parallel or anti-parallel to the dication beam direction (.r-axis). This is a reasonable 

approximation in the case o f  SET, but the time-dependent model can be further refined 

to incorporate the angular distribution o f  j; such distributions for SET products have 

been characterized using angularly resolved scattering.[M| Since allowing an off-axis 

component o f  velocity reduces the on-axis component o f  velocity (which dictates an 

ion’s trajectory) we find that /, becomes a function o f  6  as well as t. If the angular 

distribution o f  j is described by some function, f(0)  then Equation 4.24 becomes:

(4.22)

Hence the observed product ratio for ion j is:

(4.23)

which, by re-arrangement, gives the partial reaction cross-section, <7,:

<7, = (4.24)

<7, =
tfjrUC/d<7'>

180 . „ rT — (4.25)
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Note that although 9  is the scattering angle in the COM  frame, l((,9) is a LAB frame 

property. For a discussion o f  the form o i f(6 )  see Section 4.6.2.

In principle, this analysis allows calculations o f  absolute cross-sections, but the 

task o f  accurately determining the num ber density distribution o f  the neutral gas across 

the source region in absolute terms makes this impractical. Indeed, even estimating the 

functional form o f  the num ber density distribution is difficult, given the presence o f  

multiple diffusion pumps and many irregular surfaces. Uncertainty in the neutral 

number density is the biggest problem in reconciling the analysis o f  fast and slow ions.

4.6.1. N eutral num ber density distributions

The ion source and mass spectrometer form a contiguous space, which is 

pumped at three different places. M oreover, the source region o f  the spectrometer is a 

cluttered space o f  irregular shape and many surfaces. In light o f  this situation it is 

unrealistic to attempt to make anything more than an approximation o f  the num ber 

density distribution o f  the neutral collision gas. However, the simplest way to make an 

estimate is to treat the gas inlet as an unconfined effusive source.

Figure 4.10 Geometrical definition o f  
the variables used in estimating the 
neutral reactant num ber density Nn.

.gas
inlet

dication  
>> beam  

axisx

The angular dependence o f  such a source is known to be a cosine distribution, 

while the radial dependence follows the inverse-square law.1'61 Hence, we can model the 

neutral number density using the functional form:

N  = - t Cos£  (4.26)
r~
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The line described by the dication beam varies in both r and <£ with the point o f  closest 

approach occurring when r = r0 and £  = 0. Simple geometrical arguments give the 

relationships o f  r  and £ to  the more useful quantities, x  and rc>:

r 2 = r 2 + x 2 (4.27)

ta n £  = — (4.28)
J n

so by making the appropriate substitutions we find:

N_ = cos arctan
f \  x

y~ +  .v
(4.29)

V  ' o  /

Equation 4.30 assumes that x  =  0 occurs at the closest point o f  approach between the 

dication beam and the gas inlet, how ever it is generally more convenient to set x  = 0 as 

the centre o f  the source region o f  the mass spectrometer. This simply means that values 

o f  x  must be offset by the .v-position o f  the gas inlet so that the distribution An is centred 

at the gas inlet.

COS arctan
A" -  A i n l e t

V o y
(4.30)

Equation 4.30 is only a functional form and is not intended to be a measure o f  

the absolute num ber density o f  neutral reactant molecules, but allows positions with 

different neutral number densities in the source region to be relatively compared.

An is in arbitrary units, but will be proportional to the absolute num ber density; 

moreover the arbitrary units will depend on the square root o f  molecular mass, as 

dictated by G raham ’s law o f  effusion:

effusive rate o f  m\ 
effusive rate o f  m2
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0 1 2 3•8■10

x  / cm

Figure 4.11 This m odelled  distribution o f  the neutral number 
density along the .v-axis. The distribution is very sensitive to 
the distance o f  closest approach between the dication beam and 
the gas inlet (/o) but only close to the gas inlet. The diagram 
includes three different values o f  /'o: 1.5 cm (black line), 2.5
cm (dark grey line) and 3.5 cm (light grey line).

This model is used to estimate the relative neutral number density at different 

positions in the source region, which cannot be accurately experimentally measured. 

The values o f  r 0 and Ainiet have been adjusted to produce a reasonable agreement with 

experimental data gathered on the A r2+ + Ne collision system by Harper et al.[lA] This 

system, being diatomic, has only two products o f  SET, making it a good system for 

calibrating the model. Therefore, the parameters ro and A'miei, which are not known 

exactly can be fine-tuned so that the calculated cross-sections o f  Ar+ and N e+ are

approximately equal across a range o f  collision energies.

The simplifications made in calculating the neutral number density distribution 

will inevitably result in a degree o f  error, and it is likely that inaccuracy in values o f  the 

neutral num ber density is a m ajor contributing factor towards overall errors in the 

extraction o f  cross-sections.
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4.6.2. A ngular distributions

The angular distributions used in the analysis are simply fits o f  those typically 

observed using the position sensitive apparatus also operating in this department.1'41 The 

angular distributions observed in electron transfer are, in most cases, very similar. A 

sharp peak is observed at small scattering angles, but the distribution is very broad with 

some counts at all scattering angles.

Empirically, a Lorentzian function provides a good match for typical angular 

distribution. This has the functional form:

In Equation 4.32, the constant a determines the amplitude o f  the distribution and Oo is 

the centre o f  the distribution. The effect o f  a on the width o f  the distribution is shown in 

Figure 4.12.

The primary consequence o f  allowing off-axis scattering in the model is that it 

gives a spread in .v-velocities o f  collision products. The small difference that non-zero r- 

velocities will have on times-of-flight is ignored, being a matter o f  a few nanoseconds. 

Scattering is also assum ed to be entirely co-planar with the dication beam axis (a ) and 

the time-of-flight axis (r), and as such is defined by a single angle 6.

Although the shape o f  the angular scattering function can be estimated quite 

well for SET products, since most systems show similar scattering behaviour for such 

reactions, it is much more uncertain for products formed via a collision complex. 

Perhaps the best way to estimate f(0)  in these cases is to assume that the collision 

complex is sufficiently long-lived for the angular distribution to be fully symmetric.

. 1 X 0 )  =
(4.32)
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t/5c0
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1

i

40 20 14020 60 80 100 1600 180e / °
F igure  4.12 The effect o f  a  on a Lorentzian profile: a = 20 
(black line), a = 30 (dark grey line), a -  40 (light grey line).

40 60 80 100 1200 140 160 180

e / °
F ig u re  4.13 Comparison o f  the angular distribution for a pair 
o f  SET products using experimental data1'41 (points) and 
Lorentzian profiles (lines).
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4.7. Conclusions

The newly developed m ethod o f  analysis incorporates time-, number- and 

angular dependences to create a far more detailed model o f  the experiment than has 

been previously employed. W hile inevitable simplifications, particularly in estimating 

the neutral number density, may introduce sizeable errors when putting the model into 

practice, the model is m athematically tractable and is capable o f  succeeding in its aim o f  

allowing the calculation o f  reaction cross-sections, in arbitrary units, for all product ions 

associated with a collision system. Another important feature is that these units, while 

not known absolutely should stay approximately the same between collision systems, 

allowing inter-comparison o f  the cross-sections measured for different systems using 

this apparatus. This can be seen by inspection o f  Equation 4.25, from which we can see

that the only variable for which we do not have absolute units is An , and the relative 

value o f  this will change between collision systems only due to differences in the 

effusive properties o f  the neutral reactant. Consequently, when using neutral reactants 

o f  similar mass, inter-comparison o f  results is valid.

As a result o f  the work outlined in this chapter, we now have a far greater 

understanding o f  the dynam ics o f  the reaction region o f  the spectrometer and are able to 

fully model observed reactions. The following two chapters demonstrate the application 

o f  this new model to experimental data, where it is seen to dramatically outperform the 

pre-existing methodology for extracting cross-sections, particularly when applied to 

slow ions.
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Chapter 5: The SF2+ + Ar Collision System

5.1. Introduction

The SF_" dication is one o f  a number o f  doubly charged fragments that result 

from electron ionization o f  SFft. Num erous studies have been conducted on this 

precursor molecule, including several that have determined partial ionization cross- 

sections for electron ionization1' A Nagesha et. al. have calculated theoretical potential 

energy curves for low-lying states o f  SF~+m and more recently, in this department, 

Lambert has calculated potential energy curves for a number o f  electronic states o f  

SF:‘~ and SF_ lN. However, no records exist in the literature o f  crossed-beam 

experiments involving doubly charged fragments o f  SF6, although unpublished 

experiments using our apparatus have been conducted with SFT +, SF:~+ and SF‘+, 

mostly by this author. The reactivity o f  SF„“" appears to bear certain similarities to that 

o f  C T „-\  which has been extensively studied. Indeed, if anything, the flexible valency 

o f  S results in a richer chemistry. Farlier unpublished work by this author has shown 

that both SF~* and S1V" form metastable complexes with hydrogenated neutral 

molecules such as water and ammonia.
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Singly charged Partial ionization Doubly charged Partial ionization
ions cross-section ions cross-section

SFC 1000

S F / 93 s f 42+ 68

s f 3+ 313 s f 324 8

s f 2t 92 SF::+ 50

SF+ 167 s f 2+ 9

S+ 131

F+ 240

Table 5.1 Relative partial ionization cross-sections for 
products o f  electron impact ionization o f  SFfi, at an electron 
energy o f  150 eV N . Values are relative to the dominant ion,
SF.C, which is assigned an arbitrary cross-section o f  1000.
Note that due to an unfavourable Frank-Condon factor, the 
parent molecular ion, SF^/, is not observed.

5.2. Results

Mass spectra were recorded, as described above, at collision energies from 6.0 

eV to 14.0 eV in the LAB frame corresponding to 2.6 eV to 6.2 eV in the centre-of- 

mass frame. Com parison o f  the reaction and background mass spectra (Figure 5.1) 

clearly indicates the formation o f  S+, SF+, Ar+ and ArS"+ ions. However, FT is not 

detected from bimolecular collisions. The absence o f  F+ signals following bimolecular 

reactions has also been reported following collisions o f  other fluorinated dications. 

Additionally, no A r2+ signal is observed, an ion which would be produced by double 

electron transfer processes. Given the absence o f  any product F+ ion signals it is clear 

that only two electron transfer reactions are occurring in the SF‘+ + Ar collisions, along 

with a bond-forming reaction generating ArS~+:

SF2+ + Ar —> SF+ + AC (5.1)

SF2+ + Ar —> S+ + F + Ar+ (5.2)

SF2+ + Ar ArS2+ + F (5.3)
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Figure 5.1 Representative reaction (thick line) and 
background (thin line) mass spectra for S F ^  + Ar. The large 
dication beam signal has been removed. The F+ signal is due 
entirely to contam ination in the dication beam.

For the products o f  the SET reactions, the relevant ion intensities (Table 5.2) in the 

mass spectra were processed, as described in the previous chapter, to yield values o f  o', 

for these product ions as a function o f  collision energy. The angular distribution o f  SET 

products was modelled using a Lorentzian function (see Section 4.6.2), while the 

angular distribution o f  ArS~" was assumed to be symmetric. The product ion velocities 

were calculated using the m ethod described in Section 2.6. Note that for the formation 

o f  the S^ ion it has been assumed, as has been determined experimentally for similar 

collision systems, that the energy release (AT) upon dissociation o f  the excited 

electronic states o f  SF^ to form S+ is negligible in comparison to the energy release 

involved in charge separation. We know that efficient electron transfer occurs with an 

exothermicity in the region o f  4 eV, while the bond energy o f  most excited states o f  SF + 

is < 1 eV hl. Thus, the velocity o f  the S+ ion across the source region is assumed to be 

approximately the same as the velocity o f  the parent S F f ion. The extraction o f  the 

cross-section for the formation o f  the ArS“+ ion is discussed in more detail later in the 

chapter.

1
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ArS

30 40 45 50 6 0
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average Rl

E\db / 1 SF S Ar ArS*

6 2.6 1.26 X 10'3 5.52 X io-4 5.38 X io-4 6.31 X IO'6

7 3.1 1.35 X IO'3 8.36 X 10'4 5.77 X io-4 1.51 X 10'5

8 3.5 1.15 X 10'3 7.70 X IO'4 7.91 X IO'4 3.64 X 1 0 ?

9 4.0 8.00 X IO"4 5.67 X IO 4 5.28 X 10-4 2.51 X 10‘5

10 4.4 7.92 X IO"4 5.73 X IO’4 5.61 X IO'4 3.40 X IO’5

11 4.8 7.92 X io -4 5.71 X 1 0 4 5.93 X 10-4 3.20 X 10'5

12 5.3 8.21 X io -4 6.22 X IO'4 6.86 X 10‘4 3.64 X 10~5

13 5.7 8.76 X io -4 6.51 X IO'4 7.97 X io-4 3.44 X 10'5

14 6.2 8.15 X 10"4 7.52 X io-4 8.76 X i o -4 4.51 X 10'5

Table 5.2 Corrected product ratios for all products observed 
in the SF“T + Ar collision system at each collision energy. 
Note that for all data collected on this system A' = 1 so R tnK =
Roh\

5.3. Electron Transfer

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 plot calculated values o f  / and N l/A as functions o f  

time for the non-dissociative SET products SF^ and Ar+ (this type o f  plot was 

introduced in Chapter 4). The equivalent plot for S+ would be very similar to that o f  

SF , since the velocity o f  S+ across the source, vv, is assumed to be the same as that for 

SF", although upon application o f  the repeller plate pulse S+ and SF+ would follow 

slightly different trajectories due to the difference in their kinetic energies.

Before attempting to interpret these plots, we must remember three important

points:

i) /j(/) is the vertical distance between . y , i  and .v,2 at time /;

ii) the shaded area is directly proportional to intensity;

iii) each plot is calculated at a single scattering angle, hence all S F + ions are 

deemed to be scattered at 0° (so they are ‘fast’) and all Ar+ ions are deemed 

to be scattered at 180° (so they are ‘slow ’).
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The plots in Figure 5.2 predict that the SF4 signal will weaken significantly as 

collision energy increases, firstly because the imaged length, L s f + ( T ) ,  decreases as the 

LAB frame .v-velocity o f  SF^ increases and secondly because / s f + C ) is shifted upstream 

as the LAB frame velocity o f  SF+ increases and consequently only enters the source 

region o f  the spectrometer later in the time period for which the repeller plate voltage is 

switched off. Experimentally, the intensity o f  SF+ is indeed seen to drop as collision 

energy is increased (Table 5.2), but the effect is moderated by off-axis scattering o f  SF+ 

(i.e. in reality not all SF" ions are scattered at 0°).

The plots in Figure 5.3 predict that the A r4 signal will intensify slightly as 

collision energy is increased, because the dication beam takes longer to reach L \ r+(t) 

and l \ r+(t) only becomes non-zero when there is some overlap between L \ r+(t) and the 

dication beam. The LAB frame .v-velocity o f  Ar+ is negative (i.e. directed upstream, as 

shown by the negative gradients in Figure 5.3) so its speed decreases as the collision 

energy increases, which, on its own, would delay the time it takes for the propagating 

dication beam to begin to overlap L \ r+(t). This effect, however, is outweighed by the 

increase in the velocity o f  the dication beam with collision energy, and consequently 

l \ r d () becomes non-zero earlier at higher collision energies.

F ig u re  5.2 (overleaf) Plot o f  .vi and .v: (solid lines, left-hand 
scale) and N l iA (shaded area, right-hand scale) for SF+ at 
LAB frame collision energies o f  6 eV (top), 10 eV (middle) 
and 14 eV (bottom) at a scattering angle o f  0°.

F ig u re  5.3 (page  130) Plot o f  .i| and a*: (solid lines, left-hand 
scale) and N  IA (shaded area, right-hand scale) for Ar4 at LAB 
frame collision energies o f  6 eV (top), 10 eV (middle) and 14 
eV (bottom) at a scattering angle o f  180°.
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5.3.1. E xperim ental reaction cross-sections

Table 5.3 shows the values o f  absolute reaction cross-sections in arbitrary units, 

a 'j obtained for the formation o f  all observed product ions as a function o f  centre-of- 

mass frame collision energy.

b / eV

i arb. units

fcom i eV SF+ sT A r+ ArS2f

6 2.6 5.2 1.8 6.7 2.7 x  10'2

7 3.1 4.2 2.2 6.0 3.5 x 10‘2

8 3.5 4.2 2.1 5.6 4.7 x  10'2

9 4.0 3.5 1.3 4.0 5.0 x  10‘2

10 4.4 3.4 1.6 3.7 6.0 x  10'2

11 4.8 3.4 1.6 3.3 5.0 x 10'2

12 5.3 3.4 1.6 3.3 5.1 x  IO'2

13 5.7 3.8 1.7 3.3 4.4 x  10'2

14 6.2 3.7 1.9 3.2 5.3 x 10'2

T able 5.3 Values o f  for reaction products obtained from 
experimental data.

The branching ratio between non-dissociative SET and dissociative SET 

(a'sF- : o  s+) is approximately 2:1, while that between SET and bond formation 

( a ' \ r- : cf \ rs+A is approximately 90:1. The cross-sections do not vary significantly with 

collision energy over most o f  the range o f  our experimental investigations. A similar 

insensitivity to the collision energy has been observed for several other SET reactions o f  

dications in this energy regim e11’ " 1. The unexpected increase in cross-sections at very 

low collision energies is probably the result o f  approximations in the analytical model 

rather than a real effect, and similar behaviour is seen for the CT+ + CO collision system 

(see Chapter 6). The rise m ay be due to an effect that has been omitted from the model 

or an effect that is modelled poorly at low collision energies. It is possible that 

deviations from uniformity in the source electric fields has an effect on that becomes
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noticeable for low-energy ions. Additionally, the estimated energy release (and 

consequently the calculated velocity o f  product ions) may be slightly out (since A T  will, 

o f  course, be a distribution across the Reaction W indow depending on where each 

product state lies, not exactly 4 eV), and this would be proportionally more significant 

at lower collision energies. The latter possibility is supported by the fact that no such 

rise is seen in the intensity o f  ArS- (or CCT in the following chapter) for which the 

energy release is much smaller.

♦

♦

■
r

3 ■ ■
-P 4

c

. . . .  I
+ + + + + I

4 li 4 5 5 il s s M )  6 s

/•T v cV

Figure 5.4 Plot o f  the data in Table 5.3: a',\r+ (♦), cfsF+ (■), 
a's+ ( • ) .  cf\rs^+x 10 (+); the representative error bars are 
±25%, but it is difficult to estimate the error associated with the 
model.

A benefit o f  the simplicity o f  this collision system is that the accuracy o f  the 

analytical model is easy to test. From the reactions occurring in the system, it is easy to 

recognize that each A T ion must be formed concomitantly with either an SF+ ion or an 

S r ion. Consequently, the reaction cross-section for forming AT should always equal 

the sum o f  those for forming SF+ and S+. The model performs reasonably well when 

judged by this criterion, although the ratio o ' \ r+ : (cfsF++cTs+) falls from just under unity 

to 0.6 across the energy range. However, this is a dramatic improvement on attempts to
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incorporate slow ions using the previous method o f  analysis that was detailed in Chapter 

4. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the results o f  applying the previous method o f  analysis to the 

same experimental data. The cross-section o f  Ar+ is severely underestimated, indeed the 

ratio & Ar+ : (cf/sf++CF/s+) at no point exceeds 0.1.

£ \  m cV

Figure 5.5 Results o f  applying the previous method o f  analysis 
to the same experimental data as in Figure 5.4: a',\r+ (♦), 
g ' s f -  (■), c ' s i  (• )•  For clarity the data for ArS“+ is omitted, 
although the results obtained are, relative to SF+, similar to the 
new method.

Given the num ber o f  approximations inherent in the new method o f  analysis, it 

appears to very satisfactorily reconcile the differences between fast and slow ions in this 

collision system. These results represent the first time that reaction cross-sections for all 

products o f  a collision system have been extracted from experimental data using this 

apparatus.
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5.3.2. R eaction W indow  calculations

To perform the Reaction W indow  calculations, outlined in Chapter 2, to attempt 

to account for the relative intensities o f  SF+ and S+ that are observed, requires 

knowledge o f  the relative energies o f  the relevant electronic states o f  SF2+ and S F \  

Little experimental information is available on the relative energetics o f  the 

monocationic and dicationic states o f  SF+, therefore these energies have been 

determined theoretically using a quantum chemical approach. The detailed results o f  

these quantum chemical investigations into the potential energy curves o f  SF2+ and SF+ 

have been reported in detail e lsew here1*1, and were not conducted by the author. Briefly, 

the computational approach involved generating potential energy curves for electronic 

states o f  SF" and SF'* by perform ing single-point energy calculations at 0.05 A 

intervals using the state-averaged A Q CC method with a full valence active space, 

coupled with an uncontracted basis set as implemented in Molpro v.2002.3[l2] consisting 

o f  16s 11 p3d2f 1 g functions for S atoms and 12s6p3d2flg  functions for F atoms.

The results from the com putational work show that the ground dication state o f  

SF‘" (X “FI) is metastable, as it possesses a significant barrier (~ 4.5 eV) to charge 

separation. The first SF“ excited state (A “FI) is also metastable, possessing a barrier o f  

-  2.5 eV to charge separation, and lies 4.0 eV above the ground state. A further six 

metastable dication states lie within 6.0 eV o f  the ground state, but these are all much 

more weakly bound (< 1 eV). Thus the dication beam may be expected to be 

predominantly com posed o f  SF“+ ions in either the ground or first excited electronic 

state. With regard to the monocations, the first three electronic states o f  SF" (X a 'A, 

b ' l  ) are all predicted to be bound; the first dissociative state (A 3FI) lies 5.7 eV above 

the ground state o f  S¥~ and the higher electronic states o f  SF+ are also calculated to be 

dissociative. The adiabatic ionization energy o f  SF+ is calculated to be 21.3 eV 1'31 and 

the first ionization energy o f  SF is experimentally established as 10.1 eV, a value in 

good agreement with our calculations. The ionization energy for populating the 3p_l (~P) 

electronic state o f  Ar" is well know n11'1, and hence the exothermicities for populating the 

accessible SF" + Ar" product asymptotes may be evaluated; these are listed in Table 5.4.
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—  10
SF:‘(A :ri) + Ar(‘S) S('P) + F'(!P) + Ar*(:P)

— X

SFw(X3n) + Ar(S)

SF‘(D Yl) + Ar'(’P)

SF”(d *11) + Ar (JP)

SF'(A Yl) + Ar*(:P)
S*(Y») + F(*P) + Ar*(:P)

S‘(Y)) + F(:P) + Ar‘(3P)

S*(4S) + F(’P) + Ar*(:P)

SF(b'r)  + A r(’P)

S F (a ‘A) + A r(;P)

—  0 SF’(X 32T) +A r'(2P)

Figure 5.6 Composite energy level diagram for SET 
asymptotes. Shaded areas indicate the approximate position o f  
the Reaction Window. SET from the ground state o f  SF+ only 
populates product states lying below the first dissociative 
asymptote, indicating that all S+ that is observed originates 
from electronically excited dications.

Note that SET reactions involving the population o f  higher electronic states of  

Ar+, for example the 3s '(2S|/2 ) state, are endothermic and thus are not expected to 

occur, as has been confirmed experimentally for other collision systems114151.

Table 5.4 shows calculated SET cross-sections for populating the various 

electronic states o f  SF+, formed together with Ar+(2P), from the two electronic 

metastable states o f  SF2+. It can be seen from Table 5.4 that the probability o f  the SET 

reaction populating dissociative electronic states o f  SF+ is negligible unless the SF2* is 

electronically excited. This implies that the S+ signal observed in the mass spectra must 

result from the population o f  the dissociative higher lying states o f  SF+ by the SET 

reactions o f  the first excited state o f  SF2+, supporting the expectation that the dication
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beam contains a significant fraction o f  electronically excited SF2+ ions. Flence, the 

Reaction W indow calculations indicate that the magnitude o f  the S+ signal observed 

experimentally is a measure o f  the relative population o f  the ground and first excited 

electronic states o f  SF“  ̂ in the dication beam.

Electronic state o f  SF“+ reactant

x 2n a  2n
Electronic state o f  SF^ product

AH / eV OSFT ! A H / e V OSFT ' A“

x  3r  (—>s f ") -5.5 1 -9.5 0

a 'A ( -* S F +) -4.4 12 -8.4 0

b ' i f  (—>SF") -3.5 21 -7.5 0

A 3n ( ^ S + + F) +0.3 0 -3.7 23

d ’n ^ S '  + F) + 1.4 0 -2.7 3

D 3n (->S+ + F) +2.2 0 -1.9 0

T able 5.4 Calculated exothermicities and reaction cross-
sections for populating accessible SET product asymptotes.

Given the cross-sections listed in Table 5.3, and the observed ratio o f  S+ to S F \  

it is clear that there must be a significant population o f  the SF2+(A) state in the dication 

beam; approximately ha lf  as many dications in the first excited electronic state as 

dications in the ground electronic state.

5.4. Bond-form ation

As discussed above, the peak observed in the in the mass spectrum at m/z = 36 

(Figure 5.1) is assigned to A rS“ , clearly indicating the occurrence o f  Reaction (5.3). 

Table 5.3 shows the reaction cross-section, again in arbitrary units, for the formation o f  

ArS~f as a function o f  collision energy. The formation o f  ArS“+ is thought to proceed via 

the formation o f  an ArSF“+ collision complex. Hence, the extraction o f  the cross- 

sections for ArS“+ assumes that the kinetic energy release accompanying the 

dissociation o f  the collision complex is negligible, since it is not accompanied by charge 

separation, and hence the LAB frame velocity o f  ArS2+ is assumed to be equal to the
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velocity o f  the centre-of-mass o f  the collision system. It is also assumed that the 

complex lives for considerably longer than its rotational period so that the angular 

distributions o f  ArS‘+ and F are symmetric.

It appears from Table 5.3 that the cross-section for this bond forming reaction 

rises from a threshold somewhere below a centre-of-mass collision energy o f  2.5 eV. A 

more accurate determination o f  this threshold is not possible in our experiments due to 

the weakness o f  the ArS“+ signal and the low flux o f  SF~+ in these experiments. Note 

that in Figure 5.4 the cross-section for forming ArS-+ is multiplied by a factor o f  10.

XY2+ + Z

AE

X2+ + YZ

X+ + YZ+

X--YZ X Y -Z

Figure  5.7 Schematic illustration o f  the pathways open to a 
dication and neutral molecule in collision. Note that excited 
levels are ignored, which in reality lead to many curve 
intersections on both sides o f  the diagram. The energy gaps 
between different asymptotes is, o f  course, species specific 
and can vary greatly.

As discussed above, the observation o f  a doubly charged molecular product 

from the reaction o f  a small molecular dication with a rare gas atom is rather unusual11'’
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|g]. A schematic model proposed to rationalize the observations o f  reactions that 

generate dicationic products has been presented before1201, and is illustrated in Figure 

5.7. The diagram represents the possible products o f  a basic doubly charged triatomic 

system. The reactant dication and neutral are at asymptote jjF| on the left hand side, 

while a double-charged product with an accompanying neutral species (in this case 

ArS‘+ + F) corresponds to asymptote j 4 |. However, for the reactants to achieve the 

intimate contact required to form new chemical bonds, the collision system must

successfully pass through the intersection that leads to SET (Point A |, Figure 5.7) 

without crossing between curves. If the collision system passes through Point [a ] then a 

collision complex can be formed and the necessary chemistry may occur. The collision 

complex may separate along its newly formed bond, thus returning to the LHS o f  the 

diagram, or along the original bond, and exiting towards the RHS o f  the diagram. In the

latter case, the separating products must pass through another intersection (Point B

Figure 5.7), where a change o f  potential surfaces will result in the formation o f  a pair o f  

monocations. Indeed, bond-forming reactions forming pairs o f  monocations are often 

observed following collisions o f  dications with neutrals12'1. Even if the collision system 

successfully negotiates this second region o f  intersections, it must possess sufficient 

kinetic energy AE to reach the asymptotic limit corresponding to ArS2+ + F. O f  course, 

in addition to these energetic and dynamic considerations, the doubly charged product 

must be formed in a non-dissociative state in order to be detected.

Figure 5.8 shows the relative energetics o f  the various critical points in the 

reaction mechanism forming ArS"T for our collision system. All o f  the product 

asymptotes in Figure 5.8 can be reached in a spin allowed fashion from the ground state 

o f  SF~^ and, hence, other factors must account for the propensity for forming ArS2+ in 

this collision system. To derive the energetics shown in Figure 5.8, additional quantum 

chemical calculations were performed in order to determine the energies and geometries 

o f  species containing an Ar S bond. These calculations were performed using 

Gaussian98|221 implemented on a Linux workstation. Optimised geometries (see Table 

5.5) were determined using an MP2 algorithm with a cc-VQZ basis set and the energies 

o f  these geometries (relative to A r+ + F+ + S) were then evaluated using a coupled 

cluster [CCSD(T)] algorithm.
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r(Ar-S) / A r(F-S) / A Z(A r-S-F) / ° Relative energy / eV

2ArSF2+ 2.14 2.05 167.5 0.0

2ArS+ 2.13 - - -0.1

3ArS2+ 2.06 - - 0.7

1 ArS2+ 2.02 - - 2.2

Table 5.5 Optimised geometries and relative energies 
calculated for species containing an Ar S bond. Note that the 
ground doublet state o f  the collision complex ArSF2+ is 
calculated to be bound (i.e. it is not just a transition state).

As described in section 5.3.2, the ionization energy o f  SF+ that was given earlier 

was calculated via a different m ethodology as part o f  a different investigation181. 

However, since the ionization energy and heat o f  formation o f  SF are known 

experimentally1'31, the relative energy o f  the reactant asymptote can be determined 

appropriately in Figure 5.8.

In the present experim ent the collision system readily crosses at the first curve

intersection, (Point A 1, Figure 5.7) as strong signals o f  SF (and S ) and Ar are 

observed. However, for the equilibrium geometries o f  ArS2+ and ArS+, the asymptote 

corresponding to ArS+ + F+ lies just  0.8 eV below the asymptote corresponding to 

3ArS2+ + F and 2.3 eV below  that corresponding to 'A rS2+ + F (Figure 5.8). These small 

energy differences between these asymptotes means that the critical intersections

between potential curves in the exit channel towards ArS2+ + F (Point B , Figure 5.7) 

occur at large interspecies separations. Hence, the probability o f  crossing between 

surfaces at Point | B { will be small. This energetic argument clearly explains why no 

A rS+ signal is observed in this collision system, even though the observation o f  ArS2+ 

indicates that there must be a product flux through the intersection in the exit channel.
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1 A r S ‘~ +  F

1.5 e V

’A r S ‘‘ +  ¥

c 0 .8  e V

:A r S F "  1 
----------------------------* A r S  +  V

0 .1  e V  |

1.1 e V

: S F :+ +  'A r

; 5 .5  e V

S F  +  A r

F ig u re  5.8 Com posite energy level diagram for S P + + Ar. The 
dashed line indicates the centre-of-mass frame collision energy 
available in the lowest energy collision (i.e. 2.6.eV).

Note that the calculated energetics (Figure 5.8) show that the excited (singlet) 

state o f  ArS‘" lies 1.5 eV above the ground (triplet) state o f  this dication and that 

accessing the singlet and triplet asymptotes from the ground state reactants requires the 

centre-of-mass kinetic energy to exceed 1.8 eV and 3.6 eV respectively. The lower o f  

these thresholds is below the lower extreme o f  the experimental collision energy range
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(indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5.8). However, in Figure 5.4 the cross-section for 

forming ArS2+ does begin to fall o f f  below 3.5 eV, in accordance with the higher 

threshold predicted from our energetic data. Thus our experimental data suggests that 

both the singlet and triplet states o f  the ArS2+ dicationic product are populated in this 

reaction, however the contribution o f  excited SF2+ reactant ions to the reaction cannot 

be confidently ascertained from this data.

It is likely that at higher collision energies than were reached in the experiment, 

the cross-section for forming ArS“+ will begin to fall off, as has been observed for the 

formation o f  ArC2+, as the increase in the internal energy o f  the collision system results 

in the population o f  dissociative excited states o f  ArS_+.

5.5. Conclusions

The formation o f  S+ and SF+ in SET reactions between SF“+ and Ar has been 

detected and the cross-sections, in arbitrary units, for forming these species have been 

evaluated as a function o f  collision energy from 2.6 eV to 6.2 eV in the centre-of-mass 

frame. The form o f  this SET reactivity has been rationalized by Landau-Zener 

calculations, which indicate that the S+ product results from the dissociation o f  excited 

electronic states o f  SF+ populated by the reaction o f  the first excited electronic state o f  

SF2+. The calculations also indicate that the stable SF+ ions detected result from the SET 

reactions o f  the ground state o f  SF2T The reactivity o f  this collision system also 

involves an unusual bond-forming reaction, which generates ArS"+. Quantum chemical 

calculations o f  the relevant energetics show that the lowest lying singlet and triplet 

states o f  ArS“  ̂ are bound and are energetically accessible for this collision system at the 

above collisions energies. The observation o f  ArS“+ has been rationalized in terms o f  the 

relative energetics o f  the com peting chemical and electron transfer reactions. This 

analysis shows that electron transfer in the exit channel between the separating ArS2f 

and F atom is likely to be inefficient, explaining the observation o f  a doubly charged 

product and not a pair o f  monocations.

The newly developed methodology for extracting reaction cross-sections from 

measured ion intensities has been implemented for the first time and demonstrated to 

significantly outperform the previous model. This allowed good estimates o f  the cross- 

sections o f  all product ions o f  this collision system to be successfully obtained.
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Chapter 6: The (H)C12+ + CO Collision System

6.1. Introduction

Although extensive research has been conducted into the properties o f  the 

precursor molecule o f  this system, HC1, no crossed-beam experiments have been 

performed with doubly charged derivatives. Electron ionization o f  HC1 forms all 

possible singly and doubly charged fragments in appreciable quantities and partial 

ionization cross-sections have been determined experimentally.11''1 Additionally, some 

spectroscopic experiments have been carried out on both H C P+ and Cl2+.16'101 Most 

recently Critchley et al. resolved vibrational levels in two electronic states o f  HC12+ 

using TPESC O  and perform ed ab initio calculations for comparison1" 1. The mass 

spectrum o f  ionization products o f  HC1 includes a quartet corresponding to 35C12+, 

H 3>C12+, 37C12+ and H 37C12+ at 0.5 unit intervals on an atomic mlz scale. Consequently, 

35C1-+ is the easiest doubly charged fragment o f  which to obtain a well-resolved beam 

because there are no more ion signals nearby on the lower mass side. However, 

producing such a beam o f  H 35C1“+ is much more problematic as it is difficult to 

completely  filter out the intense signals o f  35C12+ and 37C12+ that occur just half  an m/z 

unit either side. All the experiments conducted in this chapter involve the Cl-35 isotope 

and henceforth the atomic m ass will not be explicitly labelled.
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Singly charged 

ions

Partial ionization 

cross-section

Doubly charged 

ions

Partial ionization 

cross-section

HC1+ 1000 HC12+ 103

C l+ 339 Cl2+ 67

H+ 373

T ab le  6.1 Relative partial ionization cross-sections for 
products o f  electron impact ionization o f  HC1, at an electron 
energy o f  150 eV .1' 1

A thorough investigation o f  the Cl~+ collision was conducted but due to the difficulty o f  

obtaining a usable beam o f  HC12+, only a limited num ber o f  spectra were collected for 

collisions o f  that species and so full quantitative analysis was not performed.

6.2. Results

Mass spectra were recorded at collision energies between 5.0-16.0 eV in the LAB 

frame corresponding to 2.2-7.1 eV in the centre-of-mass frame.

2000 

1 800 
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*  1400

3 i->1200

1000

800
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0
0 10

I CO

40:o

M ass-to -ch arge ratio / amu

F ig u re  6.1 Reaction (thick line) and background (thin line) mass 
spectra for C L+ + CO. The dication signal has been removed.
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F ig u re  6.2 As Figure 6.1, but for HC12+ + CO.

Representative mass spectra for collisions o f  C l-" and HC1-+ with CO are shown in 

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 respectively. These spectra are discussed below.

6.2.1. C l2+ d a ta

Comparison o f  the reaction and background spectra reveals that Cl+ and C O + 

ions are the major products in this collision system. Appreciable quantities o f  C + are 

also detected, but 0 + is only observed in small amounts. Furthermore, a small signal 

located at m/z = 23.5 indicates the presence o f  CC12+, a doubly charged product o f  a 

chemical bond-forming reaction. Additionally, traces o f  CC1+ and possibly even O C l2+ 

and O C l+ are discernible in the spectra but in quantities far too small to reliably 

quantify. Therefore, the major reaction channels occurring in this collision system 

appear to be:

C l2+ + CO -> c r  + c o + 

Cl2+ + CO -> c r  + c + + o  

C l2+ + C O - > C C l 2+ + 0

( 6 . 1 )

( 6 .2 )

(6.3)
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average Rtrue

£iab / eV Cl -F CO4- C+ CC12+

5 1.65 x 10 03 5.43 x 10-04 1.83 X IO'04 2.40 x 10*05

6 1.37 x I q-03 6.73 x 10-04 2.34 X IO'04 3.92 x 10*05

7 1.48 x I q-03 7.09 x I q-04 2.58 X 10-04 4.28 x Iq-05

8 1.17 x Iq-03 7.15 x Iq-04 2.70 X IQ-04 3.98 x 10*05

9 1.19 x I q-03 7.83 x IQ-04 2.92 X io-04 4.27 x 10*05

10 1.21 x I q-03 7.19 x IQ-04 3.12 X io-04 4.60 x I q-05

11 1.20 x I q-03 9.16 x io -04 4.18 X io-04 4.59 x I q-05

12 1.35 x I q-03 9.86 x IQ-04 4.69 X io-04 4.73 x I q-05

13 1.26 x I q-03 1.09 x I q-03 5.02 X IO 04 4.74 x I q-05

14 1.19 x I q-03 1.11 X I q-03 5.17 X IO"04 4.48 x Iq-05

15 1.21 x I q-03 1.16 x I q-03 5.65 X IO 04 4.32 x Iq-05

16 1.27 x I q-03 1.30 x Iq-03 7.01 X IO'04 4.36 x Iq-05

T able 6.2 Corrected product ratios for all products observed in 
the C r + + CO collision system at each collision energy. Note 
that for all data collected on this system k ~ 1 so Rtrue ~ Robs.

For the products o f  the reactions 6.1 -  6.3, the relevant ion intensities (Table 6.2) were 

processed, as described in Chapter 4, to yield the values o f  o') for these product ions as 

a function o f  collision energy. Note that for this purpose it has been assumed that all C + 

ions are formed via dissociative SET, which is treated in the same manner as the case o f  

S f in the previous chapter, i.e. the dissociation o f  C O + is assumed to occur with zero 

energy release and hence the velocity o f  C + is taken to be the same as that calculated for 

COT However, this is not the only possible source o f  C +, as will be discussed later.

6.2.2. HCI2+ data
Experiments using H C T + as the reactant dication produced a full range o f  electron 

transfer products: HCE, CE, C O +, C + and H+ were all observed. The molecular product 

o f  non-dissociative SET, HC1+, is observed with a much weaker signal than Cl+, but far
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less C+ is observed than in the Cl2+ + CO system. Additionally a strong proton transfer 

channel is observed in competition with electron transfer. Collisions using HC12+ did not 

yield discernible quantities o f  doubly charged products.

6.3. E lectron transfer reactions o f CI2+

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 plot calculated values o f  / and N vI A as functions o f  

time for the non-dissociative SET products Cl+ and CO+. These plots are very similar in 

shape to those o f  SF+ and Ar+ respectively, that were discussed in the previous chapter. 

The very similar ratio o f  the mass o f  the neutral molecule to the mass o f  the dication in 

each case means that the partitioning o f  energy released by the separation o f  charge will 

be almost identical. The kinetic energy release will also be similar in both systems since 

this depends primarily on the electrostatic repulsion between charges rather than the 

identity o f  the participants. However, Cl+ is lighter than SF2+ so will travel faster at the 

same kinetic energy; the same goes for CO+ in comparison with Ar+. This difference 

manifests itself as steeper gradients in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 compared to those 

o f  SF+ and Ar+ at the same collision energy shown in the previous chapter.

Figure 6.3 Plot o f  x\ and X2 (solid lines, left-hand scale) and 
N  /A (shaded area, right-hand scale) for Cl+ at a LAB frame 
collision energy o f  11 eV at a scattering angle o f  0°.
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0.0

Figure 6.4 Plot o f  x\ and xz (solid lines, left-hand scale) and 
N  /A (shaded area, right-hand scale) for CO+ at a LAB frame 
collision energy o f  11 eV at a scattering angle o f  180°.

The composite energy level diagram for this collision system, demonstrating the 

possible products o f  electron transfer, is shown in Figure 6.5. Note that for clarity, only 

Cl+ + CO+ states lying below the energy o f  the ground state reactants are shown. All o f  

the CO reactant molecules are in their ground state ( 'Z +) since they are thermalized at 

the time o f  collision. However, given the method o f  ionization it is probable that a 

significant fraction o f  Cl2+ reactant dications will be electronically excited. The first two 

excited states o f  Cl2+ (2D and 2P) lie approximately 2.2 eV and 3.7 eV above the ground 

state (4S) respectively. The energy gap between the electronic ground states o f  the 

reactant (4C12+ + !CO) and product (3C1+ + 2CO+) asymptotes is 9.8 eV. The reaction 

window model predicts that SET between such widely spaced asymptotes will be 

negligible, which implies that the CO+ and/or Cl+ ions observed in the reaction spectra 

are electronically excited.
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—  14
CI’’CP) + CO(X 'S)

Cl' (:D) + CO(X 'S) 
—  12  ------------------------------------

10 Cl2 fS) + CO(X'I)
ci CD) + co (D:n)

C(’P) + O('S) + Cl('P)

c (:P) + o(‘D) + crc'P)

■^Cl ('D) + CO (CJAe) 
CI (‘S) + CO (B2E )

^crc’P) + co (g2s)

C1‘(3P) + CO (DTI)

Cl (’P) + CO (C:A,)

Cl ('D) + CO (B2r) 

cr('s) + co(A:n,)

C+(2P) + O(’P) + Cl (5P)

Cl fP) + CO (B2X )

CI (‘D) + CO (A:n,) 

Cl ('S) + CO (X2X )

C1(1P) + CO (ATI,)

Cl ('D) + CO (X2S )

Cl (JP) + CO (X2I )
  0 -----------------------

Figure 6.5 Composite energy level diagram for Cl2+ + CO. 
Note that for clarity, only Cl+ + CO+ states lying below the 
energy o f  the ground state reactants are shown. Shaded areas 
indicate the approximate position o f the Reaction Windows.
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The calculated exothermicities for populating the product states shown in Figure 

6.5 are listed in Table 6.3, along with reaction cross-sections calculated using the 

Reaction W indow model.

Electronic 

state o f  Cl+ 

product

Electronic Electronic state o f  Cl+ reactant

state o f  C O + 4S 2d 2P

product
AH/eV G sf.t AH/eV OSET AH/eV C*SET

3P x 2r -9.80 ~0 -12.04 ~0 -13.50 ~0

'D x 2r -8.36 - 0 -10.60 ~0 -12.06 - 0

3P A2n, -7.23 - 0 -9.47 ~0 -10.93 ~0

' s X 2X+ -6.34 0.3 -8.58 ~0 -10.04 ~0

' d A2n, -5.79 0.9 -8.03 ~0 -9.49 ~0

3P B2X" -4.11 20.1 -6.35 0.3 -7.81 ~0

' s A2n, -3.77 23.9 -6.01 0.6 -7.47 - 0

' d b 2x t -2.67 3.5 -4.91 5.6 -6.37 0.3

3P C :Ag -1.99 - 0 -4.23 17.7 -5.69 1.1

3P D2n -1.44 ~0 -3.68 23.8 -5.14 3.7

3P g 2x -0.73 - 0 -2.97 9.3 -4.43 13.7

' s b 2x + -0.65 ~0 -2.89 7.5 -4.35 15.3

' d C : Ag -0.55 ~0 -2.79 5.4 -4.25 17.3

' d D2n 0.00 ~0 -2.24 0.4 -3.70 23.9

Table 6.3 Calculated exothermicities and reaction cross- 
sections for populating SET product asymptotes. These 
calculations refer to a laboratory frame collision energy o f  10 
eV, but do not change significantly over our collision energy 
range. Splitting o f  product terms has been ignored; in such 
cases calculations refer to the lowest energy level.
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These results indicate that the vast majority o f  SET processes originating from 

the ground state o f  the reactants are as follows:

C12+(4S) + C O ( X ' l +) -> C1+(3P) + C O +(B2I +) (6.4)

C12+(4S) + C O (X ]X4) -> C1+('S) + C O +(A2n ,)  (6.5)

The product states o f  C O + in both reactions 6.4 and 6.5 are electronically stable, 

however the latter reaction is spin forbidden and hence the former reaction is likely to 

be the primary source o f  C O + ions observed in the mass spectrum. In contrast, the first 

and second excited states o f  C E + can efficiently undergo electron transfer to a num ber 

o f  higher excited C O 4 product states that are either weakly bound or purely repulsive. 

All the electronic combinations o f  C l+ + C O + populated from the first excited state o f  

Cl2+ with ground state CO lie lower in energy than the C + 0 + dissociation asymptote 

and so would be expected to dissociate only to C + + O. Most electronic combinations o f  

CE + C O 4 populated from the second excited state o f  C T+ with ground state CO also lie 

lower in energy than the C + O 4 dissociation asymptote and one would expect, 

therefore, dissociative SET to preferentially result in C + rather than 0 +, as is borne out 

by the experimental data.

The experimental partial reaction cross-sections, in arbitrary units, o f  the SET 

products, C f ,  C O + and C 4, are plotted as a function o f  collision energy in Figure 6.6. In 

a striking similarity to the results discussed in the previous chapter, the calculated cross- 

sections o f  SET product ions increase slightly at the lower end o f  the energy range. The 

reaction cross-section for the formation o f  Cl+ is seen to be approximately constant 

across much o f  the energy range while the cross-section for the formation o f  C O + drops 

slightly as the collision energy increases, as might be expected if the proportion that 

dissociates into C 4 + O increases. The cross-section for forming C + does not increase 

correspondingly, but the calculated cross-section for formation o f  C + assumes that all C + 

observed is the product o f  dissociative electron transfer, whereas in fact, as described in 

the following section, it is likely that a proportion o f  C + ions arises from dissociation o f  

C c i + (y+ jo n s  generated by these different sources would have different velocities and 

hence different values o f  1(1,6!), thus affecting the analysis. However, the analysis 

already contains many variables and so introducing another (i.e a branching ratio for the
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formation o f  C + through each channel) to back-extrapolate the proportion o f  C + 

produced by each channel would not result in a meaningful value.

g 'j / arb. units 

C l+ C O + C + CC12+

5 2.2 6.9 6.5 2.0 5.1 x 10‘2

6 2.7 5.5 6.1 2.0 6.4 x  10'2

7 3.1 5.9 5.2 1.7 5.9 x  10'2

8 3.6 4.6 4.2 1.5 5.8 x  10'2

9 4.0 4.7 4.0 1.4 4.9 x 10'2

10 4.4 4.8 3.2 1.3 5.2 x  10'2

11 4.9 4.8 3.3 1.5 5.2 x  10'2

12 5.3 5.6 3.3 1.4 5.3 x  10'2

13 5.8 5.3 3.2 1.4 5.5 x 10'2

14 6.2 5.1 2.9 1.2 5.0 x  10'2

15 6.7 5.2 2.7 1.2 4.5 x 10'2

16 7.1 5.5 2.7 1.3 4.9 x 10'2

T ab le  6.4 V alues o f  g 'j for reaction products obtained from 
experimental data.

If we ignore, for a m om ent, all reaction channels other than SET, then the reaction 

cross-section for forming Cl ought to equal the sum o f  those for forming C O + and C+ 

since C l+ is a product o f  both dissociative and non-dissociative SET. The new method 

o f  analysis puts the ratio g '^ C T )  : g ' ,(CO+) + G'j(C+) much closer to its true value (i.e. 

unity) than was possible with the previous methodology, which, similarly to when 

applied to the SF4 + Ar system, underestimates this value by an order o f  magnitude.
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Figure  6.6 Plot o f  the values o f  the data in Table 6.4: Cl+ (♦), 
C O + (■), C + (•)  and CC12+ x  10 (+); the representative error 
bars are ±25%, but it is difficult to estimate the error associated 
with the model.

In conclusion, the new method o f  analysis again proves to be a good model for 

both fast and slow ions, although the two possible sources o f  C + is something o f  a 

complication. While CO+, C+ and Cl+ will be readily generated by SET reactions, the 

small 0 + signal may be due either to excited Cl2+ crossing into higher states o f  Cl+ + 

CO + or formation o f  unstable CC1+:

ci2+ + co —> ccr + cr -> c+ + ci + o+ (6.6)

The possibility o f  forming CCT is discussed further below, in relation to the observation 

o f  CC12+.
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6.4. Observation o f CCI2+

The doubly charged product C C E + is observed with an approximate reaction 

cross-section, measured in the same arbitrary units as the other products o f  the same 

system, o f  5 x  10'2 in the middle o f  the collision energy range.

In order to rationalise this observation, Gaussian 98||:| was used to determine 

energies not readily available in the literature, and single-point energy calculations were 

performed using CCSD(T)-VQZ optimised at geometries obtained using MP2-VQZ 

(energetics and optimised geometries o f  species containing a C -C l bond are shown in 

Table 6.5 and Table 6.6). The energies o f  the four non-dissociative ground state 

asymptotes associated with the system are shown in Figure 6.7. Additionally, a linear 

collision complex, OCCl-+, was found to have a local potential minimum in its doublet 

ground state.

/•(C-Cl) /A Ionization Energy/ eV

This W ork Literature This W ork Literature

2CC1 1.64 1.65in| 8.9 9 .11'41

'CC1+ 1.53 1.54|,5] 21.6

2CC12" 1.45 - - -

T ab le  6.5 Calculated geometries and energetics for CC1, CC1+ 
and C C r \  Spectroscopic data on CC1 and CC1+ is reviewed in 
Reference [16].

r(C -C l)  /A r (C -O ) /A Z(O CC l) Ionization Energy/ eV

2OCCl 1.64 1.65 180.0° 0.0

20C C12+ 1.53 1.54 129.3° +30.0

T ab le  6.6 Calculated geometries and energetics for OCC1 and 
O C C T+. Note that the doublet ground state o f  the collision 
complex O C C l“+ is calculated to be bound.

Inevitably, a significant number o f  reactions will result in SET without even 

reaching the collision complex. However, reaction window calculations predict that 

when O C C l2̂  separates along the O -C  bond it ought readily to cross potential energy
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surfaces to form CC1+ + OT The rationale behind this can be seen by returning to the 

quantity 5, the probability o f  remaining on a diabatic potential energy curve as it passes 

through a crossing. In the m echanism for SET described in Chapter 2, it was shown 

that the probability o f  exiting a collision on a different potential surface after passing 

through two curve crossings is 5(1-5) + (1-5)5, while the probability o f  exiting on the 

same surface is 55 + (1 -5)( 1 -5).

:cci2+3o

1.5 eV

7.9 eV

/

9.8 eV

.1 eV

2.3 eV

Figure 6.7 Relative energies o f  non-dissociative ground state 

asymptotes associated w ith the CE+ + CO system.

In contrast to this SET mechanism, upon dissociation OCCl2+ wall traverse any 

particular crossing only once, and hence the probability o f  remaining on the same
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surface (to form CC1“+ + O) is directly proportional to 5, and the probability o f  changing 

surfaces (to form CC1+ + 0 +) is (1-8). The corollary o f  this is that asymptotes that are 

widely spaced, so that 8 is close to zero, will provide the most efficient crossing 

between curves. Conversely, asymptotes with a small energy gap will not readily 

transfer because the crossing radius is large and 8 is close to 1. This reasoning has been 

used to explain the absence o f  ArS+ despite the observation o f  ArS2+ in collisions o f  

SF“+ with Ar. In that case, the ground state o f  ArS+ + F+ lies only 0.8 eV and 2.3 eV 

lower in energy than the first two electronic states o f  ArS2+ + F. This small 

exothermicity strongly disfavours transfer to a pair o f  monocations, a fact confirmed by 

the complete absence o f  F+ in the product spectra. However, the energies o f  the present 

system are in stark contrast to those o f  the SF“+ + Ar system: the ground electronic state 

o f  C C f  + C f  lies 7.9 eV  below that o f  CC12+ + O. This means that the argument 

proposed in Chapter 5 for the absence o f  ArS+ (i.e. the narrow energy gap between the 

ArS+ and ArS"^ product asymptotes) does not explain the absence o f  CC1+. In the 

present system, the ground state reaction "O CC T+ —> ’CC1+ + 40 + is spin-forbidden (the 

multiplicity o f  the collision com plex also forbids the reaction proceeding from the 

ground state reactants) and so is not likely to make a significant contribution. 

Furthermore, when em ploying the Reaction W indow model, only long range 

interactions are considered (i.e. dication potential energy is purely attractive) and thus 

the model will always return a crossing radius i f  the product potential asymptote 

(cation/cation) lies lower in energy than the reactant potential (dication/neutral), as 

shown in Figure 6.8. However, in reality, if  the product asymptote lies much lower in 

energy than the reactant asymptote, such as is the case for the ground state reaction: Cl2+ 

+ CO —> CC1+ + 0 +, then the curves may not intersect at all. Despite these arguments, 

however, both 0 + and CC1+ have two excited electronic states lying within 5.5 eV o f  

their respective ground states that can combine to give a number o f  excited states o f  

CC1+ + 0 + with exothermicities associated with crossing radii o f  2-4 A and 

consequently values o f  8 close to zero. Analogy between C f + + CO and SF2+ + Ar does 

not, therefore, fully explain why CC1+ appears to be far less abundant than CC12+.
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f

F ig u re  6.8 Crossing radii are 
calculated by considering the X “+ + Y 
potential to be purely attractive (top 
image). This approximation is valid 
for crossing radii greater than the 
radius o f  the bound minimum, but 
breaks down at short interspecies 
separation. Hence, the Reaction 
W indow model will always predict a 
crossing between the two potential 
surfaces, even if in reality (where 
repulsive forces dominate at close 
range) the surfaces do not cross at all.

x  + Y

Intact C C T  is observed only in trace quantities and it is probable that most CC1+ 

that is formed will dissociate. This is because our calculations indicate that the excited 

electronic states o f  C C f  are only weakly bound and the internal energy o f  the system 

following the collision is likely to cause CC1+ to dissociate. Any C + ions resulting from 

this reaction pathway w ould be indistinguishable from those produced by dissociative 

SET. However, C C E  must be formed in coincidence with 0 +, but the 0 + signal in our 

data is smaller than either C + or CC12+. This observation does not necessarily imply that 

our line o f  reasoning is incorrect, because it is probable that the collection efficiency o f  

O ions associated with CC1+ is very low. The orthogonal arrangement o f  our apparatus 

is designed to collect ions with low y  and z velocities (the A-axis being along the 

dication beam). However, if  O C C P T lives for at least a significant fraction o f  a 

rotational period, the large KER associated with charge separation will expel the 

products, 0 + and C C l \  at a w ide range o f  off-axis scattering angles with considerable 

y ,r  velocity components. The same reasoning applies to the partner ion CC1+ or C + 

arising from dissociation o f  C C l \  Repeating these experiments using an on-axis 

spectrometer would resolve this uncertainty over the real abundances o f  0 + and CC1+.
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However, despite predictions that transfer at the intersection in the O -C  

separation co-ordinate (to 0 + + CC1+) is not disfavoured, CC12+ is still observed. The 

energetics o f  systems that exhibit dication-forming reactions o f  this type differ 

significantly1'7 :o], from which we conclude that the rarity examples o f  this class o f  

reaction is not due to the requirement o f  favourable energetics to allow the system to 

avoid charge separation. Instead, perhaps, it is the need to populate a doubly charged 

product state that is sufficiently long-lived for the products to be detected that is the 

more important factor in determining whether a bond-forming reaction producing a 

dication-neutral pair is observed.

6.5. Proton transfer

The dominant reaction in collisions o f  HC12+ with CO is proton transfer, which in 

fact outweighs the electron transfer channel. A num ber o f  electron transfer products are 

observed, since both HC1+ and C O + formed via SET may or may not dissociate. 

Qualitatively, most C O + remains intact, similarly to the reactions o f  Cl+ discussed 

earlier, while almost all HC1+ dissociates.

HC12+ + CO ->  H C O + + Cl+ (6.7)

HC12+ + CO —> HC1+ (-»  H+ + Cl) + C O + (-> C+ + O) (6.8)

The reaction cross-section for H C O + is difficult to extract because the angular 

distribution is less well characterized than for electron transfer. Additionally, if 

encounter times for proton transfer are generally longer than for electron transfer, as 

suggested by Roithova, we would again have the problem o f  a Coulombic explosion 

occurring over a wide range o f  scattering angles which will significantly impair the 

collection efficiency. However, at a LAB frame collision energy o f  11 eV, we obtain 

g 'c o + = 6.5 and 7.0 < (J / h c o + -  1 0 . 2 ,  depending on the degree o f  angular scattering 

allowed. This corresponds to a branching ratio for proton transfer o f  0.52-0.61.

The dominance o f  proton transfer over electron transfer is similar to that 

observed in collisions o f  H C C L+ with CO by Roithova et al.[2l) Roithova calculates the 

exothermicities o f  electron and proton transfer in that system to be 3.4 eV and 7.0 eV 

respectively, and obtains an experimental branching ratio, in a low collision energy 

regime, o f  approximately 1.5:1. A clear distinction is seen between the behaviour o f
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polar and non-polar molecules with respect to electron and proton transfer. In the case 

o f  non-polar molecules, electron transfer is inhibited for endothermic or slightly 

exothermic reaction, but increases rapidly as the exothermicity enters the Reaction 

W indow  energy range (< 2 eV), at the expense o f  proton transfer. There is no such clear 

pattern evident in the case o f  polar molecules (such as CO), with the branching ratios 

for proton transfer being substantial even at large electron transfer exothermicities.

In the HC1“ 4 + CO system, the energetics are rather different: the exothermicity 

o f  the electron transfer channel is 8 . 8  eV 11' 1 and that o f  the proton transfer channel is 

10.7 eV [ M?1 for the proton transfer channel. These figures are consistent with R oithova’s 

conclusion that in collisions with polar molecules, proton transfer is not suppressed 

even for favourable electron transfer exothermicities. The Roithova study encompasses 

reactions between HCX 2\  where X is a halogen, and a range o f  polar and non-polar 

molecules. In terms o f  exothermicities o f  collisions with polar molecules, HC12+ + CO is 

closest to H CF2+ + H 2 O, which has exothermicities o f  7.3 eV and 11.2 eV for electron 

and proton transfer respectively. It is interesting to note that the branching ratio for 

proton transfer in that system is given as 0.56, which is very similar to the estimated

branching ratio in the HCC" + CO system, given above.

6.6. Conclusions

The implementation o f  the new  methodology for extracting reaction cross- 

sections from our experimental data has again allowed results for all ionic products, 

whether ‘fast' or 's low '.  The analysis o f  data from this experiment has now perhaps

been taken as far as it will go, and while it constitutes a good physical model o f  the

factors that affect our spectral intensities and is particularly useful for understanding 

SET reactions, there are simply too many sources o f  inaccuracy to extract very reliable 

cross-sections for energetic ions with a broad angular spread.

The formation o f  CT , C O + and C f in SET reactions between Cl2+ and CO has 

been detected and the reaction cross-sections, in arbitrary units, for forming these ions 

have been evaluated as a function o f  collision energy in the range 2.2-7.1 eV in the 

centre-of-mass frame. The electronic states populated by SET reactions have been 

predicted using Landau-Zener calculations. The reactivity o f  the collision system also 

includes another example o f  bond-forming chemistry resulting in a doubly charged 

product. This product, C C E + is observed with a greater cross-section than CC1+, though
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this is thought to be due to the propensity o f  excited states to dissociate and population 

o f  the more strongly bound ground state being spin-forbidden, coupled with the high 

off-axis velocity o f  CC1+ resulting from the exoergic dissociation o f  OCCl2+.
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Chapter 7: A New Experim ental Design

7.1. Introduction

In Chapter 4 we saw that while it is possible to convert observed mass spectral 

intensities into reaction cross-sections with the present experimental design, doing so 

requires a considerable am ount o f  mathematical treatment. Furthermore, although the 

present apparatus has the advantages o f  short collection times and good sensitivity, 

which has allowed the observation o f  a num ber o f  weak reaction channels, the amount 

o f  dynamical information that it presently yields is rather limited. In this chapter, 

solutions to the shortcomings o f  the present experimental design are considered, 

drawing in particular on the ideas o f  velocity map imaging (Section 1.4.8), position- 

sensitive detection (Section 1.4.7), second-order space-focussing (Section 1.5.2) and ion 

mirrors (Section 1.5.5) that were introduced in Chapter 1. As a result o f  these 

considerations, a new experimental design is proposed that, while still based on the 

principle o f  time-of-flight mass spectrometry to identify ions, provides improved mass 

resolution and facilitates the study o f  metastable fragmentation processes and the 

measurement o f  ion translational energies.
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7.2. M etastable fragm entation

In the present context, metastable fragmentation may be defined as delayed 

unim oleeular decay o f  a product o f  a bimolecular reaction before it reaches the detector. 

Daughter ions, o f  mass m, formed by the dissociation o f  parent ions, o f  mass M, may be 

divided into three classes, summarized in Table 7.1. Previous work by this author has 

observed evidence o f  the formation o f  metastable complexes in the collisions o f  some 

dications with hydrogenated target molecules. For instance, SF„2+ (n= 1,2) + 

H2O/NH3/CH4 all show evidence o f  metastable complex formation. Attempts to model 

this behaviour have been made, with some success, by using a Monte-Carlo simulation 

but the unambiguous identification o f  the unimoleeular decay channels involved proved 

impossible within the confines o f  the present apparatus.

Parent d issociates... Flight time

Type I before repeller plate pulse t = tm

Type II in source fields tm < t<  t\f

Type III in drift region t — t\\

Table 7.1 Classification o f  daughter ions.

The difficulty in identifying metastable decay channels using a linear TOF mass 

spectrometer lies in the fact that i f  an io n ’s mass changes at some point between the 

source and the detector, the simple relationship between flight time and mass is broken. 

In a TOF mass spectrometer, ions with masses M  and m have corresponding ‘expected’ 

flight times t\i and tm respectively, but in the case o f  metastable fragmentation a 

daughter ion o f  mass m can be detected with a flight time anywhere between A /and  tm. 

If fragmentation occurs before the repeller plate pulse is applied then daughter ions are 

indistinguishable from other ions o f  mass /?/, having flight time tm. Conversely, if  the 

parent ion decays in the drift region then daughter ions are recorded with the same flight 

time as intact parent ions, t \f (although this peak will be broadened by any kinetic 

energy release associated with the fragmentation). However, if  fragmentation occurs at 

some point in the source fields o f  the spectrometer, then daughter ions may arrive at the 

detector at any time between tm and t\f. Type II ions form a broad peak starting at tm and
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tailing o ff  towards t\f. The m axim um  intensity o f  a Type II peak depends on the lifetime 

o f  the parent ion. In a W iley-M cLaren source, most Type II ions originate from 

dissociation events in the first electric field since ions pass through the short, high-field 

acceleration region very quickly. In a linear spectrometer, the presence o f  a metastable 

species is only particularly noticeable if  the lifetime o f  the species is such that a large 

number o f  Type II daughter ions are formed, producing a characteristic broad peak in 

the spectrum (shown schematically in Figure 7.1; Figure 7.2 shows an observed 

example).

Type II(s) Type 11(a) Type III

Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram o f  daughter ion signals resulting 
from single-step decay in a linear TOF-MS. The labels (s) and 
(a) refer to Type II ions formed in the source region (first 
electric field) and the acceleration region (second electric field) 
respectively. The intensity o f  the Type III signal relative to the 
Type II(s) signal increases with the lifetime o f  the parent ion. 
In a real spectrum other ion signals would cloud this picture, 
including parent ions that have not decayed (appearing as a 
sharp peak at t\j) and Type I daughter ions (appearing as a 
sharp peak at /„,).
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Figure 7.2 Exam ple o f  an observed metastable feature 
occurring in the SF 2 “+ + ECO collision system.

In most cases, we might expect the metastable parent ion to fragment in a single 

step, so that the process is appropriately  described by simple rate equation:

cLY'

dt
(7.1)

where N\f is the number o f  m etastable parent ions o f  mass M  and Tm is their 

characteristic lifetime. In this context, t is the time since the population o f  parent ions is 

formed, which for simplicity we m ay assum e to occur at a single time. Assuming that 

only one decay channel is present, the rate o f  formation o f  daughter ions equals the rate 

o f  decay o f  parent ions.

d.V 1

—r L = + —  n mO  (7-2)d I r „

The rate equation (7.1) has the solution:
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N m ( 0  = Arv/(0 )exp
V T \ f  J

(7.3)

In the case o f  a single-step decay, therefore, one would expect the maximum 

intensity o f  a Type II peak to occur at tm, regardless o f  the lifetime o f  the species, 

because the rate o f  formation o f  daughter ions (dJVw/d/) is greatest at t = 0. However, in 

collisions between SF„2+ and the hydrogenated species noted above, the maximum 

intensity occurs at / > tm. This indicates that a multiple step process is occurring, with 

the daughter ion m being formed via an intermediate species.

M — -—> interm ediate— -—>m (7.4)

Note that since each step involves a change o f  mass, additional products must be formed 

at each stage, but since both steps are unimoleeular these do not affect rate calculations. 

If  the lifetime associated with the first step is very long in comparison with that o f  the 

second step ( T\ »  r>) then the rate o f  formation o f  m will peak rapidly, similarly to the 

single-step case. However, if  the rate-determining step is the fragmentation o f  the 

intermediate, there is a delay before dm/dt peaks as the population o f  the intermediate 

builds up. This results in a shift in the position o f  the maximum intensity o f  the Type 

II(s) peak away from tm and towards t\u Indeed comparison o f  peaks produced using 

Monte-Carlo simulations with experimental data for SF„2+ (w=l,2) + H 2 O /N H 3/C H 4  

suggests that a collision complex formed from the two reactants is stabilized by rapid 

ejection o f  a proton, thereby delaying its fragmentation to the detected products, 

although this has not been confirmed.

Identification o f  metastable decay channels using a normal TOF-M S is, then, at 

best difficult and at worst not possible. However, there are techniques that may be 

incorporated into a new design allowing the study o f  metastable fragmentation.

Type I ions may be distinguished by recording angular information, since if the 

parent complex lives significantly longer than its rotational period, its direction will not 

be correlated with that o f  the centre-of-mass o f  the system. This approach is used by 

Price et al. to determine reaction m echanism s . 1' 21 Type II and III daughter ions, 

however, require retarding field analysis 13'61 to be unambiguously identified. Retarding 

field analysis is a means o f  mass analyzing products after they have traversed the drift
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region, and an ion mirror can be employed to similar effect. A retarding field is 

positioned between the drift tube and the detector for which the potential difference can 

be scanned up or down. I f  the strength o f  the retarding field is set so high that no ions 

can reach the detector and then gradually reduced, each type o f  daughter ion will appear 

at a different voltage. This is effectively a way o f  re-mass analyzing products after 

fragmentation has occurred. O f  course, the lifetime o f  the metastable parent ions must 

be sufficiently short that most have already decayed before they reach the retarding 

field. An ion mirror can be used as a retarding field analyzer, with ions being collected 

at the linear detector, or alternatively if  the ions are reflected and collected at the 

reflectron detector then any peaks due to daughter ions will appear shifted in 

comparison with spectra taken with the linear instrument.

In a normal linear instrument, as is presently used, metastable decay channels 

can only be identified by fitting simulated spectra to experimental data. Although this 

may be feasible for a single-step process, it is o f  little use for multiple-step processes 

where there are additional decay lifetimes to be determined and one or more 

intermediate species that need to be identified. The only way, then, to distinguish 

fragmentation pathways with some certainty is to employ delayed, secondary, mass 

analysis, such as could be achieved by introducing an ion mirror into the apparatus.

7.3. Simulations

In order to calculate the appropriate parameters required to achieve second-order 

space-focussing, in either a linear or reflectron instrument, a M athem atical script was 

developed. An annotated copy o f  this script is included in Appendix C. This script has 

been designed to be as flexible as possible, making it a powerful but general tool for 

determining ion trajectories in electric-field mass spectrometers. All experimental 

parameters may be user-defined: all electric fields (i.e. the spaces betwreen electrodes 

and the applied voltages), both field-free regions, the reflection angle and ion properties. 

While the ultimate purpose o f  the script is to calculate the space-focussing properties o f  

an experimental arrangement, along the way it also outputs positions, times and 

velocities at various stages o f  the spectrometer. This means that distances such as the .r- 

displacement at the detector or the penetration distance into the ion mirror can also be 

extracted. Providing that any tw o variables are left undefined, the program searches for
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values o f  these parameters that result in the first and second derivatives o f  the time-of- 

flight equations with respect to source position equalling zero at the centre o f  the 

source. However, since M athematica calculates derivatives numerically, the large 

number o f  parameters that affect the flight time o f  an ion in a reflectron instrument, 

means that the programme requires a reasonable ‘guess’ to use as a starting point if  it is 

to find a suitable solution. The script also includes the reflection angle #  between the 

symmetry axes o f  the first and second drift tubes. This angle is not o f  great importance 

when calculating flight times, since the additional distance travelled is a factor o f  

1 /cos#  which is only 1.004 for 6 =  5°. The reflection angle is much more important 

when calculating transverse displacement because this is proportional to s in #  which 

equals 0.087. O f  course, i f  the reflection angle is neglected then any x-displacement will 

be due only to the initial x-component o f  velocity, and the ion mirror reflects ions 

directly back towards the source.

This script has been used to find the physical dimensions required to produce 

second-order space-focussing when using linear source fields. The version included in 

Appendix C calculates such parameters for a reflectron instrument, while a simpler 

version does the same for a linear instrument. The total drift length can then be divided 

so that second-order space-focussing is achieved at both the linear detector and the 

reflectron detector.

The commercial ion optics m odelling software Simion3Dw is also useful for 

simulating ion trajectories, but is cumbersome when adjusting physical dimensions, 

since the electrode positions must be re-assigned and the electric fields re-evaluated. 

Simion3D  was therefore only used as a visualization tool when optimum experimental 

parameters had been determined using the Mathematica program.

7.4. Design considerations

There are a number o f  aspects o f  a time-of-flight mass spectrometer that may be 

considered separately when working towards a modified design.

7.4.1. Reactant injection

At present, the apparatus injects the dication beam orthogonally to the time-of- 

flight axis and introduces the neutral reactant effusively from a needle mutually
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perpendicular to both o f  these directions (i.e. along the v-axis). This set-up has resulted 

in the difficulty in comparing spectral intensities between different ions, with which the 

analysis developed in Chapter 4 has attempted to deal. The two problems with the 

effusive je t  are that product ions are formed across a wide range o f  source positions (in 

the ^-direction) and that the num ber density o f  the neutral reactant varies drastically 

across this range o f  positions. The most simple way to reduce the effect o f  changes in 

pressure would be to position the gas needle much further downstream so that most 

reactive events occurred far from the inlet position in a region across which the neutral 

num ber density remains roughly constant. This would only be a partial solution, 

however, and such a large interaction volume would simply not be compatible with 

velocity imaging. A far more effective solution is to replace the effusive je t  with a 

molecular beam as the means o f  introducing the neutral reactant. Although the creation 

o f  a molecular beam poses more practical difficulties than an effusive jet, it is essential 

in imaging experiments on bimolecular reactions to minimize the dimensions o f  the 

interaction region between the ionic and neutral reactants. Furthermore, it may be 

necessary to inject the dication beam axially rather than orthogonally to reduce the 

transverse velocities o f  product ions, because the long total flight distance o f  the 

reflectron means that ions will diverge considerably from the time-of-flight axis and the 

detector will need to be as large as is practical to ensure good collection o f  ions. The 

advantages o f  axial injection o f  the dication beam are discussed further in Section 7.4.5.

7.4.2. Source optics

The source optics o f  the existing experiment may be adjusted by lengthening the 

acceleration region to provide second-order space-focussing, in accordance with 

E land’s set o f  solutions to W iley-M cLaren’s equations (see Chapter 1). For instance, 

using the dimensions o f  2.0 cm, 13.0 cm and 32.1 cm for the source, acceleration and 

field-free regions respectively gives second-order space-focussing (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3 2nd-order space-focussing using a Eland-type source.

The focussing o f  the Eland source is such that across much o f  the source, 

differences in initial r-position have a negligible effect on flight times. This compares 

very favourably to a W iley-M cLaren spectrometer o f  the same total length (Figure 7.4).

2.5

0.0

- 20.0

Figure 7.4 l sl-order space-focussing using a Wiley-McLaren source.
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An additional benefit o f  introducing an extended acceleration region is that 

velocity imaging optics, o f  the type used in the positive-particle collector o f  a VIPCO 

spectrometer (see Chapter 1), can be incorporated, with the ability to operate each 

arrangement independently o f  the other. In this maimer, the source optics o f  the 

spectrometer comprise both grid and aperture electrodes and may be operated so as to 

achieve traditional time-of-flight behaviour (with second-order space-focussing) or 

velocity imaging.

itp d lo  plate cctiackH a id  a p q l iu  d tc tio d o

Figure 7.5 Equipotentials in the source and acceleration 
regions in normal mode (top image) and velocity imaging 
mode (bottom image).

In ‘normal’ operation, the aperture electrodes may be tuned to maintain a linear 

electric field across the acceleration region, while in VMI mode, the apertures are 

sufficiently distant from each grid electrode that the curvature of the electric field is not 

significantly curtailed (Figure 7.5). This combination o f  source optics is not possible
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with the original VM I arrangement, because the first aperture electrode would be very 

close to the extractor grid, which w ould curtail the electrostatic lens.

It is perhaps surprising how  close the voltages required for second-order 

focussing are to producing the same magnitude o f  electric field in both the source and 

acceleration regions. Indeed a single stage source in these dimensions is capable o f  

reasonably good space-focussing, albeit o f  zeroth order.

7.4.3. Drift length

In a reflectron instrument the ion mirror can be tuned to provide good energy 

focussing without imposing a restriction on the drift length between the mirror and the 

detector. In tenns o f  space-focussing, the behaviour o f  a reflectron instrument depends 

on the total drift length and is not affected by the partitioning o f  this distance before and 

after the ion mirror. The total drift length required to achieve second-order space- 

focussing when using the reflectron can thus be partitioned so as to best 

accommodate the linear spectrometer.

7.4.4. Ion m irror

A description o f  ion mirrors has been given in Chapter 1. A single M amyrin- 

type ion mirror is both simple in design and sufficient for good resolution studies o f  

bimolecular reactions involving light (< 100 am u species). Multiple reflectron 

instruments are sometimes employed, but these are only required for biomolecule 

studies for which very high resolution is required to separate adjacent masses. N on

linear ion mirrors, such as the Zhang-Enke design, give very good energy resolution, 

but tend to amplify divergence in ion trajectories. This would be a particular problem 

in crossed-beam experiments, where ions my have considerable transverse velocities 

and are produced in a relatively large source volume (in comparison to 

photodissociation experiments).

7.4.5. D etector size

W hen considering the size o f  detector required to ensure complete collection o f  

all product ions, we must detennine the range o f  positions that product ions may have 

when reaching the plane o f  the detector. There are four factors that affect the final 

position o f  an io n :
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i) the initial transverse (x or v) velocity;

ii) the initial position;

iii) the flight time;

iv) the additional transverse (.y) velocity imparted by the ion mirror.

The initial position o f  an ion is only important if  product ions are formed over a 

large range perpendicularly to the time-of-flight axis, as is the case with the present 

experimental arrangement. The introduction o f  either axial injection o f  the dication 

beam or a molecular beam would render the range o f  initial ion positions o f  little 

importance.

The flight times o f  ions are determined by the electric fields employed, which 

are chosen to provide good mass resolution, although if  necessary the applied voltages 

could be increased to reduce flight times. The transverse displacement o f  an ion is, o f  

course, the product o f  its initial transverse velocity and its flight time, plus a 

contribution from the transverse acceleration imparted by the ion mirror, and is, 

neglecting variations in initial position, what determines where a given ion hits the 

detector. The transverse acceleration imparted by the ion mirror is o f  course 

proportional to the reflection angle, so the reflection angle should be as small as 

possible whilst preventing the source optics from interfering with the path to the 

detector. W hen using the reflectron settings listed in Table 7.2, a reflection angle o f  

approximately 7° is sufficient for this purpose and a detector 100 mm in diameter will 

comfortably collect ions with an initial LAB frame energy o f  up to 5 eV in the i n 

direction (kinetic energy in the r-direction does not affect the transverse displacement o f  

an ion). The LAB frame velocity o f  product ions depends on their speed in the centre- 

of-mass frame (which is dependent on their masses and the energy released by the 

reaction), the collision energy o f  the system and the direction o f  the product COM 

velocities with respect to the motion o f  the centre-of-mass, as demonstrated in 

Chapter 2. The m axim um  LAB frame velocity in the .v-direction, can thus be reduced by 

using axial injection o f  the dication beam, so that the motion o f  the centre-of-mass is in 

the r-direction rather than the .r-direction. This reduces the maximum LAB frame .y-  

velocity for an ion j from vc m + to simply vty where vtj is the COM speed o f  the ion, 

but the range remains ± \\) in both cases. By eliminating v c m  from the LAB frame .y-
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velocity, the ideal position o f  the detector is not affected by the collision energy o f  the 

system.

7.4.6. Position-sensitive detection

Traditionally, imaging experiments such as ion-imaging and VELM I have used 

a phosphor screen in front o f  a CCD  camera to achieve position-sensitive detection. 

This technique has two principal shortcomings, viz. a phosphor screen has a low repeat 

rate by the very nature o f  phosphorescence, and the electronic captured image must be 

subjected to considerable mathematical treatment to recover the 3D distribution o f  

product ions. Both o f  these problems are overcome by the use o f  a delay-line anode 

detector, such as is employed by Price et al19), which records the arrival position o f  each 

ion on an event-wise basis. This will allow the apparatus to record two-dimensional 

coincidence information, further enhancing its multiplexing ability.

7.4.7. Sum mary

By collating the conclusions reached in the preceding sections, we can propose a 

design for a powerful time-of-flight mass spectrometer, based on the one currently in 

use but with a number o f  m ajor modifications. The source optics may be adapted from 

the Wiley-McLaren arrangement to an arrangement capable o f  second-order space- 

focussing. Aperture electrodes capable o f  velocity imaging may be added, without 

affecting the linear-field operation. A two-stage M amyrin ion mirror may be added to 

further improve mass resolution and allow analysis o f  the decay o f  metastable ions. The 

reflectron set-up also permits second-order space-focussing.

Suggested parameters for an improved spectrometer are shown in Table 7.2. 

These parameters afford second-order space-focussing at both the linear detector and 

the reflectron detector. In linear mode, the grids that comprise the ion mirror are held at 

the same potential as the drift tube and the total drift length equals the distance between 

the end o f  the acceleration region and the entrance to the ion mirror plus the length o f  

the ion mirror. It is only total drift length that affects the space-focussing properties o f  

the spectrometer so that in reflectron mode, the partitioning o f  this into the first and 

second drift regions is unimportant; the ratio between /m and Itn is chosen so that the 

ion mirror can be fitted in while retaining second-order focussing in linear mode.
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param eter

setting  

(linear m ode)

setting  

(reflectron mode)

/s 2 0  mm 2 0  mm

AFS +400 V +400V

/a 130 mm 130 mm

A Fa +2717 V +2803 V

/ft (total drift length) 321 mm (160 + 410) mm

I t n/a 15 mm

A Ft n/a -526 V

/k n/a 125 mm

A Vk n/a -6645 V

Table 7.2 Suggested parameters for an improved spectrometer.

When not in use, the aperture electrodes must be tuned so as to maintain a linear 

field in the acceleration region. In velocity imaging mode, voltages o f  -1.76 Es and 

-6.47 Es on the first and second apertures respectively achieves good velocity imaging. 

A scale diagram o f  the proposed design is shown in Figure 7.6.
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7.5. C onclusion

In this chapter we have considered in turn a num ber o f  features that are 

important in the operation o f  a T O F mass spectrometer and put them together to arrive 

at a m odified design for the present experimental apparatus. Should this design be put 

into practice in the future, the experim ent would become a much more powerful tool for 

the study o f  dication reactions. Replacing the effusive injection o f  the neutral reactant 

with a m olecular beam would, by greatly reducing the reaction volume, m ake the 

processing o f  measured intensities much simpler. Experiments using the aperture 

electrodes o f  the re-designed source optics would be able to measure ion energies and 

thus clarify the electronic states o f  product ions, which at present can only be 

guesstimated, and also allow the energy liberated by each reaction channel to be 

calculated. The use o f  the reflectron would provide im proved mass resolution, which at 

present can be barely adequate w hen observing light species containing hydrogen (for 

example, HCT ). and allow the past observations o f  metastable decay to be revisited 

and better understood. .
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Precis

This thesis has described the developm ent and successful implementation o f  a 

new m ethodology for the analysis o f  measured ion intensities in an orthogonal time- 

of-flight mass spectrometer. In addition to providing the ability to extract reaction 

cross-sections for all ionic products o f  bim olecular reactions, the framework o f  this 

methodology is transferable to o ther apparatus em ploying an effusive gas inlet and the 

detailed understanding o f  the source environm ent gained will make the developm ent 

o f  an analytical model for any new spectrom eter much sim pler than would have 

otherw ise been the case.

Observations o f  a num ber o f  dication-neutral collision systems has yielded, in 

addition to electron transfer processes.tw o bond-form ing reactions that produce a 

doubly charged product. The cross-sections o f  these reaction channels are weak, 

approximately two orders o f  m agnitude w eaker than electron transfer, but nonetheless 

clearly and unambiguously visible in TO P spectra. Few examples o f  such doubly 

charged chemical products have been reported in the literature, but the very different 

energetics o f  the systems reported here that produce A rS‘ and CCT strongly 

suggests that energetics requirem ents are not nearly as restrictive as has been 

previously thought and perhaps the scarcity o f  long-lived dication states is the reason 

behind limited observation o f  doubly charged products.

Finally, a new design for a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer has 

been proposed, that will be much more powerful than the present apparatus providing 

improved mass resolution and the ability to measure energy and angular distributions 

sim ultaneously and on an event-wise basis. Implementation o f  this design has the 

potential to overcom e all the difficulties and limitations that have been encountered 

with the present experim ent over recent years. We may thereby look to continue to 

develop our understanding o f  the reactive chemistry o f  atomic and m olecular 

dications in years to come.
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Appendix A

Wiley and McLaren derived their time-of-flight equations in terms o f  

energ ies1' 1, rather than accelerations and velocities that were used to describe flight 

times in C hapter 2. This Appendix outlines how W iley and M cLaren reached their 

focussing conditions for TOF m ass spectrometers, and the subsequent observations 

made by b lan d 1*1.

An ion o f  charge q with initial energy Ut) will increase its energy as it passes 

through an electric field o f  m agnitude £ , such that at the point o f  detection its energy 

will be the sum o f  its initial energy and the energy gained in the source (s) and 

acceleration (a) regions:

V  = £'„ + qly £  + ql, £ ,  (A. 1)

Recalling the relationship between speed and energy:

. 2  U
v- = ----- (A .2)

m

The time taken to traverse the source region may be expressed as:

2C  + qI - J ^ ± 2U,
_  \  m m_____

r/£s m

= “ ' - ( V T T ' ^ A ± t ' , , )  <A.3)

where the t and signs correspond to initial velocities directed away and towards the 

detector, respectively. Using the same principles:
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For sim plicity , we will now assum e that = 0 so that Hquation (A. 1) becom es:

U = q { l E ^ l E d) (A . 6 )

and also define a parameter k:

\ I qE  + /  qE

k ' «A -7 '

In subsequent equations it is useful to note two other equivalent expressions o f  A':

z _ ,  1>E
^ T e  (AX>

A  < A A , )

Substituting Hquation (A .9) into Hquation (A .3) gives us:



Sim ilarly  Hquation (A .4) becom es:

/ , ( ( • , - ( ) ) -  / / / / • ;  
v 1-.

\ 2  m | j— ;Lr } , , r, U
\lU  - J — <— using 4 /  qE  = —

<//. > u  j a

f  v ^ 1 - 11
/» 2 £  / . ,\  • 2 b

(% A -  1) < r -  using \jf2Lr =
\ 21: qE^ k ' ‘ *  V 5 7

( , / * - . )
\  : r  (//; v t

, , / e  I E  / ,
y A' — 1 1 <— since A' = 1 + —------- — -

\  2V  A - 1   ̂ l / s£  £  A -1

X 1 U  k  A \ % \  * ■ us,ng " 11 = (vT  + 1 ^  ■ 1 *

/;/ 2/ vA

\ 2U  VA +1 

Finally, the drift time is more simple:

( A l l )

/.

v 2 Lr /;/

-  /
V 2U  ( A .12)

So, by adding the time spent in each stage, we arrive at the total flight time:

; m \ r- 21 \  A !
=  , —  /  v A  h— - 1-/,, ! ( A .  1 3 '

■' \  2U [ v  A + 1 i

Now to find the position at w hich ions o f  differing initial position pass each other, w e 

set d /ll)Ia| cb 0 , which gives the point where first-order space-focussing occurs:
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/ „ =  / ,*  I - - ------- a--------
i / s (* +  k )

(A .14)

Alternatively, the total flight time can be expressed in terms o f  velocities and 

accelerations, as favoured by bland:

Since the acceleration is inversely proportional to the ion mass, the turnaround time 

vo a> is directly proportional to the initial ion m om entum . The velocities acquired by 

the first and second grids are:

w here Ar is the r-d isp lacem ent o f  the initial ion position from the centre o f  the source, 

positive values being towards the detector.

(A. 16)

( A .17)
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Appendix B

The following Mathematica script was written to implement the analysis 

derived in Chapter 4. A number o f annotations are included in the script, delimited 

and highlighted in blue; some further explanatory notes are included in text 

boxes. Outputs have been omitted.

( 'A s s u m e s  product ions are singly charged. For a doubly charged product you 
need to insert a factor of 0.5 in the funct ion L1 or L2 as appropriate, 
x and z are both zero at the centre of the source region.
Check all inputs h ighlighted in green are correct before running.*)

( 'C o n s ta n ts ’ )
Na=6.02 10A23; 
q=1.602 10A-19; 
am u=1.66 10A-27;

( 'M a s s e s  of dication and neutral*)
m d=36;
mn=28;
( 'M asse s  of product ions imm edia te ly  after coll ision*)
m l  =35;
m2=29;

Elab=.; ( ' lab  fram e coll is ion energy (2x source block vo ltage) in e V ’ )
theta=.; ( 'ang le  of the initial product ve locity relative to the dication

velocity vector, in the xz plane*)

vd[E_]:=(10A-4Sqrt[2 E q/md / amu]); ( 'd ica t ion  velocity in cm/us*)
vcom[E_]:=(md vd[E]/(md+mn)); ( 've loc i ty  of the com in cm/us*)

( 'C O M  fram e coll ision energy in eV*)
Ec[E_]:=(0.5 ((md mn) amu/(md+mn)) (vd[E] 10000)A2)/q;

KER [E  ]: = Ec[E ]+3.8 ;
The exothermicity of the reaction is assumed to be close 
to the centre of the Reaction Window (~3.8eV). The 
kinetic energy release is here defined as the sum of the 
exothermicity and the com frame collision energy.

( 'co m  fram e x-veloc it ies  of product ions in cm/us*) 
v1 com[K_]:=( 10 A-4Sqrt[K q/(amu(0.5 ml +(0.5 m1A2/m2)))]) 
v2com[K_]:=(10A-4 Sqrt[K q/(amu(0.5 m2+(0.5 m2A2/m1)))])

( ' lab  frame x-veloc it ies of p roduct ions in cm/ps*) 
vx1lab[E_,K_,theta_]:=(vcom[E]+(Cos[theta Pi/180] v1com[K])) 
vx2lab[E_,K_,theta_]:=(vcom[E]+(Cos[theta Pi /180]v2com[K]))
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(‘spectrometer details*) 
sourcelength= 0.02; (*in m*)
acclength=0.01; (*inm‘ )
aperturelength=0.07; (*in m*) 
driftlength=0.295; (*in m*)
sourcepd=400; (*volts*)
accpd=1230; (*volts*)
extractordiam=3; (*in cm*)
aperturediam=2.6; (’ in cm*)
detectordiam=4; (*in cm*)

accsource[m_]:=(sourcepd q/(m amu sourcelength)); (’source region
acceleration in m/s"*)

vextractor[m_]:=(Sqrt[2 accsource[m]sourcelength/2]); (’z-velocity at first grid
in m/s*)

tsource[m_];=(vextractor[m]/accsource[m]); (’ source region flight time in s*)

accacc[m_]:=(accpd q/(m amu acclength)); (’acceleration region
acceleration in m/s"1*) 

vgnd[m_]:=(Sqrt[vextractor[m]A2 + 2 accacc[m]acclength]); (*z-velocity at
2nd grid in m /s’ )

tacc[m_]:=((vgnd[m]-vextractor[m])/accacc[m]); (’acceleration region flight
time in s*)

taperture[m_]:=(aperturelength/vgnd[m]) (*time passing through drift tube
optics in s ’ )

tdrift[m_]:=(driftlength/vgnd[m]); (’total field-free region flight time in s ’ )

(’ source position limits 
to pass ob stac les ’ )

extractorlowerlimit[v_,m_, 
extractoru pperli m it[v_, m_

aperturelowerlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=((-0.5 aperturediam)-(v (tsource[m]+tacc[m] 
+taperture[m]) 1 0 ^ ))  

apertureupperlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=((0.5 aperturediam)-(v (tsource[m]+tacc[m] 
+taperture[m]) 10A6))

detectorlowerlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=((-0.5 detectordiam)-(v (tsource[m]+tacc[m] 
+tdrift[m]) 10A6))

detectorupperlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=((0.5 detectordiam)-(v (tsource[m]+tacc[m] 
+tdrift[m]) 10A6))

lowerlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=Max[extractorlowerlimit[v,m,K,E],aperturelowerlimit 
[y, m,K,E],detectorlowerlimit[v,m,K,E]] 

upperlimit[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=Min[extractorupperlimit[v,m,K,E],apertureupperlimit

Here we calculate the upper and lower limits of X for an ion to 
pass through the first grid (the 2 nd grid is wider and is not a 
limiting factor) OR the unused optics in the drift tube OR hit 
the detector, lowerlimit and upperlimit are then the limits to 
successfully do all three.

E_,K_]:=((-0.5 extractordiam)-(v tsource[m] 10A6)) 
,E_,K_1:=((0.5 extractordiam)-(v tsourcefml 10A6))

In addition to the source details, the 
diameters of the detector and the 
unused optics in the drift tube are 
required for calculating possible ion
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[v, m , K, E] .detectorupperl i m it[v, m , K, E]]

Now w e calculate the image lengths of the dication and the two products.

L[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=upperlimit[v,m,K,E]-lowerlimit[v,m,K,E] ( ' im a g ed  length
in cm*)

Ld[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=L[vd[E],md/21E,K] (72  denotes double  ch a rge ’ ) 
L1[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=L[vx1lab[E,K],m1 ,E,K] ( ’ insert 12 if product is doubly

ch a rge d ’ )
L2[v_,m_,E_,K_]:=L[vx2lab[E1K])m2,E,K]

x=.; 
t=.;
r0=1.5; (’ m in imum  distance between gas needle and dication beam in cm*) 
inlet=-3.0; ( ’ x-posit ion of gas inlet in cm*)
xd0=-3.7; ( ’ position of the front of the d ication beam front at t=0 in c m ’ )
T =9.5; ( ’ pulse off time in us*)
xs1=-3.7; ( ’ the physical w idth of the source  region
xs2 =2.5; i.e. where  you a llow ions to be formed*)

Nn=((Cos[ArcTan[(x- in le t)/rO ]])A1/((x- in le t)A2+rOA2));
(*Nn is the function descr ib ing  the num be r density distribution of the neutral 
gas. In the form {N n= (C os [A rcT a n [(x -a ) /b ] ]A3)/bA2}. a = inlet and b = rO*)

xd[t_,E_]:=((vd[E] t)+xdO) ( ’ position of d ication beam front with time*)

We now need to find the time-dependent imaged length, l(t).

(*l(t) based so le ly  on the various aperture d im ens ions ’ ) 
xmintheory[t_,v_Im _,E_1K_]:=(lowerlimit[v>m,E,K]+v (t-T)) 
xmaxtheory[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=(upperlimit[v)m,E)K]+v (t-T))

(’ now check ing  whether xd is a limiting factor*)
xmindic[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=Min[xmintheory[t,v,m)E,K])xd[t,E]]
xmaxdic[t_,v_,m_,E_)K_]:=Min[xmaxtheory[tIv ,m 1E 1K],xd[t,E]]

(*now checking whether width of source is a limiting factor*) 
xmindima[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=(lf[xmindic[t,v,m,E,K]<xs1 ,xs1 ,xmindic[t,v,m,E,K]]) 
xmaxdima[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=(lf[xmaxdic[t,v,m,E,K]<xs1 ,xs1 ,xmaxdic[t,v,m,E,K

]])
xmindimb[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=(lf[xmindima[t,v,m,E,K]>xs2,xs2,xmindima[t1v,m,E

■K]])
xmaxdimb[t_,v_,m_,E_)K_]:=(lf[xmaxdima[t)v1m,E,K]>xs2)xs2,xmaxdima[t)v 1m

.E.K]])

xmin[t_,v_,m_,E_1K_]:=(xmindimb[tIv,m,E,K])
xmax[t_,v_,m_,E_,K_]:=(xmaxdimb[t,v,m,E,K])

xmin and xmax are the limiting 
.y-values of /(/) in cm.

i
Some more definitions of variables.
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Nnbar[t_,v_,m_,E_>K_]:=(lf[xmax[t,v)m IE,K]>xmin[t1v,m,E,K]INlntegrate[Nn,{x> 
xmintt.v.m.E.Kl.xmaxtt.v.m.E.KJJJ.O])

Nnbar is the average number density of the 
neutral gas between xmin and xmax (NB a 
factor of 1 // is omitted and recovered later).Emin=5;

Emax=16;
Defines the lab 
frame collision 
energy range.

intlNnbar[v_Im_,E_,K_]:=(Nlntegrate[Nnbar[t,v,m,E)K],{t,0,T},PrecisionGoal
2,AccuracyGoal >1]) intlNnbar is the integral of Nnbar with respect to 

time between 0 and T. (NB a factor of / is omitted).

( * intlNbar is thus: lnt[ lnt[Nn]dx]dt. Note tnat for speed the factors of 1/1 in 
Nnbar and I in intlNnbar have been omitted*)

(’ incorporating
scattering*)

These functions describe the angular scattering of the products. 
The first pair are Lorentzian profiles which approximate data for 
SET reactions. The second pair are symmetric, but normalized to 
the Lorentzians. O f course any functional may be used.

f1 [m _,E_.K_]:= (N ln tegra te [ in t lN nbar[vx1  lab [E ,KER[E ],the ta ],m .E,K ]*( 1000/(30 
Pi( 1+((the ta -10)/30)A2 ))) , { the ta .0 ,180}. P rec is ionG oal-^2 , AccuracyG oal 

- 1])
f2 [m _,E _ .K _ ] := (N ln teg ra te [ in t lN nba r[vx2 lab [E .K E R [E ] ltheta].m.E, K]*( 1000/(30 

Pi (1 + (( the ta -70)/30)A2))) , { the ta ,0 ,180},P rec is ionG oa l— 2,AccuracyGoal 

- 1 ])

r
f1[m_,E_,K_]:=(Nlntegrate[int!Nnbar[vx1lab[E,KER[E],theta])m,E,K]*(3.04), 

{theta,0,180},PrecisionGoal\[Rule]2,AccuracyGoal—-1]) 
f2[m_,E_,K_]:=(Nlntegrate[intlNnbar[vx2lab[E,KER[E],theta],m,E1K]*(3.04), 

{theta,0,180},PrecisionGoal—►2,AccuracyGoal—►1])

(’ INTENSITIES*)

CO+

In order to obtain reaction cross-sections, experimental data 
must be entered. Only one example is included here.

R [m 2,5 ]=5 .43; R [m2,6]=6.73; R [m 2,7 ]=7 .09; 
R [m 2.8 ]=6 .82 ; R [m 2,9 ]=7 .19 ;R [m 2,10 ]=7 .25 ; 
R [m 2 ,1 1 ]=8 .56 ;R [m 2,12]=9 .86 ; R [m2,13]=10.9 ; 
R [m 2.14] = 1 1.1 ;R [m 2,15 ]=11.6 ;R [m 2,16 ]=13.0 ;

Based on what we leamt in 
Chapter 4, we finally have 
our reaction cross-section:

>true
O -

C l /

(’ C R O S S  S E C T IO N S ’ )
sigma[E_IK_]:=(R[m,E]*Ld[vd[E],md,E,KER[E]])/(vd[E]*f1[35,E,KER[E]])

(’ IM PORTANT: m l  & m2 ( inputted at the start) are the M A S S E S  of products 
IM M EDIATELY A F T E R  C O L L IS IO N  (these are used to ca lcu late velocities). 
However, when call ing f1 & f2 (above) use the M A S S -T O -C H A R G E  RATIO of 
the FINAL p roducts ’ )
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Appendix C

The following M athematica  script was written to calculate the space-focussing 

properties o f  a reflectron instrument. Variables have been labelled in the m anner 

adopted in the thesis, but with some differences due to formatting constraints. Outputs 

have been omitted and explanatory notes are included in text boxes.

a=.
Is=.
Ia=.
Iff1=.
It=.
Ik=.
Iff2= 
lp=. 
accs= 
acca= 
acct=. 
acck= 
accp= 
dvs=. 
dva=. 
dvt=. 
dvk=. 
dvp=.

z=. 
m=.
q=-
ts=.
a = 0.5 Is - z
theta=8 3.141592654/ 180

accs=q dvs/(m Is) 
ts= (2 accs a)A0.5 /accs 
acca = q dva/(m la) 
ta = (((2 accs a) +(2 acca la))A0.5 -(2 accs a )A0.5)/acca 
tff 1 = Iff 1 /(((2 accs a)+(2 acca la))A0.5) 
acct=q dvt / (m It)
tt=((((2 accs a)+(2 acca la))(Cos[theta])A2+(2 acct lt))A0.5-(((2 accs a)+(2 acca 

\la))(Cos[theta])A2)A0.5)/acct 
acck=q dvk/(m Ik)
tk=-((((2 accs a)+(2 acca la))(Cos[theta])A2+(2 acct lt))A0.5)/acck 
tff2=lff2/((((2 accs a)+(2 acca la))(Cos[theta])A2)A0.5) 
accp= q dvp/(m Ip)

Calculates the acceleration produced by 
each electric field and the flight time o f  an 
ion through each stage o f  the spectrometer. 
These constituent flight times allow the 
total flight time to be calculated.

a is the r-d is tance that an ion travels 
through the first electric field; Z is the 
initial r-d isp lacem ent o f  an ion from 
the centre o f  the source.

Defines lengths (I), accelerations (acc), potential 
differences (dv) and other parameters. defines a 
variable without assigning a value to it.
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Here the user can input the values  
o f  experimental parameters, leaving  
to undefined. SI units are used.

Is=0.02
la=0.13
Iff 1 =0.16
lt=0.015
lk=0.125
Iff2=0.41
lp=0.0065
dvs=400
dva=2802.9
dvt=.
dvk=.
dvp=100
d i f f 2

diff 1

FindRoot[{diff2==0,diff1==0},{dvt,-440},{dvk,-6617}]

By assigning the values outputted 
by the program to the appropriate 
variables, and plotting t as a 
function o f  Z, the spaee-foeuss ing  
properties o f  the apparatus can be 
visualized.

Instructs the prog 
find a solution wl 
diff1=diff2=0, by 
adjusting two var 
Each variable mu  
inputted with an 
estimate value; di 
the large number 
variables involvet  
calculation, the es 
must be reasonab  
i f  the program is i 
a solution.


